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Résumé étendu
Les aciers inoxydables austénitiques métastables, matériaux étudiés dans la présente thèse, se distinguent
par leur sensibilité à l’effet TRIP (Transformation Induced Plasticity). Cette transformation induite par la
déformation plastique déclenche mécaniquement la transformation austénite  martensite et confère ainsi
au matériau des propriétés mécaniques remarquables : une limite d'élasticité et un allongement pouvant
atteindre, respectivement, 1000 MPa et 30 % 1. Ces propriétés impliquent, après écrouissage à froid, une
mise en forme aisée de l'acier à l'état recuit et une résistance mécanique élevée. Cependant, une grande
vitesse d’écrouissage leur confère une grande capacité d'absorption d’énergie dans des conditions
d'impact sévère, en faveur d’une bonne résistance aux chocs 2.
Les propriétés de fatigue des aciers inoxydables métastables sont remarquables et peuvent être adaptées
en ajustant les fractions de phases, austénite-martensite 3. Cela ouvre une voie d’amélioration des
propriétés par un procédé adéquat de mise en forme 4,5.
A cause de leurs performances mécaniques et en dépit de leur coût élevé, les aciers inoxydables
austénitiques métastables sont appelés à se substituer, dans de nombreuses applications, aux aciers au
carbone. Cependant, l'inconvénient majeur de ces aciers est la difficulté de prévoir exactement leur
comportement mécanique qui dépend principalement des caractéristiques particulières de la
microstructure : en effet, la quantité de martensite est aussi pertinente que son type, sa morphologie et sa
distribution 6. Différents mécanismes de déformation peuvent également être activés dans les aciers
métastables, notamment le glissement des dislocations, le maclage mécanique et la formation de bandes
de cisaillement. Ces mécanismes conduisent en fait à des configurations complexes où coexistent des
paquets de macles de déformation, des plaquettes de martensite-ɛ ainsi que des défauts d'empilement 7,8.
La compréhension du comportement global de déformation des aciers inoxydables métastables est
centrale pour améliorer leur performance et pour adapter correctement les procédés industriels de leur
fabrication

3,9

. Les études classiques, à l'échelle macroscopique, ne sont pas suffisantes pour comprendre

complètement les mécanismes ci-dessus mentionnés. Suite à ce constat, des techniques de caractérisation,
à une échelle locale, sont de plus en plus mises en œuvre

. La nano-indentation s’est avérée une

10-15

technique appropriée pour étudier les aciers TRIP, puisque la taille de la zone testée et la précision de la
localisation de l’indenteur permettent de caractériser séparément chaque grain de la structure. En outre,
l'enregistrement des courbes de charge-déplacement permet un accès complet aux propriétés
micromécaniques. Il est ainsi aisé de caractériser des matériaux anisotropes et multiphasés 16-22.
La présente thèse est consacrée à l'étude des mécanismes de déformation d’un alliage métallique
complexe, un acier inoxydable austénitique métastable. Ces aciers sont stigmatisés comme complexes car
i

leurs mécanismes de déformation sont pluriels et se déclenchent souvent de façon concomitante. En effet,
les transformations de phases peuvent être activées au cours d’une déformation plastique. Pour parvenir à
une meilleure compréhension de ces mécanismes, des expériences de nano-indentation ont été initiées
pour déformer à une échelle microscopique et locale le matériau. Cette technique expérimentale permet
l’accès à la réponse mécanique des grains individuels via l'analyse des courbes de chargementdéchargement. La nano-indentation cyclique permet aussi l'accumulation progressive de la déformation et
d’accéder ainsi aux caractéristiques de la sous-structure par une combinaison de microscopies et
diffractions électroniques, notamment les microscopies électroniques à balayage (MEB) et en
transmission (MET-HRTEM) ainsi que la diffraction des électrons en mode rétrodiffusés (EBSD).
Les courbes de nano-indentation, en mode chargement-déchargement, ont permis d’accéder à des
informations très détaillées sur les propriétés mécaniques sous-jacentes qui pourraient être liées à une
reconstruction exhaustive de la sous-structure de déformation, aussi bien en surface du matériau que dans
sa masse. Différentes techniques d’investigation, à une échelle très fine, ont permis, entre autres,
d’accéder à des caractéristiques telles que la déformation en fonction du temps, la transformation des
phases réversible sous charge, l’anisotropie cristalline et l’influences de la taille de grains, en plus de la
transmission de la plasticité et de la tenue en fatigue.
La thèse est structurée autour de huit chapitres :
Dans le premier chapitre, nous présentons les aciers métastables ainsi que la technique de nanoindentation. L’état de l’art sur les essais de nano-indentation concernant les aciers inoxydables
métastables est passé en revue.
Le deuxième chapitre donne une description de l'acier, objet de cette étude, et les techniques
expérimentales mises en œuvre.
Dans le troisième chapitre, nous présentons la caractérisation microstructurale et mécanique de l'acier
dans différentes conditions avant nano-indentation. La taille des grains, leur morphologie, la distribution
des phases, la texture, ainsi que différents défauts de structure sont passés en revue et analysés.
Dans le quatrième chapitre, différents essais de nano-indentation monotones et cycliques sont conduits
sur des grains sélectionnés. Les courbes de chargement-déchargement respectifs sont analysées afin
d’accéder localement à la réponse du matériau en termes de transformation de phase, de propagation de la
plasticité, de déformation en fonction du temps et de l'évolution cyclique des propriétés mécaniques.
Au cinquième chapitre, les mécanismes de déformation en surface, à partir d'essais de nano-indentation,
sont étudiés par microscope et diffraction électronique en mode FESEM, EBSD, TEM et HRTEM. Les
caractéristiques de la structure de déformation telles que la formation des bandes de cisaillement
microscopiques et finement structurées, la germination de la martensite-α' aux intersections des bandes de
ii

cisaillement ainsi que les bandes de glissement en début de formation ont été étudiées et imagées en haute
résolution (HREM). L’étude s’est aussi focalisée sur l'influence des joints de grains lors de la déformation
en surface.
Le sixième chapitre est consacré à l'étude des mécanismes de déformation résultant des expériences de
nano-indentation juste en-dessous de la surface. Les analyses en MET sont réalisées en fonction de la
taille et de l'orientation cristalline des grains indentés. A cet effet, l'influence du mode de test (le contrôle
de la charge et/ou de la profondeur d’indentation) et le nombre de cycles d'indentation sont étudiés.
Dans le septième chapitre, une étude par imagerie FIB (Faisceau Ionique Focalisé) et par tomographie est
conduite pour compléter les connaissances obtenues par la caractérisation au MET. La caractérisation par
FIB a permis une reconstruction 3D de la phase martensitique–α' naissantes sous la pointe du nanoindenteur et a permis de suivre les mécanismes sous-jacents de la propagation de la plasticité.
Enfin, au huitième chapitre, les différents aspects des mécanismes de déformation, mis en exergue dans
les chapitres précédents, sont résumés et corrélés.
Certains des principaux résultats, mis en évidence au cours de cette thèse, sont repris ci-après :
Il a été mis en évidence, qu’en fonction de la taille du grain austénitique et de son orientation
cristallographique, différents arrangements des dislocations s’opèrent dans les aciers inoxydables
métastables, lorsque ces derniers sont soumis à des essais de nano-indentation. Ces deux facteurs ont
aussi un impact sur la transformation martensitique. Ainsi, il a été mis en évidence que la martensite-α' est
étroitement liée à la relation entre l'orientation des plans de glissement actifs et de l'axe de chargement.
En outre, tous les mécanismes de déformation et la transmission de la plasticité sont fortement influencés
par la localisation de la contrainte aux joints de grains.
Nous avons constaté que la transformation réversible de la martensite-ε se produit au cours des essais de
nano-indentation cycliques. Ce phénomène, connu pour les alliages à mémoire de forme, n’a, à notre
connaissance, jamais été rapporté pour les aciers inoxydables. Apparemment, la composition chimique du
présent alliage, en particulier son teneur élevée en azote, plaide en faveur de ce comportement. Au cours
de cette thèse, nous avons trouvé que ce comportement se produit après un certain nombre de cycles de
nano-indentation. Ceci indique qu'une certaine organisation de dislocations doit se produire pour faciliter
la transformation de la phase réversible, tel que rapporté dans la littérature 189.
Sur les courbes charge-déplacement, une non-linéarité, aux faibles charges d'indentation, a été relevée. Ce
qui conduit ainsi à des changements de pente dans les courbes. Ce résultat est en bon accord avec ceux de
la littérature, rapportés pour la transformation de phase réversible. La formation de la martensite-ε a été
mise en évidence. Cette dernière montre un comportement anisotrope et adopte la relation d’orientation
de Shoji-Nishiyama, avec une préférence de formation dans les grains orientés de façon appropriée par
iii

rapport à l'axe de chargement. Ce fait a aussi été démontré par la taille de la boucle d'hystérésis
enregistrée, lors des essais de nano-indentation cycliques. Cette boucle est plus large pour les grains
orientés favorablement pour la transformation martensitique-ε. Le comportement de la transformation
réversible est probablement lié au fait que les plaques de la martensite-ε, formées sous les charges
appliquées, ont une épaisseur moyenne inférieure à 1 nm, résultat obtenu dans le cadre de cette thèse, et
donc, ne sont pas suffisamment stables pour persister après le déchargement. Il est également intéressant
de mentionner que la transformation de phase liée aux pop-ins provient de la martensite-ε. Contrairement
à cette dernière, la formation de la martensite-α' n'a pu être détectée à partir des courbes P-h.
Dans les tests classiques de fatigue macroscopique, le comportement d’adoucissement est connu pour se
produire dans les aciers inoxydables recuits en raison d’une part, de la génération de dislocations mobiles
supplémentaires et d’autre part, des configurations de dislocations de basse énergie

245,246

. Les deux

mécanismes ont été observés dans cette étude. La génération de dislocations supplémentaires sous charge
a été détectée et corrélée au pop-ins, tandis que les arrangements cellulaires des dislocations ont été
clairement observés par MET. De ce point de vue, la nano indentation cyclique peut être considérée
comme une technique d’analyse du comportement local de fatigue. Les courbe P-h ont montré que
généralement l’adoucissement l'emporte sur le durcissement induit par la transformation de phases, alors
que le durcissement secondaire ne se produirait que pour certaines orientations cristallines (par exemple
<111>) quand la martensite a été formé et s’est développée verticalement sous l'empreinte résiduelle.
En rapport avec l’adoucissement cyclique, un comportement dépendant du temps a été mis à jour μ
certains chercheurs

229, 233, 362-364

ont trouvé une dépendance avec les vitesses de déformation à la

température ambiante, dans les aciers inoxydables AISI 304 et 316. Aux basses déformations imposées, ce
comportement conduit à un adoucissement cyclique qui prévaut sur le durcissement cyclique

234

. Ces

résultats pourraient être surprenants pour un acier inoxydable métastable qui se distingue normalement
par un comportement net de durcissement 231. La clé pour expliquer le comportement observé est la faible
amplitude de contrainte appliquée dans la présente étude, tandis que le durcissement est généralement
connu pour se produire lorsqu’il dépasse un certain niveau minimum de déformation.
Nous avons également constaté que les caractéristiques de déformation sont différentes lorsque le mode
de chargement est cyclique ou de déplacement, en raison du comportement d’adoucissement. En effet, en
mode de chargement, le déplacement ou la profondeur de pénétration augmente avec chaque cycle,
conduisant à une accumulation de déformation significative, tandis qu’en mode de déplacement, la
déformation imposée est principalement localisée dans le domaine élastique (ou pseudo-élastique).
Ainsi, la nano-indentation offre la possibilité d'étudier le comportement de la déformation dans une plage
de déformation plus faible que celle qu’offrent les techniques de tests macroscopiques. Par ailleurs, il faut

iv

signaler que la nano-indentation permet également de déformer à des charges nettement plus élevées que
celles qui sont appliquées ici dans cette étude.
Nous avons aussi montré que la pré-déformation stabilise l'acier contre la poursuite de la transformation
de phases avec le comportement d’adoucissement cyclique ou de durcissement.
Pour comprendre les phénomènes observés, les deux points suivants doivent être considérés :
1. Contrairement à la transformation � → �′, la transformation � → martensite-� implique une contraction

volumique

365, 366

. Par conséquent, la déformation en traction favorise la formation de la martensite-α' et

supprime celle de la martensite-ε. Pour la déformation en compression, c’est le cas contraire qui se
produit 365.
Il est, par ailleurs, bien établi que la réponse pseudo-élastique des alliages à mémoire de forme est
beaucoup plus marquée pour la nano-indentation que pour les essais de traction

187

. Par conséquent,

l'apparition transformation de martensite-α' se produit pour la nano-indentation (principalement en
compression) avec un décalage vers des valeurs de contrainte plus élevées, par rapport aux procédés de
mise en formes macroscopiques, tels que le laminage à froid 365. Ceci explique pourquoi, dans la présente
d'étude, la formation des bandes de cisaillement a été facilement observée, alors que la martensite-α' était
encore dans son état initial de formation.
2. Il est également connu que la formation de la martensite-ε conduit à un adoucissement

367, 368

. Cette

circonstance est en très bon accord avec l’adoucissement observé au-dessous du changement de pente
(coude) relevé sur la courbe. La région avec une faible pente en-dessous du coude correspond à la
majorité des pop-ins, en relation avec la formation réversible de la martensite-ε. D'autre part, étant donné
que la caractérisation par MET a révélé qu'au moins une partie de la martensite-ε formée est stabilisée
sous forme de bandes de cisaillement après le déchargement. La formation de la martensite-ε domine
celle des bandes de cisaillement et pourrait contribuer, en collaboration avec le mouvement des
dislocations, au comportement d’adoucissement observé.

Conclusions finales
Dans la présente thèse, le comportement de déformation des grains individuels austénitiques, dans un
acier inoxydable métastable polycristallin, a été étudiée par nano-indentation. Cette technique d'essais
mécaniques a non seulement l'avantage de fournir des informations avec une grande précision à partir de
« petits domaines » mais aussi d’accéder de manière sélective aux mécanismes de déformation avec une
résolution spatiale meilleure que celle des techniques d'analyse conventionnelles.

v

L’analyse des courbes (P-h) de chargement-déchargement et leur corrélation avec les caractéristiques
structurales que dispense le MET, a permis d’accéder aux caractéristiques des mécanismes de
déformation dans les aciers inoxydables austénitiques métastables, en effet :
• les mécanismes de déformation obtenu par nano-indentation sont, de façon qualitative, similaires à ceux
issus des essais macroscopiques classiques
• le comportement de la déformation résultant des essais de nano-indentation fournit des informations à
deux niveaux: local, avec accès directement aux grandes contraintes de cisaillement dans les IPZ (zone de
pénétration de l’indenteur) et global, par extension à tout le grain indenté.

• la structure de déformation, par nano-indentation, se distingue par des rotations des structures locales,
des bandes de cisaillement nano-structurées et par la formation subséquente d’îlots de martensite.
• la structure globale de déformation comprend des arrangements de dislocations, suite au cisaillement
homogène à l'intérieur du grain, des défauts plans sur des sites préférentiels (par exemple des joints de
grains) ν les joints de grains, jouant le rôle d’obstacles à la transmission de la plasticité.
• les déformations aussi bien globales que spécifiques à la nano-indentation sont fortement anisotropes;
elles sont directement liées à l'orientation cristalline de chaque grain du matériau.
• la réponse mécanique à l'indentation et par conséquent les structures de déformation qui en résultent
sont fortement dépendantes du volume de confinement, déterminé par la taille et la forme des grains.
• Il a été établi que l’acier AISI γ01LN se déforme, au début de sa plasticité, principalement par la
formation d’abord des bandes de cisaillement ensuite par d'autres structures de déformation, tels que les
arrangements à faible énergie des dislocations ou encore la formation de la martensite-α'.
• la transformation de la martensite-ε réversible prend place sous chargement de nano-indentation.
• les embryons de martensite-α' germent et coalescent aux intersections des bandes de cisaillement.
• trois types de pop-ins peuvent être obtenus à partir des courbes de P-h, en raison d’abord de la
transmission élasto-plastique ensuite de la transformation ↔ε et enfin de la transmission de la plasticité
à travers les joints de grains.
Concernant les techniques avancées de caractérisation, un bilan peut également être établi:
• la nano-indentation cyclique est un outil puissant pour le suivi de l'évolution des mécanismes de
déformation, tandis que le MET est un outil puissant pour la caractérisation de la structure de déformation
résultante. La combinaison de la déformation par nano-indentation et la caractérisation ultérieure par
MET réalisée pour différentes conditions expérimentales, ont permis une reconstruction ex-situ des
principes fondamentaux sous-jacents.
vi

• il a été démontré qu'il existe une bonne corrélation entre les données enregistrées au cours d’essais de
nano-indentation, et la microstructure liée. Ainsi, à partir de la seule analyse des courbes P-h, des
informations importantes sur la dynamique de la déformation, l'influence des joints de grains, le transfert
de la plasticité et l'anisotropie cristalline peuvent être recueillies pour la caractérisation du matériau sans
avoir besoin de plus de temps ni de coûts d’analyse supplémentaires.
• il a également été confirmé, par corrélation entre les courbes P-h de nano-indentation cyclique et des
études de MET, que les pop-ins à des charges élevées (ou nombre élevé de cycles) correspondent
effectivement à la transmission de la plasticité.
• il est important de caractériser les structures de déformation du matériau, aussi bien en surface que dans
la masse sous-jacente, afin d’accéder à une compréhension globale de son comportement.
• L'intérêt de la technique d'imagerie SIM a été mis en évidence pour la caractérisation de l'évolution des
structures fines du matériau ainsi déformé. Par rapport aux autres techniques de caractérisation avancées,
telles que l’EBSD pour la caractérisation de la surface et le MET pour la caractérisation dans la masse, le
SIM est plus rapide, plus facile et plus rentable. Par rapport à la tomographie transversale, l'imagerie SIM
peut fournir des informations plus complètes sur la transformation de la microstructure en 3D.
Pour conclure, cette thèse comprend une approche novatrice concernant la caractérisation à petite échelle
des mécanismes de déformation dans les aciers inoxydables austénitiques métastables, en particulier, et
dans les matériaux métalliques de façon générale.
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Preface
I have no special talent. I am only passionately curious.
Albert Einstein

Metastable austenitic stainless steels - the material group studied in the present thesis, are distinguished
by their susceptibility to the TRIP (Transformation Induced Plasticity) effect, where austenite to
martensite transformation is triggered mechanically. This results in a material with outstanding
mechanical properties: a yield strength of about 1000 MPa with simultaneous elongation up to 30% have
been reported 1. These properties imply an easy conformation of the steel in the annealed state, combined
with a high strength after cold forming. Furthermore, the resulting high work hardening rate confers the
steels a high energy absorption capacity under impact condition, interesting for crashworthiness 2.
Moreover, fatigue properties of metastable stainless steels are outstanding and can be tailored

by

3

adjusting the fraction of austenite and martensite . This gives potential for a further improvement of
properties by an adequate forming process 4,5.
As a consequence of those characteristics, it is expected that, in spite of their higher cost, metastable
austenitic stainless steels will substitute in many applications the carbon steels used so far. However, the
major drawback of using those steels is the difficulty to predict exactly their mechanical behavior, since it
depends predominantly on the particular microstructural characteristics: not only the amount of
martensite is relevant, but also its type, morphology and distribution 6. Furthermore, other deformation
mechanisms may also be activated in metastable steels, such as dislocations glide, mechanical twinning
and formation of shear bands, whereby the latter comprises bundles of coexisting deformation twins, ɛmartensite plates and stacking faults 7,8.
Consequently, understanding the overall deformation behavior of metastable stainless steels is essential
for improving their performance and also to properly tailor the manufacturing of industrial components
3,9

. In this sense, conventional studies at macroscopic scale are not sufficient to completely understand the

above mentioned mechanisms, and hence small-scale techniques are increasingly applied

10–15

.

Particularly, nanoindentation has proven to be a suitable tool to study TRIP steels, since the size of the
indenter tip and the lateral precision of indenter placement allow separate testing of every single grain.
Furthermore, the recording of load-displacement curves can give a comprehensive access to the

ix

micromechanical properties. Thus, it is readily applied to characterize anisotropic and multi-phase
materials 16–22.
On the other hand, it is plausible to assume that the evolution of deformation features can be followed up
with repeated nanoindentation loading on the same location, i.e. cyclic nanoindentation. This
investigation approach is relatively scarce yet. For example, cyclic nanoindentation tests at constant
load/penetration amplitude have been reported for materials such as GaN thin films to analyze
deformation mechanisms

23

, in CaCo3 to study fatigue-induced crack formation

memory alloys to investigate phase transformations

25

24

and in NiTi shape

. However, to the best knowledge of the authors,

cyclic nanoindentation testing has never been performed for any steel grade.
One of the most convenient techniques for subsurface characterization of metallic alloys is TEM
(Transmission Electron Microscopy). Saka and Nagaya performed the first TEM examination of a cross
section of a residual nanoindentation imprint in 1995

26

. Since then, this methodology has become

increasingly common to evaluate the deformation mechanisms activated by nanoindentation testing

27–30

.

Nevertheless, no detailed studies have been performed to evaluate the influence of local microstructure
and testing conditions on the obtained deformation substructure. Thus, within this thesis a combination of
nanoindentation performed under various conditions, and subsequent characterization of the induced
deformation will be performed.
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Thesis Outline

The present thesis is devoted to the study of the deformation mechanisms in a complex metallic alloy: a
metastable austenitic stainless steel. These steels are branded as complex because different and
simultaneous deformation mechanisms, including phase transformations, can be activated when
plastically deformed. Therefore, with the motivation of achieving a deeper understanding of these
mechanisms, nanoindentation experiments have been performed to locally deform the material at
microscopic scale. This experimental technique allows the characterization of the response of individual
selected grains by analyzing loading-unloading curves. Moreover, cyclic nanoindentation enables the
gradual accumulation of deformation, in order to study the resulting substructural features by a
combination of SEM, EBSD and TEM.
The thesis is arranged as following:
In Chapter 1, metastable steels are introduced and the nanoindentation technique is explained.
Furthermore, the current state of the art of nanoindentation experiments performed in metastable stainless
steels is reviewed.
Chapter 2 gives a description of the investigated steel and the applied experimental procedures.
In Chapter 3, microstructural and mechanical characterization of the studied steel in different conditions
prior to nanoindentation is carried out. Grain size and morphology, phase distribution, crystallographic
texture, as well as presence and characteristics of different defects are studied.
In Chapter 4, different monotonic and cyclic nanoindentation tests are conducted in selected grains and
the respective loading-unloading curves are evaluated to access the local material response in terms of
phase transformation, propagation of plasticity, time-dependent deformation and cyclic evolution of
mechanical properties.
Surface deformation mechanisms developing from nanoindentation tests are studied by FESEM, EBSD,
TEM and HRTEM in Chapter 5. Therefore, deformation features such as formation of fine-structured
microscopic shear bands, nucleation of α’-martensite at intersections of those shear bands and incipient
slip band formation are imaged with high resolution. Furthermore, the influence of grain boundaries on
surface deformation is studied.
Chapter 6 is dedicated to the study of the deformation mechanisms resulting from the nanoindentation
experiments at subsurface level. TEM investigations are conducted as a function of size and

1

crystallographic orientation of the indented grains. Furthermore, the influence of testing mode (load or
penetration depth control) and the number of indentation cycles are investigated.
In Chapter 7, a FIB imaging and tomography study is performed to complete the insights obtained by
TEM characterization, Thereby, FIB enabled a 3D reconstruction of the α’-martensitic phase emerging
under the nanoindenter tip and permitted to track the underlying plasticity propagation mechanisms.
Finally, in Chapter 8, the different aspects of deformation mechanisms discerned within the previous
chapters are summarized and correlated.

2

1 Literature review
1.1 Metastable Austenitic stainless steels
1.1.1 Stainless steels
Stainless steels are high alloyed steels, characterized by their resistance to corrosion and temperature.
They are defined as alloys with a minimum percentage of 11% Cr and usually a low carbon content
(<0.08%) 31. Chromium forms a passive oxide layer on the surface, which gives to these steels their high
resistance against corrosion. This layer can be further stabilized by addition of other alloying elements,
such as Ni or Mo.
Originally, stainless steels were developed in the search of an inert material, which would be resistant to
harsh environmental conditions. Thus, already in 1821 Pierre Berthier found that Fe-Cr alloys were
resistant to acids. The development of a carbon-free chromium extraction process by Hans Goldschmidt,
at the end of the XIX century, eliminated the problem of brittleness due to high carbon levels. This
permitted Léon Guillet to perform excessive studies on ferritic and martensitic low-carbon Fe-Cr alloys.
In 1912, the first austenitic stainless steel was patented by ThyssenKrupp Nirosta, while in the same year
Harry Bearley discovered the martensitic stainless steel and started its massive production. Monnartz was
the first one to study and understand the passivation effect of stainless steels and also to point out the
importance of a minimum Cr content, besides the benefit of additional alloying elements like Mo. As a
consequence, he can be considered as one of the main developers of modern austenitic stainless steels,
similar to those still used today 32,33.
Types of stainless steels
Stainless steels can be sub-divided according to their microstructure into:






Ferritic
Austenitic
Martensitic
Duplex
Precipitation hardened

Ferritic stainless steels consist mainly of iron and chromium, are magnetic and exhibit a good welding
behavior. Austenitic stainless steels are obtained by alloying with important amounts of Ni or Mn

34

and

are distinguished by especially high corrosion resistance, as well as high ductility; while and martensitic
stainless steels feature a higher carbon content than ferritic ones and possess the highest hardness.
3

Duplex type forms a two-phase ferritic-austenitic or ferritic-martensitic compound, combining the
positive properties of the two phases, like the strength of the harder phase and the ductility of the softer
matrix. Precipitation Hardened (PH) steels can be martensitic, austenitic or mixed, and their strength can
be increased by intended formation of precipitates during an ageing treatment 35.
The microstructure of stainless steels depends on the chemical composition and can be approximately
predicted using the Schaeffler-diagram (Figure 1). Chromium and Nickel are the most important alloying
elements, whereas other elements which exhibit the same effect as Cr or Ni can be considered, with an
appropriate weighting factor, respectively as chromium or nickel equivalent 36 with
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The martensitic transformation is characterized by two material specific temperature values: M s – the
temperature below which the phase transformation starts, and Mf – the temperature at which the
martensitic transformation is completed. These temperatures are likewise determined by the chemical
4

composition of the alloy and can be approximately estimated by Equation (3) developed by Eichelman
and Hull 37:
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The principal effects of the main alloying elements in stainless steels are summarized in the following 33:
Chromium
Chromium is the main component of all stainless steels and an important alpha-stabilizer. The higher the
chromium content, the more stable the passive film.
Nickel
Nickel is the most important gammagene element. It improves the corrosion resistance, also when the
passive layer is damaged. Furthermore, it increases ductility, fracture toughness and workability.
Manganese
Manganese is an important gamma-stabilizer representing along with Ni a common alloying element in
austenitic stainless steels. Furthermore, it prevents hot cracking.
Molybdenum
Molybdenum assists the formation of the passive layer and protects it against damage. Thus, it improves
the corrosion resistance properties, especially regarding local corrosion like pitting. Molybdenum is
alphagene.
Carbon
Carbon has a pronounced gammagene effect. It is also a good solid strengthener, increasing the yield
strength, but it tends to form chromium carbides which lead to sensitization and decrease the corrosion
resistance. For the martensitic phase, elevated C content increases the distortion of the crystalline lattice.
Nitrogen
Nitrogen is an austenite stabilizer and a good solid solution strengthener, similar to carbon, without the
disadvantage of forming carbides. It has a higher solubility in the alloy than carbon, so the formation of
nitrides is less likely. As a consequence, nitrogen significantly increases the strength of the steel, at the
same time preserving good fracture toughness. Furthermore, nitrogen improves the corrosion behavior.

1.1.2 Austenitic stainless steels
Austenitic stainless steels are the most commonly used steels within the stainless family, due to their high
corrosion resistance, good formability and high work hardening 4,35,38–40.
5

According to their chemical composition, they can be basically divided into 200- and 300-series. Thereby,
the latter is Ni-based, while in the 200-series a part of the nickel is replaced by Mn, in order to avoid the
elevated costs of Ni.
Important for the properties of austenitic stainless steels is the carbon and nitrogen content, being both
interstitial elements strongly gammagene. C contributes to the stabilization and strengthening of austenite.
However, it can form chromium carbides which cause an increase of the grain boundary corrosion. Thus,
carbon content in stainless steels is usually kept low and, in many modern grades, it is partially
substituted by N.
Table 1 represents the chemical composition of austenitic stainless steels of the 300-series. From all
degrees, AISI 301 and 301LN steels exhibit the lowest content of alloy elements.
Ta le . T pi al o i al he i al o positio of sele ted auste iti stai less steels. Data f o

Outoku pu.

Steel

C

N

Cr

Ni

Mo

Others

301LN

0.02

0.14

17.7

6.5

–

–

304

0.04

–

18.1

8.3

–

–

304L

0.02

–

18.1

8.3

–

–

304LN

0.02

0.14

18.5

10.5

–

–

321

0.04

–

17.3

9.1

–

Ti

316

0.04

–

17.2

10.2

2.1

–

In low-alloy austenitic stainless steels, the fcc phase is not sufficiently stabilized and can transform under
load to martensite, producing the TRIP effect. This effect is also known from multiphase steels with
different compositions

41–43

, while in case of austenitic stainless steels this phenomenon is referred to as

metastability.

1.1.3 Metastable austenitic stainless steels
Ms temperature of austenitic stainless steels is significantly below room temperature 44, which means that
at room temperature martensitic transformation will not take place spontaneously 8. However, the
necessary driving force can be also provided mechanically, inducing martensitic transformation after
application of strain or stress.

6

Figu e . Mi ost u tu e of AI“I
LN afte
for metastable austenitic stainless steels.

% of old olli g . Coexisting austenite and martensite phases characteristic
45

As a consequence, an adjustable phase transformation at room temperature can be achieved, leading to an
increase in hardness and yield strength. This phase transformation goes along with an increase of
plasticity and is therefore called Transformation Induced Plasticity or TRIP effect. Figure 2 shows an
optical micrograph of the characteristic microstructure of a deformed metastable stainless steel.

Figu e . Positio i g of diffe e t steel g oups as a fu tio of thei ulti ate te sile st e gth a d total elo gatio
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Due to the smaller packing density of bcc phase in comparison to fcc, the martensitic transformation
implies a volume expansion of around 3%

47,48

, which involves creation of an internal stress field and
7

affects the mechanical properties, as well as the further transformation behavior. The combination of
phase transformation and the strain hardening of the retained austenite leads to the outstanding work
hardening of metastable austenitic stainless steels, going along with high plasticity 49 and range them into
the category of advanced or second generation HSS (High Strength Steels). This is illustrated in Figure 3
and Figure 4, which show that, in comparison to other steels, advanced TRIP steels are distinguished by
an excellent compromise between high strength and high ductility. Taking into account the simultaneous
high corrosion resistance, distinguishable fatigue properties and the possibility to tailor mechanical
properties like yield strength, hardness and damage tolerance, metastable austenitic stainless steels are
materials of high interest for multiple engineering applications 5,50,51.

Figu e . Positio i g of diffe e t steel g oups as a fu tio of thei

ield st e gth a d total elo gatio

52

.

The mechanical properties of metastable austenitic stainless steels are highly influenced by a combination
of multiple deformation mechanisms 53. Some of them are briefly explained in the following section.

8

1.1.4 Deformation mechanisms and phase transformation behavior in metastable
austenitic stainless steels
Stacking faults
In certain cases, it is energetically favorable for dislocations to split into two partial dislocations, thereby
creating stacking faults. For fcc materials, it is a/2<110> dislocations dissociating into two a/6<211>
partial dislocations, also called Shockley dislocations.
The normal atomic order of fcc crystals normal to the (111) plane has the sequence ABCABCABC.
Stacking faults are planar defects, whereby a SF resulting from a single partial dislocation motion is
called intrinsic and leads to a missing plane in the stacking sequence: ABCBCABCA. On the other hand,
two overlapping stacking faults result in a stacking sequence ABCBABCAB , which means the insertion
of an additional plane B, as illustrated in Figure 5 54.

Figu e . Fo atio of sta ki g faults. a) Intrinsic stacking fault produced by a partial dislocation motion; b) Extrinsic
55
stacking fault produced by two successive partial dislocation motions. .

The energy necessary to induce a stacking fault is called stacking fault energy
57

from Equation (4) developed by Cottrel , the stacking fault width
w=

56

. As can be withdrawn

is inversely proportional to the SFE.

Gbp

(4)

πγ

Stacking faults are widely present in fcc metals, including both annealed and deformed austenitic stainless

steels. An example is given in Figure 6. They interact with dislocations and serve as a precursor for
formation of various other defects, as illustrated in the following images.

9

a

Figu e . “ta ki g faults as o se ed
58
characteristic fringes .

TEM u de diffe e t tilt a gles. a) Appearing as straight, thin lines; b)Exhibiting the

Twinning
Twinning is a deformation mechanism obtained by shearing of part of a crystal against the matrix, which
is particularly common in fcc structures. It can be defined as the overlapping of intrinsic stacking faults
on every successive plane 55, resulting in a sequence ABCBACBACBABC. If many ISFs come together
and overlap, the atomic order will be completely reversed – i.e. mirrored, forming a 60˚ angle to the
mirror plane. The band with the mirrored structure is called twin. Its thickness depends on the number of
SFs overlapping. The twin has the same crystalline structure as the rest of the crystal; however, its
presence has important consequences the mechanical properties of the material, since the twin boundary
creates an obstacle for movement of dislocations, analogue to a grain boundary 53.
There are two possible types of twin formation in austenitic stainless steels:
Annealing twins, as first observed by Carpenter and Tamura in 1926

59

are mostly explained by the

“Growth accident theory”. They form at high temperatures during growth or recrystallization processes.
Annealing twins can occupy a significant part of the grain. When they grow, eventually the whole grain
can transform into the twinned crystalline sequence.
Mechanical or deformation twins are created by mechanical strain, in order to accommodate the
associated deformation 60. Typically, they form many thin bands, with a width of around or below 100 nm
and corresponding spacing (Figure 7). Deformation twinning is an important mechanism of plastic
deformation in many austenitic steels 61–64.
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a

Figu e . Defo atio t i s i a auste iti stai less steel. a) TEM BF image and b) Corresponding diffraction pattern –
characteristic for twinning in fcc metals.

Deformation twins form a barrier for dislocation motion and thus, and are an important work hardening
mechanism in austenitic stainless steels 65.
ε-martensite transformation
When martensite is mentioned in the context of stainless steels, usually reference to the cubic / tetragonal
α’-martensite is made. However, depending on the chemical composition, metastable austenitic stainless
steels may also contain hexagonal ε-martensite. The latter forms on close-packed (111) planes
be considered as a bundle of overlapping stacking faults on every second plane

67–69

66

and can

, typically forming

thin straight platelets. This means that, as can be seen in Figure 8a and in Figure 8bError! Reference
source not found., it is morphologically very similar to stacking fault clusters or to deformation twins,
which consist of SFs on every adjacent layer and thus, have the same origin as ’ martensite 63.

T i

ε- a te site

a

Figu e . “ta ki g fault se ue es of a) hexagonal ɛ martensite plates compared to a regular fcc structure ; b) a twin to a ɛ
71
martensite plate
70

Since ɛ martensite forms from the austenitic phase, usually there is a defined orientation-relationship
between the two phases. Most commonly observed is the Shoji-Nishiyama orientation relationship 72:
11
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Figu e . Faulted i te se ti g ε-plates i a auste iti at i . a) TEM BF image; b) Corresponding diffraction pattern with
two different {111} reflections; c) and d) DF images obtained with the two different reflections.
68

The nucleation of ε-martensite usually starts from randomly spaced overlapping SFs, thus during the
initial stages of deformation it is always faulted 69. This leads to a characteristic streaky appearance, as
can be appreciated in Figure 9.
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These thin, faulty ε-platelets can grow under further deformation to thicker and more regular ε-plates. A
high fraction of ε-martensite embrittles the material due to its hcp nature 73. However, the content of ɛ in
Fe-Cr-Ni steels rarely surpasses the order of few %. Actually, its fraction in the steel can be too small to
be detected by methods like conventional XRD

74,75

or EBSD 76. However, it can be readily observed by

TEM or detected by high energy XRD. The common quoted reason for the small fraction of ɛ in a
metastable austenitic stainless steel is either that the microstructure saturates on it, as proposed by
Hedström et al.

77

(see Figure 10a)), or that is “consumed” by the α’ martensite to which it is further

transformed, as proposed by Blanc et al.78 (see Figure 10b)).

a

Figu e . E olutio of the ɛ a te site f a tio
ith i easi g st ai . a) AISI 301 with different deformation degrees
77
previous to the experiment (sample A 2%, B 23%, C 36% and D 42% cold rolling), content of ɛ saturates around 4-5% . b) In
CrNi 18/7 steels, ɛ content is observed not only to saturate, but also to decrease at higher strains, while the fraction of
78
α´keeps i easi g, adapted from .

Shear band formation
The similarities and differences between deformation twins and ɛ martensite are a little bit controversial.
Some authors claim that twins originate from extrinsic and martensite from ISF, while other authors have
found that it is other way around

79,80

. Either twins or ɛ-martensite is more likely to form under

application of strain depending on the SFE of the material 81.
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a

. Coe iste e of a os opi t i s a d ε- a te site. a) STEM BF image; b) SAD pattern (z = [̅

Figu e
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̅ ] ) 82.

However, as can be withdrawn from Figure 11, twins and ε-martensite often coexist. Thus, due to the
similarities and overlapping of those deformation mechanisms and the associated difficulties to
distinguish between the corresponding structures, the conjunction of ɛ martensite, SFs and mechanical
twins is summarized under the common name of shear bands 7.
Shear band formation is, along with twinning and dislocation slip, one of the most common deformation
mechanisms in many austenitic alloys.

Mechanically induced α’-martensitic transformation

Fundamental mechanisms
The metastability of an alloy is defined by its Md temperature – the highest temperature at which
martensitic transformation by mechanical induction is possible. It can be defined as the temperature at
which a certain fraction of the material, after a certain amount of deformation, will transform to
martensite. So, Md(30/50) is the temperature at which 30 % of austenite will transform to martensite after
application of a true strain of 50%

83

. Several equations have been proposed to estimate the Md

temperature, the most common are the ones

Nohara’s

84

, which considers also the grain size GS

according to ASTM:
Md

/

Nb − .

°C =

ν− .

−

C + N − . Si − . Mn −

with ν being the ASTM grain size number, and Sjöberg’s
nitrogen independently:
14

85

. Cr–

. Ni + Cu −

. M −

(5)

, who considers the effects of carbon and

Md(30/50)(°C) = 608-515(C)-821(N)-7.8(Si)-12(Mn)–13(Cr)-34(Ni)-6.5(Mo)

(6)

In principle, all austenitic steels can be considered as metastable; however the degree of metastability
depends on the mechanical driving force required for the phase transformation.
As mentioned above, the mechanical driving force for martensitic transformation can be supplied in form
of stress or strain

86,87

, whereby the stress-assisted transformation can occur already at stresses below the

yield strength of the material, while for strain-induced transformation first a minimal amount of plastic
deformation has to occur – that is, the material has to be stressed above the yield strength. The effects of
mechanical induction of martensitic transformation are two: on one hand side the stress application
decreases the activation energy for the martensite nucleation and, in addition, plastic deformation
increases the number of available low energy nucleation sides. The temperature up to which the effect of
only stress is enough to provide the necessary transformation energy is called M sσ, while at higher
temperatures (limited by Md), additional strain is necessary to induce the transformation, see Figure 12.
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It was found that the martensitic transformation in austenitic stainless steels at room temperature is
mainly strain-induced, since in comparison to Fe-Ni alloys, the Fe-Cr-Ni steels exhibit a significantly
wider gap between the Ms and the Md temperatures 88. This is due to the fact that plastic transformation
15

leads to creation of defects, as mentioned in the previous chapters, which represent favorable nucleation
sites for heterogeneous martensite nucleation and thus reduce the necessary chemical driving force.
However, the transformation mechanism will convert into stress assisted at sufficiently low temperatures.
Suzuki et al.

89

concluded that in the case of the strain induced nucleation, it is not directly the external

stress that produces the mechanical driving force, but the internal stress, due to dislocations piled-up to
the shear band intersections. Fang and Dahl 71 suggested that the mechanical driving force originates from
the energy stored by the dislocations in the austenite.
The martensitic transformation takes place at the speed of sound90, which makes difficult to study it in
detail. However, the transformation behavior is often schematically modeled by the Bain strain 91, which
accounts for a phase transformation with a minimum atomic motion. It can be considered as a stacking of
two fcc cells, compressed 20% in z direction and simultaneously expanded 12% in the lateral directions.
However, martensitic transformation must be an invariant-plane strain, since this represents the
configuration with the smallest strain energy

91

. In order to achieve this, the Bain strain must be

complemented by additional rotation as shown in Figure 13.

Figu e . “ he ati s of the auste ite- a te site o ie tatio . a) Undeformed austenite represented as a sphere b) Bain91
strained austenite distorted to an ellipsoid c) Bain-strained and rotated austenite exhibiting invariant-lines .

The resulting martensite lattice exhibits a fixed relationship to the parent austenite lattice. So, the closepacked planes of both phases - (110) in martensite and (111) in austenite are usually parallel, just as the
corresponding directions. The two most common relationships in stainless steels are the KurdjumovSachs 92 and the Nishiyama-Wasserman 72 relationship:
(1 1 1) || (0 1 1), [-1 0 1] || [-1 1 1]

(Kurdjumov and Sachs)

(1 1 1) || (0 1 1), [ 1-1 0] || [ 0 0 1]

(Nishiyama-Wasserman)
16

where the respectively first plane and direction is referring to austenite and the second one to martensite.
They are related to each other by a rotation of 5.25º about [011]α’ as illustrated in Figure 14.
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The interface between austenite and martensite on macroscopic scale is the habit plane, which is common
to both phases. So, the martensitic transformation can be regarded as a cooperative shearing against this
habit plane. Since in most of the cases the martensitic transformation can be assumed to be constrained,
strain energy will be minimized by a curvature of the habit plane 64. Figure 15 illustrates this relationship.
Although the martensitic phase is sheared in relationship to the austenitic matrix, due to confinement it
must accommodate macroscopically to the shape of the previous austenite structure. It can do so by two
mechanisms as shown in Figure 16: either by twinning or by slipping.

17

Figu e
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Carbide formation is of big importance for the martensitic transformation: when chromium carbides
Cr23C6 precipitate, the rest of the matrix becomes depleted of those elements and thus, the Ms temperature
increases locally 93.

Figu e
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In metastable austenitic stainless steels, the transformation from austenite to α’ martensite can occur either
(fcc) ➝ martensite α’ (bcc) or via an intermediate state: hexagonal

directly austenite
martensite ɛ 61,62,94,95

austenite γ (fcc)➝ martensite ɛ (hcp)➝ martensite α’ (bcc)
It has been observed in numerous studies that in metastable stainless steels α’ nucleates at the intersection
of shear bands 62,69,96,97, such as demonstrated in Figure 17. The nucleation at a single shear band
3

at grain boundaries or dislocation pile-ups

69

has also been reported, although it is less common.
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76,98–100

,

a

Figu e

. α`- a te site u leatio at the i te se tio ɛ plates i

LN. a) General view and b) Magnification
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.

The expansion of the α’-martensitic phase occurs by growth and coalescence of the nuclei 96,99,102.
In the steel grades where it occurs, α’-martensitic transformation and presence has a key role for the
properties of the respective material.
Plasticity transmission
High deformation is expected to contribute to an accumulation or pile-up of dislocations at grain
boundaries

103

. This leads to an accumulation of plasticity at the grain boundary

104,105

, whereby the

resulting localized stress concentration can be different for individual grains in a polycrystalline
compound – depending on several factors, e.g. the grain size or crystallographic orientation in respect to
the loading axis. As a consequence, with increasing strain, dislocations can be transmitted from the grain
with the higher stress concentration to the one with the lower. Thus, plasticity propagation through grain
boundaries is possible. Thereby, the easiness of transmission is determined by the misorientation between
the slip systems in the two adjacent grains 106.
Factors affecting the deformation mechanisms

SFE
Twinning, ε-martensite formation and dislocation slip, as well as α’-martensitic transformation are known
to be competing deformation mechanisms on austenitic steels

8,53,107

. Thereby, the preferential

transformation mechanisms in a metastable austenitic stainless steel are related to the Stacking Fault
Energy, as can appreciated in Figure 18 81. In order to activate deformation mechanisms like cross slip or
intersection, the dissociated dislocations need to recombine – otherwise only planar slip of the two partial
dislocations together is possible. Thus, if the SFE is high and recombination of dissociated dislocations is
19

easy, plasticity takes places preferentially by dislocation movement. In case of a small SFE the distance
between the separated dislocations is wider, which leads to planar dislocation structures. This in turn
favors formation of bands with defaulted stacking sequences, such as mechanical twins, while dislocation
mobility is reduced

108

. At even lower SFE, shear band formation and martensitic phase transformation

may result in being the most energetically favorable deformation mechanism 108,109.
So, in austenitic stainless steels the mechanically induced formation of ɛ martensite is reported to occur
when the SFE is below 18 mJ/m2 108 and coexists with α’martensite forms if the SFE is below 1β mJ/m2.
Between 12 and 18 mJ/m2, twinning represents the referential deformation mechanism. Furthermore, not
only the formation of α’-martensite at all, but also the type of transformation (directly or via the
intermediate state ɛ), depends on the SFE of the material 34110.

SFE (mJ/mol)
Gliding of dislocations

Twinning

Martensitic Transformation
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The SFE is a function of the chemical composition and temperature. Schramm and Reed 111 developed an
equation for an approximate determination of the SFE depending on the alloy composition:
�/

=−

Brofman and Ansell

109

+ .
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+ .
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+ .

%

(7)

elaborated an equation which might be more suitable for Cr-Ni-Fe steels, since it

leaves out Mn, not present in significant quantities, but considers the C which is higher in this steel group
compared to others and strongly affects the SFE:
�/
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301LN
316L
304
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12-14

14

17
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+
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(8)

ate ials at oo te pe atu e
Ag
Cu
Ni
22

78

90

.
Al
166

Table 2 gives an overview of the SFE of different fcc metals. Noticeably, all austenitic stainless steels
together with Ag have a significantly lower SFE than most other fcc metals. Thus, opposed to the latter
dislocation slip is less important in austenitic stainless steels and twinning, shear bands and phase
transformation prevail. Thereby, the SFE of AISI 301 LN is estimated to be between 12 and 14 mJ/m2

861

,

40

being thus the lowest of all metastable steels .

Temperature
Since the SFE increases with temperature, consequently, both twinning and ε- or α’-transformation
respectively decrease

73

. Especially, the driving force for α’-martensitic transformation is highly

dependent on the temperature

89,112,113

, as can be appreciated in Figure 19, since the latter determines the

necessary driving force for the transformation. Figure 20 shows α`-martensite formation rate with strain at
different temperatures. It clearly illustrates that at low temperatures, below

�

, where the driving force

for phase transformation is high, stress-assisted α’-martensitic transformation occurs already during
elastic deformation, while at higher temperature a certain strain must precede the beginning of phase
transformation (strain-induced phase transformation).

Figu e . Effe t of te pe atu e on α’-martensite formation. a) chemical driving force ΔGγ→α’ and b) critical embryo size
114
nCR of α’-martensite phase in two Fe-Cr-Ni alloys .

The transformation also exhibits a saturation level as shown in the same figure. One explanation for this
behavior is the inhibition of growth of the martensite phase by the continuing increase of the dislocation
density in the surrounding austenite phase. These dislocations have to be moved for the martensitic phase
to grow. When the force required to move those dislocations becomes higher than the driving force for
martensitic transformation, which is especially given at low temperatures, the driving force provided by
the deformation might not be sufficient and the growth of martensite stops. In this case, the retained
austenite is mechanically stabilized 115.
21
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On the other hand, twinning and dislocation glide become the dominant deformation mechanisms at
temperatures where the driving force for martensitic transformation is not sufficient 117.

Chemical composition

From equations (3), (7) and (8), it becomes clear why the chemical composition is an important factor.
Also, one essential alloy element, which is not accounted for in (7) and (8), is nitrogen. Its influence on
the SFE is controversial. It is reported to both increase
monotonically

119,120

81,118

and decrease

. In moderate contents, the increase of SFE prevails

on the deformation microstructure

122

56,111

53,121

the SFE, or evolve non-

, having thus a strong impact

. As already mentioned, N is a powerful stabilizer and strengthener

and thus, already a slight local variation in can change the transformation mechanism. So, it modifies the
dislocation slip and arrangement

123

, as discernible in Figure 21, where dislocation structures of 316L

(0.04% N nitrogen) and 316LN (0.14% N) are compared: in the former alloy a disordered dislocation
tangle can be observed, while in the later N promotes planar slip, as often observed in literature

124–126

.

Thus, nitrogen is also known to improve the fatigue properties of metastable austenitic stainless
steels 53,127. Furthermore, it suppresses twinning 53 and α’-martensitic transformation 127.
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200 nm

200 nm

Figu e

. Dislo atio st u tu es i the fatigue plasti zo es of a) 316L and b) 316 LN

124

.

Grain size
The grain size dependence is given by the interplay between the influence of the M d temperature of the
martensitic transformation and the SFE. As a consequence, the effective grain size dependence of the α’transformation rate is not monotonic, as can be withdrawn from Figure 22. The martensitic transformation
rate both for α`128–130 and ε-martensite 116,131 is in general higher for large grains, while for smaller grains
twins and stacking faults prevail as deformation mechanisms 132. However, in the nanorange and in alloys
exhibiting planar slip, the behavior reverses

116

. On one hand, this can be due to the high density of

intersecting planar faults in small grain α’-martensitic nucleation as favored again 133. On the other hand,
α’-nucleation at grain boundaries is favored in a steel with small grains and thus, a high fraction of grain
boundaries 116.
Grain size also influences the dislocation motion and arrangement. Thus, grain refinement can
significantly improve the yield and tensile strength, as well as the fatigue properties
the grain size determines the creep strain rate in metals.
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To summarize, grain size significantly influences the work hardening behavior of metastable austenitic
4,137

stainless steels

: on one hand, as mentioned above, large grains exhibit a higher tendency towards

phase transformation; but on the other hand, in agreement with the Hall-Petch law

138,139

, hardening

mechanisms for austenite are more pronounced for a high fraction of grain boundaries, i.e. for small grain
sized steels 140–142.

Loading conditions
Strain rate affects ε- and α’-martensite in a different way: while shear band formation is favored by high
strain rates
formation

, the adiabatic heating related to high strain rates decreases the driving force for α’

143

38,144

. On the other side, the increase in ε-martensite content favors the indirect transformation

εα’ 75,77,78,98, which results in a different morphology of α’-martensite under high strain rates 96.
Furthermore, the martensite formation depends on the type and degree of deformation, as well as the
stress state,

3,4,114

. However, there are some controversies, as for the impact of the parameters mentioned

above on the martensite formation 108,81.

1.1.5 Fatigue properties
Fatigue can be defined as material behavior due to accumulation of stress/strain induced modifications,
which lead, after a certain number of cycles, to a response of the material which can be achieved in
24

monotonic loading only at higher load/strain threshold values. Thereby, a differentiation between high
and low cycle fatigue is made. The former refers to fatigue behavior resulting from repetitive loading
clearly below the yield strength, i.e. in the elastic regime, and corresponding tests are usually carried out
in constant stress mode. Low cycle fatigue occurs when significant plastic strain occurs in each cycle and
thus cyclic accumulation of plastic strain can take place. Resulting strain localization leads to premature
failure already at relatively low number of cycles (usually N < 104).
Austenitic stainless steels exhibit a low cycle fatigue behavior which is partly common with other fcc
metals, e.g. based on dislocation slip 145. The corresponding strain localization can be observed in form of
surface slip traces, as visualized in Figure 23. Thereby, the direction of slip traces corresponds to the
orientation of the active slip planes with regard to the loading axis. Usually different fatigue stages can be
distinguished, and each one goes along with a characteristic dislocation substructure

146–148

. In the first

stage, planar arrangements are typically observed. Thereby, strain localization can result in formation of
well-defined dislocation slip bands. At later stages, the increasing dislocation density can lead, in crystals
oriented for multiple slip, first to the formation of tangles and later to substructural arrangements such as
veins and channels, and also cell structures.
On the other hand, with increasing degree of metastability, the influence of martensitic transformation on
the fatigue behavior of austenitic stainless steels increases. Martensitic transformation was found to occur
in metastable austenitic steels under cyclic loading at stress/strain amplitudes significantly lower than the
threshold value required in case of monotonic loading. This is explained by the fact that nucleation occurs
at a cumulative plastic strain 149,150.
Moreover, it is important to take into account the contribution of both, preexisting and newly formed
martensite on the fatigue properties. Thus, the presence of martensite previously to cyclic loading can
have a negative impact on the fatigue resistance due to the brittleness of martensite and the fact that crack
propagation in martensitic zones is faster than in austenite

151

. On the other side, martensite formation

during fatigue loading was found to be rather beneficial, since the associated volume expansion and the
resulting compressive residual stress, as well as the strain hardening, contribute to the reduction of crack
propagation rate

39,150

. Thus, the effect of martensite depends on the particular experimental or service

conditions.
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It becomes clear that the overall fatigue properties of metastable austenitic stainless steels are dependent
on the collective properties of initial microstructure and the interplay of different deformation
mechanisms. Consequently, the resulting fatigue behavior typically exhibits several characteristic
softening and hardening stages.
Accordingly, the work-hardening of austenite usually leads to a hardening behavior in the first fatigue
stage, while at later stages a softening can occur due to dislocation rearrangement, as illustrated in Figure
24a. This figure also shows the strong dependence of the cyclic response on the nitrogen content.
On the other hand, in prestrained samples a softening behavior is often predominant due to dynamic
recovery 152, as in Figure 24b. Likewise, appreciable in the figure is a second hardening, which can occur
at elevated number of cycles, usually attributed to martensitic transformation. Thereby, according to the
characteristics of strain-induced martensitic transformation, the latter must be preceded by a sufficient
accumulation of strain, as discernible in the strain amplitude dependent shift of the number of cycles at
which secondary hardening occurs.
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a
Figu e . C li fatigue eha io of etasta le auste iti stai less steels. a) Cyclic stress response of annealed 316LN with
126
different contents of nitrogen testes at a strain amplitude of 0.6 % ; b) Cyclic stress response of a 17%-prestrained 316L at
152
different strain amplitudes .

The exact relationship of optimal preexisting and transforming martensite content, the chemical
composition of the material, the influence of the cyclic loading mode, load amplitude and speed, as well
as the difference between loading in stress and strain control, have been studied by several authors

153–155

.

However, the understanding of the influence of the martensitic transformation on austenitic stainless
steels is still not sufficiently understood and it is crucial to obtain a better knowledge in this respect. Thus,
one of the aims of this thesis is estimating the fatigue properties of a metastable austenitic stainless steel
by cyclic loading of single grains by nanoindentation.

1.2 )nstrumented )ndentation Technique Nanoindentation
Nanoindentation is a technique for instrumented mechanical testing on micro- and sub micrometer scale.
It is used for characterization of mechanical properties, like hardness and Young´s modulus, on small
scale. This is especially interesting for thin films, but also for polycrystalline materials, since it allows
characterizing structures at small depths and lateral dimensions.
One of the key features of nanoindentation is the instrumented testing: it implies that during the
indentation not only the necessary load, but also the corresponding penetration depth are simultaneously
measured and constantly recorded. The result is a load-displacement or P-h curve, as depicted in
Figure 25.
In general, the loading and unloading curves do not match as a result of plastic deformation: while the
loading segment typically includes contributions from both plastic and elastic deformation, the unloading
27

is largely elastic. Residual imprints with a depth hf remain on the surface as a consequence of plastic
deformation.

Figu e . T pi al load-displa e e t u e of a a oi de tatio
. With the characteristic parameters maximal load Pmax,
maximal displacement hmax, final depth of the impression after unloading hf and the initial unloading contact stiffness S.
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The information which can be extracted from such a curve is the displacement h max at the maximal load
Pmax, the final impression depth after unloading h f and the initial unloading contact stiffness S, which is
the derivative of load at the start of the unloading.

1.2.1 Resolution and stability
Given the small scale of testing, stability against vibration and thermal drift is important. Thus, a
nanoindentation equipment is typically mounted on a vibration isolating frame and encased in a thermally
isolating housing. Additional features, such as active surface referencing used by CSM Instruments can
significantly improve the thermal stability 157.

1.2.2 )ndenters
In principle, different geometries of nanoindenter tips are possible. The most common of them are
presented in the following:
Vickers: The Vickers indenter manifests a four-sided pyramidal geometry. The obvious reason to use
Vickers indenters is the fact that it is the indenter most commonly used for micro- and macrometric length
scale, facilitating thus a congruity of the test results at different scales.
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Berkovich: It is a three-sided pyramidal indenter having the same area function as Vickers and thus
providing comparable test behavior and results. Since a sharp tip is easier to fabricate for a three-sided
rather than a four-sided pyramid

158

, Berkovich is the most popular indenter for the measurement of

hardness and Young’s modulus.
Cube-Corner: It is also a three-sided pyramidal indenter, however with a sharper tip apex. Consequently,
in comparison with other indenters it creates a significantly higher stress and strain at the same load level
and is widely employed for characterization of failure mechanisms and estimation of fracture toughness
159

.

Spherical indenter: The spherical indenter has a large contact radius in comparison to the pyramidal
indenters

160

and is therefore interesting for characterization of the elastic behavior and the contact

pressure and the transition from elastic to elasto-plastic contact. It can also be used to study the stressstrain behavior, which can be calculated from the indentation curve, providing information about the yield
strength and work hardening of the material. On the other hand, H and E measurements carried out with a
spherical indenter are usually less precise than with a sharp tip, furthermore the stress fields created by a
spherical indenter are lower, so it is less suitable to induce localized plastic deformation into the indented
material.
Flat punch: The flat punch is used for homogeneous compression of small structures, such as
micropillars

13

. Its main advantage is the fact that the contact area remains constant during the whole

loading range and thus, errors related with estimation of the contact area can be excluded.

1.2.3 Characteristics of the load-displacement curves
As can be withdrawn from Figure 26, the depth of the impression is not equal to h max, since the elastic
deformation of the whole surface, as well as the compliance of the indenter during load, contributes to the
total indenter displacement.
The real depth of the indent under load can be approximated by hc, which, assuming that the initial
unloading is elastic, can be approached by
ℎ =ℎ

��

−ɛ

�

(9)

where ɛ is a parameter dependent on the indenter geometry (e.g. 0.75 for Berkovich). The contact area in

nanoindentation is determined in a different way than during conventional testing: in the latter it is
measured manually, by visualizing the indent. However, for small indentations this leads to significant
errors. In nanoindentation the displacement of the indenter is known, so that with an appropriate area
function the corresponding projected contact area Ac can be calculated.
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It is important to point out that the Ac estimated at maximal load is not equal to the remaining contact area
estimated after unloading in case of conventional indentation testing. The difference, as illustrated in
Figure 26, originates from the circumstance that during unloading the elastic part of the deformation
recovers. Ac is related to hc, adopting e.g. in case of an ideal Berkovich indenter the value of approx. 24,5
hc2. However, due to the imperfections or wear of the tip, usually the exact area function is calculated by
indenting a material with well-known mechanical properties and correlating the measured contact depth
with the corresponding area:
� ℎ

=

. ℎ +� ℎ +� ℎ

/

+� ℎ

/

+⋯

(10)

The hardness of the material, which is defined as
H = P/ Ac

(11)

can be calculated if Ac is known. From the S and Ac also the Young’s modulus can be estimated according
to the equation:
=β

√�

(12)

√�

where β is the geometry shape factor which accounts for the asymmetry of the indenter tip and Eeff is the
effective Young´s modulus, determined by the respective moduli and Poisson’s ratios

of sample and

indenter materials:
�

=

−� �
� �

+

For a Berkovich tip

−��
��

(13)

is 1.034. Thus, knowing the indenter characteristics, the sample modulus can be

calculated.
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In the incipient stage of deformation, the material response is regarded to be fully elastic – until the
critical load for activation of dislocations and thus initiation of plasticity is achieved. In the elastic
regime, the indenter-sample contact can be approached by the Hertzian contact 161
⁄

ℎ−ℎ

�= ⁄ √

(14)

whereby the indenter radius R can be estimated for spherical indenters from the slope, when plotting �
against ℎ -given the relationship
� =

ℎ −ℎ ,

(15)

which according to Field and Swain

10

is the relationship between contact depth, contact radius and

indenter radius for spherical tips. Thereby, also pyramidal tips can be approximated at small loads as
spherical, due to the always present tip rounding.
The mean contact pressure p0 can be calculated within the elastic regime 10,23,162,163 as
�

= �� =

�

�
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�

)

⁄

(16)

The elastoplastic transition is usually marked by a change in slope and often accompanied by strain burst
in the P-h curve – called pop-ins. The corresponding maximum shear stress before the elastoplastic can be
calculated with (14), (15) and (16) in agreement with 164 as
�

��

= .

6��

(

�

)

⁄

(17)

1.2.4 )ndentation Size Effect
The plastic fraction of the deformation caused by nanoindentation exhibits a size effect

165–167

, since

GNDs must be generated in order to accommodate the deformation. The flow stress is determined by
both, statistically stored and geometrically necessary dislocations. However, for small contact areas the
density of GNDs is higher, and thus, their contribution to the total penetration resistance more
pronounced for shallow indents.
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1.3 State of the Art: Combined small scale testing and characterization
of metastable stainless steels
1.3.1 TEM characterization
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) is an extremely useful technique to characterize the crystalline
structure of materials with high resolution. Thereby, the sample is exposed to an electron beam with an
energy of several hundred keV, so that a significant part of the electrons will be transmitted through the
sample. This implies the fabrication of a lamella, thin enough to allow the penetration of electrons.
The transmitted electrons will be diffracted, if they encounter a plane in Bragg position. Other contrast
mechanisms are caused by variation of thickness, chemical and crystalline structure. Due to the small
wavelength of electrons, resolution up to sub-Å can be achieved, which is used in High-Resolution
Transmission Microscopy (HRTEM) for atomic imaging.
For crystallographic characterization, diffraction is the most important contrast mechanism, since it
enables the visualization of grains, grain boundaries and defects such as twins, dislocations, stacking
faults, precipitates etc. Moreover, the diffraction pattern gives quantitative information about the
crystalline structure and can be used for identification of phases and determination of the crystallographic
orientation. Also, the features corresponding to a concrete diffraction spot can be selectively chosen to be
imaged in dark field (DF) providing a high contrast between the corresponding crystallographic structure
and its surroundings. All this makes TEM an important tool for characterization of metals on small scale.

1.3.2 Nanoindentation studies of TR)P steels
Recently, nanoindentation evolved from a pure characterization technique to a manipulation method. It
can be deliberately used to induce permanent modification of the material on small scale and thus
investigating deformation mechanisms, such as pile-up or sink-in around the impression, formation and/or
emergence of defect structures like dislocations, twins or slip traces on the surface, providing clues about
the strengthening mechanisms.
Lately, also characterization by TEM, after extracting lamellae of the area below a nanoindentation has
been performed. Especially interesting is this mechanical manipulation on small scale for materials
exhibiting the TRIP effect, since phase transformation can be induced by nanoindentation and
subsequently observed by TEM. For example, Misra et al. 101 observed in dual-phase steels the formation
of twins and twin-type strained-induced martensite due to deformation by nanoindentation.
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An interesting feature in nanoindentation experiments are pop-ins (see Figure 27), which can be described
as displacement bursts in the load-displacement curve. There are multiple possible origins of pop-ins,
which in many cases are not certainly clear. However, it was found that the first pop-in is likely to be due
to the transition from elastic to elasto-plastic contact, and the related surpassing of the yield point
involving nucleation or activation of dislocations 30,64,168–170. Successive pop-in events have been assigned
to moving or formation of pile-ups of dislocations, formation of twins
as in association with phase transformation in steels with TRIP effect

171

, slip bands

22,64,172

22,30,64,169,172

, as well

. It is speculated that a phase

transformation can be detected as pop-ins because of the accompanied sudden geometrical softening 30.

Figu e

. Load-displa e e t u es of a og ai a d oa se g ai AI“I

LN e hi iti g pop-i s. Adapted from
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Misra et al. carried out several studies involving nanoindentation of selective grains of austeniticmartensitic steels including AISI301LN

64,101,173–176

. Part of their results is summarized in Figure 27-

Figure 29. They found that normal or ultrafine austenitic grains in AISI 301LN exhibit only a slope
discontinuity at the elasto-plastic transition, while the coarse-grain material exhibited several pop-ins,
which were attributed to martensitic transformation. Martensite nucleates at the intersection of shear
bands and various pop-ins (Figure 27) are present in the nanoindentation curve, while in the case of fine
grains no pop-ins are visible and the microstructure exhibits a high content on mechanical twins 173. Those
results are in agreement with the dependence of the SFE and the preferential deformation mechanism on
the grain size, as mentioned in previous sections.
The assumption of a correlation between pop-ins and phase transformation is supported by Figure 28,
which depicts a comparison of an indentation curve in austenite and martensite: It shows that only
austenitic grains exhibited pop-ins, but not the martensitic ones. Figure 29 shows the corresponding
dislocation structure observed in the cross section of the residual imprint of the martensitic grain.
Analogous observations of the austenitic grain were not provided by Misra et al. 64,101,173–176.
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A TEM lamella from an austenitic grain of a Fe-Mn TRIP steel, indented up to the occurrence of three
pop-ins, was extracted by Ahn et al. 30 who observed the presence of a martensitic grain directly under the
indenter. Previously, they confirmed by EBSD that the corresponding grain was completely austenitic
before the indentation. Furthermore, they tried to explain why the martensitic transformation causes popins proposing the concept of favorable variant selection, implying that a martensite variant with a Bain
distortion parallel to the compressive axis will be chosen and the pop-in will occur as a response to the
respective compression.
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a

d

Figu e . Auste iti g ai i TRIP steels afte a a oi de tatio test of
displa e e t i to the su fa e. Corresponding
P-h curve; b) Formation Martensitic grain observed directly below the indent b) and c) diffraction patterns of the martensitic
30
and austenitic phases obtained during subsequent TEM characterization. Adapted from .

Also, He el al.

172

found that in case of pop-ins in the P-h curve, the martensite formed exhibited

Kurdjumov-Sachs relationship with the surrounding austenite (see Figure 31), indicating that it evolved
from the austenitic phase. Besides, they also concluded that only the pop-ins which conduct to an increase
in the load-displacement slope, i.e. a hardness increase, are caused by martensitic transformation; while
the other pop-ins might be due to the transmission of dislocations across low angle grain boundaries. This
hypothesis is supported by the work of Sekido et al.

177

who observed in Fe-Mn alloys that the active

deformation mechanism (either slip or formation of ɛ martensite) is correlated with the P-h curve slope.
Since the martensite lath was formed not directly under the indenter, and thus was not in contact with the
tip, they explained the hardness increase after martensitic transformation by dispersion hardening: the
presence of martensite increases the dislocation density in the surrounding austenite, which following the
Taylor relation, rises its hardness 178.
However, Kim et al

169

, who performed an in-situ study using nanoindentation in TEM, found that

although the pop-ins are related to the phase transformation they are not directly caused by this event.
Moreover, Sekido et al. assumed that the pop-in might be due to the preceding formation of the ɛmartensite 177.
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Figu e . Defo atio st u tu e su ou di g a esidual i p i t i a ediu -M TRIP steel. a) TEM bright field image and b)
172
corresponding diffraction pattern revealing Kurdjumov-Sachs relationship between the martensite and austenite phases .

Indeed, when in 2015, Ahn et al. performed another study in a high-nitrogen Fe-Cr-Mn steel

179

, and

found the presence of both ε and α’-martensite under the nanoindenter (Figure 32), they concluded that
pop-ins are due to ε- and not α’-formation. Also, they could correlate the width of the pop-ins with the
displacement parallel to the indentation axis expected for ε-martensitic transformation on the active slip
system. On the other hand, they calculated the contraction for εα’-transformation parallel to the
indentation direction to be too small to be detected as a pop-in. Thus, α’-martensitic transformation occurs
without any corresponding reflection in the P-h curve.

a
Figu e . Fo atio of ε- a te site i du ed
a oi de tatio . . a) Corresponding P-h curve; b) Cross section of the
residual imp i t, e hi iti g γ a d α’ i egio A, as ell as ε i egio B; Ato i esolutio of thi ε-platelets found in
179
region B. Adapted from .

1.3.3 Cyclic nanoindentation
Cyclic nanoindentation refers to the repetitive loading at the same location of a sample. This kind of
testing can give evidence on plasticity evolution, as well as on reversible deformation under load. Thus,
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cyclic nanoindentation has been increasingly applied in the last years and several interesting studies have
been published, some of which are commented in the following paragraphs.
For example, cyclic nanoindentation loading on glasses at loads below the yield point has been
performed. Such loading could induce hardening of the glass via shear band formation, provided the
applied load surpasses a minimum threshold amplitude 180–182.
Exhaustive cyclic nanoindentation studies have been dedicated to study Kinking Non-linear Elasticity
(KNE), phenomenon exhibited by a number of solids such as graphite, sapphire, mica, GaN or carbides.
Hereby, cyclic P-h curves exhibited reversible hystereses. This was explained by the occurrence of fully
reversible formation of kink bands under the indenter, due to KNE, caused by reversible motion of
dislocations. An anisotropic behavior was found by Basu et al. for GaN

23,183

: due to the different

characteristics in dislocation motion, the response to repeated nanoindentation was different for A (basal)
and C (prismatic) planes: while for the former the unloading and reloading curves overlapped, as can be
expected for elastic behavior, only the latter featured hysteresis loops involving energy dissipation (Figure
33).

Figu e . “phe i al a oi de tatio load-displa e e t espo se fo epeated sphe i al a oi de tatio o the sa e
lo atio ith a µ sphe i al i de te . The applied load as
N fo the fi st
les a d
N the eafte . a C pla e
a d A pla e. The i sets ag if
les – fo the C pla e a d – fo the A pla e. .

KNE was found to be temperature-dependent

184

and load-dependent

130,184,185

. Thus, it was found that

kink bands dominate the cyclic indentation behavior for small loads, for higher loads the formation of
mobile dislocation walls (MDWs) leads to cyclic softening (See Figure 34, while at even higher loads the
coalescence of MDWs leads to cyclic hardening. Moreover, the authors observed the first hysteresis loop
to be open, both for spherical and Berkovich indenters.
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Figu e . “phe i al i de ts alo g the <
> di e tio i g aphite si gle stals . (a) Multiple indents at 2, 5 and 10 mN.
Only the first two successive indents at each loading are shown for clarity. Note softening in the first loading at 10mN load
cycle between 5 and 10 mN. Second and subsequent indents to 10 mN are harder than the first. (b) Stress versus strain
curves obtained from results shown in a. Low load indentations show full reversibility, but at 10 mN, the first loop is open.
(c) Stress versus strain curves for cyclic loading at 10 mN. First cycle in open; subsequent indents are fully reversible and
130
repeatable with a reproducibility that is noteworthy .

Cyclic nanoindentation has also been applied to study the fatigue behavior of minerals. So, cracks could
be triggered by cyclic nanoindentation in CaCO3

24

, going along with a pronounced pop-in. However,

already before the occurrence of this pop-in fatigue characteristics could be observed, namely cycle
opening (Figure 35a), which leads to a slow, but continuous sliding of the indenter tip into the surface, i.e.
cyclic softening. On the other hand, decease in contact stiffness induced by cyclic nanoindentation can be
employed to characterize the fatigue behavior of thin films 15.

a
Figu e . C li a oi de tatio of CaCO . a) Indentation curve on CaCO3, (maximum load = 10 mN); b) Contact depth as a
function of the number of cycles (N) for a maximum load = 2.5 mN.

Another widely employed field for cyclic nanoindentation study is phase transformation in shape-memory
alloys

25,186–188

. So, Zhang and Komvopoulos

187

found that nanoindentation can induce reversible phase

transformation under load. The initial P-h curve exhibits irreversible plasticity, such as can be expected
for most of the solids, however, after a certain amount of training cycles, the anelastic deformation under
38

load becomes fully reversible and stable for small loads, as can be appreciated in Figure 36a. For CuAlNi
this pseudoelastic behavior was predominant at small loads, while at higher loads plastic deformation
prevails.

a

Figu e . C li e olutio of P-h u es i shape- e o allo s. a) Nanoindentation curves of single-crystal Cu–Al–Ni alloy
at room temperature illustrating a stable pseudoelastic behavior after three nanoindentation cycles (training period) for a
187
maximum load of 150 µN ; b) Indentation curves of NiTi: 10 consecutive cycles with 10000 µN maximum indentation force
25
on the same indentation spot .

Different results were obtained by Pan et al. for NiTi 189, where a certain minimum load was necessary in
order to produce sufficient plastic deformation of the austenitic phase resulting in hardening. This in turn,
was necessary to increase the yield stress above the phase transformation stress and thus, enable evolution
of superelastic behavior during the subsequent nanoindentation cycles. The work hardening induced
during the first cycle, was reflected in the nanoindentation hardness during the second cycle (Figure 37b),
while during the subsequent cycles softening was observed due to reorganization of dislocations.
Interesting was the shape evolution of the corresponding P-h curves (Figure 37a): while the second cycle
exhibited a steeper slope corresponding to the highest hardness value, the P-h curves of the subsequent
cycles, correlated with supereleastic behavior, exhibited a kink in their slope, similar to the elbows
reported elsewhere

190–198

. Pan et al. did not mention this issue, however within the scope of the present

thesis the origin of these elbows is discussed.
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a

Figu e . E olutio of NiTi espo se to
189
evolution .

Amini et al.

25

li

a oi de tatio

ith a Be ko i h tip.a) P-h curves; b) corresponding hardness

studied NiTi and found that the hysteresis originating from the phase transformation

increases with augmenting nanoindentation cycles (Figure 36b): This was explained by the reorientation
phenomenon, which favors the phase transformation with cyclic deformation.
Cyclic nanoindentation studies on metals were performed by Fang.et al.

199

, who found that small

displacements took place after each reloading cycle, due to continuing plastic deformation (Figure 38).
This led to a hardness decrease with cycling, although less pronounced for metals than for
semiconductors.

a
Figu e . C li a oi de tatio eha io of diffe e t etals. a) and b): Cyclic displacements are more or less pronounced
199
for different materials; c) Corresponding cyclic Hardness evolution .

However, cyclic nanoindentation testing has not been reported for any steel grade. Therefore, in the
present thesis - constant-amplitude cyclic nanoindentation tests with a sharp diamond tip have been
40

performed in order to increase the cumulative deformation in a controlled way with the number of cycles.
The emerging deformation mechanisms manifest themselves in the shape of the corresponding P-h
curves.

1.4 Summary
This chapter illustrated the complexity of deformation mechanisms in metastable stainless steels and the
potential of nanoindentation in combination with TEM as a powerful tool for the study of the latter.
However, so far the response of metastable austenitic stainless steels to deformation by nanoindentation is
not completely understood and has not been methodically studied.
Thus, the aim of this thesis is to perform a systematic study of the response to nanoindentation testing of a
metastable stainless steel. In doing so, different grain sizes and crystallographic orientations have been
considered. Also, other factors such as prestrain and the magnitude of the applied load have been studied.
A significant part of the study is dedicated to cyclic experiments, with the intention to observe step-wise
nucleation and growth of phase transformations, as well as the deformation substructure development analogously to conventional cyclic deformation studies on macroscale.
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2 Material and Experimental Procedures
2.1 Studied Material
The material investigated in this thesis is an AISI 301LN (EN 1.4318 grade) provided by Outokumpu
Stainless (Finland) in form of 1.5 mm thick sheets with the nominal chemical composition indicated in
Table 3.
Ta le . Che i al o positio i
C
Si
Mn
0.02

0.48

1.29

t.% o tai ed EPMA fo N a d
Cr
Ni
Cu
18.63

6.38

0.14

EDX-“pe t os op fo the othe ele e ts.
Mo
P
N
Fe
0.04

0.03

0.07

balance

2.1.1 Designation
The designation AISI 301 LN consists of four parts:
1. “AISI” stands for “American Iron and Steel Institute”, which is one of the most accepted instances
nowadays as for classification and designation for steels.
2. “γ01” is a grade of the γ00 series, which is the group of the Cr-Ni austenitic stainless steels
distinguished from other stainless steels by its nickel content. The difference between the particular
grades of the 300-steels is the exact content of Cr and Ni, as well as of other alloying elements.
3. “L” stands for low carbon, which gives the material a better weldability, however also a lower
strength.
4. “N” stands for high nitrogen, which contributes to several positive properties, like increasing strength
and corrosion resistance.

2.1.2 Microstructural characteristics
AISI 301 grades have the smallest content of alloying elements from all Cr-Ni austenitic stainless steels
(see Table 1). As a consequence, they also possess together with AISI 316L, the lowest SFE of the whole
300-series (see Table 2), which makes them the most metastable, as can be appreciated in Figure 39a.
As discussed in section 1.1.1, the nitrogen content has a significant impact on the properties of AISI
301LN steel 53,61,200. Furthermore, due to its low C content of 0.02 %, AISI 301LN undergoes easily phase
transformation under deformation and as becomes clear from Figure 39b, the resulting α’-martensite can
be considered as nearly cubic – in agreement with literature reports 78,201.
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AISI 301LN
AISI 304
AISI 321
AISI 316L

a

Figu e . P ope ties of AI“I
LN. a E olutio of α’-martensitic fraction with thickness reduction ; b)The dependence of
52
lattice parameters of austenite and martensite on the carbon content .
4

Table 4 summarizes the space groups and lattice parameters of the different crystallographic phases
occurring in AISI 301LN with the given chemical composition 202,203.

Ta le . “pa e g oups a d latti e pa a ete s of auste iti a d
Phase
γ
ε

a te siti phases i AI“I
α’

Space group

Fm-3m

P63/mm6

Im3m

a [Å]

3.61

2.54

2.86

с [Å]

-

4.16

-

LN.

2.1.3 Mechanical properties
AISI 301LN steels are characterized by a high work hardening coefficient, which gives them outstanding
mechanical properties 51,204. This fact is illustrated in Figure 40a: initial yield strength of around 370 MPa
increases with cold rolling. After around 60% of thickness reduction, it reaches values of 450% compared
to the initial value, very close to its tensile strength which for its part more than doubles. Ductility
however, decreases from more than 30% to almost zero.
Figure 40b shows the characteristic stress-strain curves for different cold rolling degrees of AISI 301 LN.
It illustrates how the initially low yield strength and high ductility reverses with increasing deformation.
Thus, depending on the desired application, the corresponding degree of predeformation can be applied.
The martensite content of sample A in Figure 40b is 5%, while sample B exhibits 10% of martensite–
only 5% more

77

. Therefore, the strong increase of yield strength after cold rolling to 23 % cannot be

explained by the martensite formation only, but is rather due to work hardening of the austenitic phase 205.
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a
Figu e . Me ha i al p ope ties of AI“I
LN.a) Tensile and yield strength, as well as total elongation as a function of
4
rolling reduction (adapted from ); b) The stress-strain curves of AISI 301 LN of different cold rolling degrees. A = 2%, B = 23%,
77
C = 36% and D =42% .

Work hardening occurs in two steps, as can be deduced from the two different slopes in curve A. It is
commonly assumed that the first stage is mainly related to the hardening mechanisms of the austenite
itself, while in the second stage also the martensitic transformation gains on importance

206

. This

circumstance is visualized in Figure 41, where tensile tests have been performed at different temperatures.
At 80 ˚C, where no martensitic transformation is expected, the curve has a constant and moderate work
hardening rate. At lower temperatures, the two stages of work hardening become more and more obvious,
indicating that the second stage is due to phase transformation. The total work hardening is significantly
higher than in case of pure austenite hardening. The high work hardening rate in turn, means that a lower
degree of strain is necessary to achieve the same degree of strength, and thus, hardening of the material
occurs more homogeneously, with a lower strain localization 207.
This circumstance is visualized in Figure 41, where tensile tests have been performed at different
temperatures. At 80 ˚C, where no martensitic transformation is expected, the curve has a constant and
moderate work hardening rate. At lower temperatures, the two stages work hardening becomes more and
more obvious, indicating that the second stage is due to phase transformation. The total work hardening is
significantly higher than in case of only austenite hardening. High work hardening rate in turn, means that
a lower degree of strain is necessary to achieve the same degree of strength, and thus the hardening of the
material occurs more homogeneously, with a lower strain localization 207.
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2.1.4 Material conditions
Within the scope of this thesis, AISI 301LN in three different conditions was studied:


Annealed, small grain size (SG)



Skin-passed, 17% thickness reduction, small grain size (SP)



Annealed, coarse grain size (CG)

Steel sheets were delivered by Outokumpu in annealed and skin-passed condition. The later refers to a
cold rolling process, with a very low reduction of thickness. In both delivery conditions, average austenite
grain size was small.
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Table 6 summarizes the mechanical characteristics, as provided by Outokumpu, for SG and SP conditions.
For the SP material no significant dependence on the orientation to the rolling direction was observed,
indicating quite homogeneous mechanical properties within the steel sheet.

Ta le . P ope ties of the steel i the diffe e t o ditio s.
Material condition

SG

SP

CG

Grain size [µm]

12.0 ± 2.4

17.9 ± 10.3

132 ± 16

α’-martensite content (%)

0

≈5

0
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Ta le . Me ha i al of AI“I
Condition

LN i a

ealed a d ski -passed o ditio .Data provided by Outokumpu.
Rp0,2 [MPa]
Rm [MPa]
Ag [%]
Annealed SG

Transversal (TR-T)

350

770

47

Longitudinal (TR-L)

342

768

47

Skin-passed
Transversal (TR-T)

711

1077

26

Longitudinal (TR-L)

725

1059

23

2.2 Experimental procedure
2.2.1 Samples preparation
Prior to the microstructural and micromechanical characterization, it is necessary to prepare the surface of
interest by mechanical polishing. Due to the metastable character of the steel, phase transformation uses
to take place during mechanical polishing. Thus, polishing was carried out gently (with a holding force of
5 N and a disc rotation speed of 150 rpm). Subsequently, the deformed surface layer was removed by
electropolishing.
Prior to any testing or characterization, the samples were prepared in the following way:
1. Mechanical polishing with diamond suspensions, gradually reducing the particle size from 30 µm
to 1 µm;
2. Electrochemical polishing using the Struers Electropol 5 equipment with the commercial
polishing solution Struers A2 ((% perchloric acid), working at 23 V and a temperature of around
15 ˚C for 6 min (to remove at least the upper 100 µm of the surface, ensuring to eliminate plastic
deformation and phase transformation induced by the mechanical polishing) ;
3. Cleaning successively with acetone, ethanol, analytical methanol, Triton X-100 and deionized
water.
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2.2.2 TEM lamellae preparation

TEM samples were be extracted either by FIB or by twin-jet electrolytic thinning.
For comparison with the deformation induced by nanoindentation, first, thin foils of the annealed SG and
SP conditions were prepared and characterized. They were obtained by twin-jet polishing:
1. Material sheet is cut in approx. 2 x 2 cm sized squares, mounted on a flat metallic holder and
grinded down with a 30 µm diamond suspension until a final thickness of 200 µm;
2. Discs of 3 mm diameter are punched from the thinned sheet;
3. Discs are mounted with wax on the holder again and polished from both sides with a 6 µm
and 3 µm diamond suspension to a final thickness of below 100 µm;
4.

Discs are etched by twin-jet electrolytic thinning at 20V and -15 ºC until formation of a fine
hole in the center of the disc.

Cross-sectional TEM sample preparation by FIB

5 µm x 5 µm x 500 nm lamellas of selected areas, e .g. below a nanoindent, were cut out from the
samples by a FIB beam, lifted out and welded to a TEM grid by a micromanipulator and thinned to
electron transparency (< 100 nm). In order to avoid eventual damage or phase transformation in the
sample

208–210

, an initial beam current of 900 pA was chosen for the lift-out process and it was gradually

reduced during subsequent polishing steps until 10 pA. The amorphous layer on the surface eventually
caused by the FIB beam was removed by plasma cleaning previously to introduction into the TEM.

Surface in-plane TEM lamella preparation

A plan view thin foil parallel to the sample surface, including the upper surface layer, was extracted from
the surrounding area of a residual imprint by the FIB lift-out method with a Ga+ beam. Thereby, first a
thin Pt layer was deposited over the area of interest. Subsequently, a prismatic-shaped volume around the
imprint was cut out with the FIB beam and lifted out by a micromanipulator (Figure 43a). It was welded
to a Cu-grid and subsequently thinned with the FIB from the backside, until a thin horizontal section
immediately from the surface layer remained. The Pt layer was gently removed from the surface by fine
polishing with the Ga+ beam (Figure 43b).
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2.2.3 Nanoindentation Testing
Nanoindentation experiments have been performed with a diamond Berkovich indenter with a tip radius
of approx.170 nm, as estimated from (15). The employed equipment was a UNHT from CSM Instruments
(now Anton Paar) with a vertical displacement resolution of 0.001 nm, a force resolution of 0.01 N, an
internal noise uncertainty of 0.1 nm and thermal drift below 0.5 nm/min 157.
Nine different types of tests were designed and performed. As a function of the specific objective of each
one, different experimental conditions were selected, as summarized in Table 7.
Ta le . “u

a

of e plo ed a oi de tatio test o ditio s.

Test

Upper limit

Lower limit
between cycles

Cycle
number

Holding time (s)
at Pmax

Loading
rate
(mN/min)

Monotonic

Pmax = 6 mN
/ hmax = 250 nm

-

1

10

15

Pmax = 200 µN

-

1

10

0.5

Pmax = 6 mN

Pmin = 0.1 mN

2

0 / 10

15

Cyclic

hmax = 250 nm /
500 nm

100

10

15

Cyclic

Pmax = 6 mN

hmin adjusted for
each test to Pmin
correspond
Pmin = 0.1mN /
0.25 mN/ 0.5 mN

50

10

15

Multi-step

Pmax = 6 mN

3600 after each loading/
unloading segment

15

Monotonic,
creep measurement

hmax = 250 nm

-

1

10 / 60 / 120 / 300 / 600

15

Time-dependent
plasticity at small scale

Pmax = 100 µN /
200 µN

-/ 50 µN

1/10

60

0.5

Drift-corrected
creep measurements

Pmax = 0.6 mN /
6 mN

-

1

3600

15

Monotonic
at small load
2-Cycles

Loading /Unloading in 20 steps
from 0 mN to 6 mN and back
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As can be concluded from section 1.1, the deformation behavior of metastable austenitic stainless steels
strongly depends on the temperature. Thus, in order to prevent excessive heating of the samples during
testing, loading and unloading rate were kept at 15 mN/min, for both monotonic and cyclic indentation.

Monotonic nanoindentation
The response to nanoindentation experiments as a function of the indented phase, grain orientation and
size, as well as applied load, has been investigated. Deformation features on the surface have been
characterized by optical and electron microscopy, as well as AFM, while the influence of the indentation
on the material under the indent has been investigated by TEM. Phase transformation on the sample
surface has been detected by comparison of EBSD phase maps before and after the indentation.

Cyclic nanoindentation
The biggest challenge for cyclic nanoindentation is to assure the stability of the nanoindentation system
along all the duration of the test. Thus, during this study an ultra nanohardness tester UNHT equipment
from CSM instruments was used, which exhibits ultra-high resolution and very low noise, as well as
excellent thermal stability. Load-displacement curves have been analyzed, with respect to presence of
pop-ins and evolution of the slopes. After the occurrence of relevant pop-ins or other features, the sample
was immediately unloaded and the origin of those events investigated by extracting TEM lamella from
the impression area to perform the characterization of the corresponding substructural changes.

Time-dependent plasticity
In this case, samples were hold after loading for a relatively long time at constant load Pmax.
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2.2.4 Characterization techniques

FESEM
The FESEM used in this study was a JEOL 7001F. It was used to characterize the surface deformation
surrounding residual imprints after nanoindentation.

EBSD
EBSD mapping was performed in order to access to phase identification, grain morphology,
crystallographic orientation and to identify grain boundaries. It was applied to:
1. Characterize the initial microstructure of annealed SG, annealed CG and SP
2. Select specific sites for nanoindentation
3. Study eventual surface deformation after nanoindentation
EBSD mapping was conducted with a constant scanning step of 100 nm at an acceleration voltage of 20
kV. The used equipment was a field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) JEOL 7001F
equipped with an orientation imaging microscopy system from Nordlys. Inverse Pole Figures (IPF) were
measured with the z-direction perpendicular to the surface.

FIB
FIB is a powerful tool not only for lifting of cross sections and fabrication of TEM lamella, but it also
allows surface / cross section imaging (Scanning Ion Microscopy imaging / SIM) with a high contrast,
provided by the channeling effect. This effect is significantly more pronounced for ions than for electrons,
due to the higher mass of the latter. Within these studies SIM images for characterization of the sample
surface and cross sections were acquired with a beam current of 50 pA and a pixel dwell time of 18 µs in
line integration mode.
Furthermore, for in-depth characterization, a tomography of a nanoindent was performed by sectioning
the sample in 25 nm steps by the FIB beam, at a current of 100 pA. The dimensions of the total examined
volume were 4.3 x 3.7 x 1.8 µm. The 3D reconstruction was performed with the software FEI Avizo 8.0.
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TEM
TEM characterization was carried out to access the aspects of microstructure like morphology and
crystallographic orientation of austenitic grains, as well as the induced martensites. Besides, defects like
shear bands, mechanical twins, stacking faults, dislocation structures, etc. were studied by analysis of
images and diffraction patterns. Differences between the annealed and the cold rolled material, before and
after deformation by different experiments were examined.
Thin foils were observed with a Philips CM200 TEM, whereas atomic resolution imaging was performed
in a High Resolution TEM (HRTEM) Jeol JEM-ARM200F-FEG – both equipped with a double-tilt
holder. Bright Field (BF) and Dark Field (DF) imaging, as well as Selected Area Electron Diffraction
analysis (SAED), were performed at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV.

Diffraction patterns from

different regions of the HREM image were recorded with the Digital Micrograph software®.
The different defects in stacking sequence can be distinguished by a combination of TEM images and
diffraction patterns, as illustrated in Table 8. Indexation of TEM diffraction patterns has been performed
based on crystallographic data as indicated in Table 4.
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TEM .
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3 Original microstructure
Previously to any mechanical testing, the original microstructure after sample preparation was
characterized for the three studied material conditions.
Figure 44 shows the mechanically polished sample surface before and after electrochemical polishing.
Noticeably, after mechanical polishing a large part of the microstructure has undergone the martensitic
transformation (α’-martensite corresponds to both the grey and black-contrasted features, as could be
confirmed by a comparison with EBSD phase mapping). However, this damage is restricted to the upper
surface layer, and can be completely removed, as evident from Figure 44.

µ
Figu e

µ
. Opti al

i og aph of the sa ple su fa e (annealed SG) before (left) and after (right) electrochemical polishing.

3.1 Characterization by EBSD
Figure 45 represents IPF and phase EBSD maps corresponding to the different material conditions. Apart
from the grain size, the microstructures of the SG condition in Figure 45a and of the CG condition in
Figure 45b are similar, i.e. purely austenitic, randomly distributed equiaxial grains with abundant
annealing twins.
Figure 45c illustrates characteristic EBSD maps of the skin-passed condition. Due to the imposed
deformation, the crystallographic orientation evolves within single grains, as can be deduced from color
transitions in the IPF map given in Figure 45c. Most grains are crossed by numerous parallel, not
indexable bands, pointing either in a single or in two intersecting directions. Thin bands are perfectly
straight, while thicker ones become more irregular and wavy and feature small α’-martensitic particles, as
visible in the phase map (Figure 45d).
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Figure 46 shows that, while for the initial material (annealed SG) there is a pronounced texture between
<001> and <112> orientations, for the grain-enlarged condition texture has shifted distinctly to <111>
pole. Similar results were observed by other authors who carried out grain coarsening treatments on fcc
materials

211

. Indeed, grain enlargement treatments lead to a change of preferred crystallographic

orientation, resulting in difficulties to separate the influences of grain size and texture

212–215

.This points

out the potential of nanoindentation, allowing to probe individual grains of selected orientations,
independently of the average texture of the material. Thus, the respective influences of crystallographic
orientation and grain size can be decoupled.

3.2 Characterization by TEM
In this section, the characteristic microstructures of annealed SG and SP conditions are presented, such as
obtained from TEM characterization of thin films obtained by twin-jet polishing.
Figure 47 shows the typical substructural features of the annealed SG material. It shows that austenitic
grains exhibited a low density of defects, mostly stacking faults (SFs) and planar arranged dislocations.
As usual, a higher dislocation density is observed near the grain boundaries (Figure 47c). Occasionally,
transmission of piled-up dislocations through an annealing twin boundary was seen (Figure 47d).
Steel in the skin-passed condition exhibited a wide range of features characteristic of predeformed
stainless steels

61,100,216,217

, such as planar bands of defected stacking sequences, i.e. ε-martensite or SFs,

and microscopic shear bands featuring bundles of irregular stacking sequence defects. Some of the
observed defect structures are presented in Figure 48 and Figure 49. Hence, in Figure 48a, a profusion of
microbands in parallel arrays are present, typically following two intersecting systems.
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Figu e . TEM B ight Field i ages of the i estigated AI“I
LN steel i the as- e ei ed o ditio . a) Austenitic grain
containing an annealing twin; b) Stacking faults; c) Dislocations pile-ups at a grain boundary; d) Dislocations pile-up passing
across a twin boundary.

As mentioned in section 1.1.4, microbands consisting of interlaced stacking faults, nano-twins and
hexagonal ε-martensite platelets, are commonly labeled microscopic shear bands. The diffraction pattern
in Figure 48d and the corresponding dark field image in Figure 48b (obtained with the ̅

ε

reflection) reveal that the present shear bands are largely composed of ε-martensite. Also α’-martensitic

nucleation at band intersections took place, as often reported in literature 98,113,218.
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i te se ti g shea a ds ith α’-martensite formation at the intersections; d) corresponding diffraction pattern revealing
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Figure 49 shows the dislocation substructure of the investigated steel in the skin-passed condition. High
densities of tangled dislocations were observed, as well as arrangements of those dislocations in ordered
slip bands. The latter is nothing different than trapping and gradual arrangement of dislocations along
preexisting shear bands, as can be deduced from Figure 49a. Therefore, the distinction between shear and
slip bands is vague. Figure 49b illustrated that slip bands readily initiate from grain boundaries, where the
high density of piled up dislocations favors their arrangement along shear bands.
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Figu e . Cha a te isti dislo atio a a ge e t of ski -passed AI“I
LN. a) Dislocations arranging along shear bands
forming incipient slip bands; b) Slip band formation evolving from dislocation tangles trapped by shear bands impinging on
grain boundary

Overall, during TEM studies ε-martensite plates were readily discerned, while mechanical twins were
rarely observed. . Dislocation densities were higher in the proximity of grain boundaries, while in the
center of the grain planar defects prevailed.
As already mentioned in Chapter 2, twinning, ε-martensite formation and dislocation slip are known to be
competing deformation mechanisms on austenitic steels. In the particular case of AISI 301LN grade
steels, ε-martensite formation is reported to be more favorable than twinning due to the low stacking fault
energy of the material 8,53,107, which is in good agreement with the results in the present study.
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4 Mechanical response to nanoindentation
4.1 Motivation
As mentioned in section 1.2, nanoindentation is a very sensitive small-scale technique where a material is
indented by a small tip and the displacement into the surface h and the corresponding load P is recorded
during the loading, as well as during the unloading process. Thus, nanoindentation allows to probe the
mechanical response of single grains in a polycrystalline compound locally and at small loads, and to
evaluate the related mechanical anisotropy.
In the scope of this thesis, nanoindentation tests have been also performed in cyclic mode, analogous to
macroscopic indentation fatigue testing. Thereby, changes in the shape of the load-penetration (P-h)
curves are expected to reflect modifications in the material response with increasing the number of
indentation cycles.
Therefore, for first time in steels, constant-amplitude cyclic nanoindentation tests with a sharp diamond
tip were performed in order to increase the cumulative deformation in a controlled way with the number
of cycles. The emerging deformation mechanisms manifested themselves in the shape of the
corresponding P-h curves.
The summary of the different tests conducted can be found in Table 7, while the obtained findings will be
presented in the following sections.

4.2 Results and discussion
4.2.1 Monotonic nanoindentation tests
Figure 50a represents two characteristic load-displacement (or P-h) curves obtained from monotonic
nanoindentation in different grains of the annealed steel. The maximum displacements into the surface
(hmax) are slightly different in spite of the same applied maximum load (Pmax), according to the local
variation of mechanical properties.
At the beginning of the curve, around 10 nm, a displacement burst, also known as pop-in, can be
appreciated. A magnification of this trend is shown in Figure 50b, where multiple pop-ins can be clearly
distinguished. The initial loading curve can be approached by the Hertz fitting, as described in section
1.2.3, which indicates that the material behavior in this region is purely elastic. It is commonly assumed
59

that before the occurrence of the first pop-in, no mobile dislocations are present within the activation
volume surrounding the nanoindenter

219

. When the critical load for dislocation activation is reached, a

sudden pop-in occurs indicating the elasto-plastic transition.
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Preliminary tests revealed that the nanoindentation response is really complex and that the
crystallographic orientation has a strong influence on the P-h curves. Trying to get a deeper understanding
on the underlying deformation mechanisms, a detailed study starting from the incipient plasticity behavior
and continuing with the response to cyclic deformation at higher loads was performed and will be
described in the following sections.
In this regard, nanoindentation tests at small maximum indentation loads (200 µN) were carried out and
are summarized in Figure 51. A pop-in around h = 5 nm (P = 35 µN) is clearly discernible. The inset in
Figure 51a shows that the deformation remains elastic after its occurrence. The origin of this pop-in will
be further discussed in section 4.2.6.
A secondary pop-in (or a set of multiple pop-ins) can be discerned around 125 µN, corresponding to a
stress about 11 GPa, which is close to 1/(βπ) of the shear modulus for the investigated steel 220. The popin width is correlated with the critical load at which it occurs, as often observed in literature

221

. Since

nanoindentation curves can be fitted by the Hertz equation only before the occurrence of the secondary
pop-in, this phenomenon must be associated with the elasto-plastic transition. The variation in critical
load for the pop-in occurrence may be related to random variations in dislocation density, as well as to
different local microstructural properties. Thus, indentation tests were selectively performed in coarse
grains (size around 200 µm) with <001> and <111> orientations, respectively. Figure 51b and Figure 51c
illustrate the obtained results.
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Figure 51b gives P-h curves corresponding to the indentations carried out within the same <001> oriented
grain. In all these curves, elasto-plastic transition occurs in a narrow range (119 ± 8 µN) and the
corresponding pop-ins are significantly smaller than in the case of as-received condition in Figure 51a.
Analogously, Figure 51c presents the results for the <111>-oriented grain. Here, with exception of one
test, pop-ins appeared at an even lower load, within the band of 87 ± 18 µN. They were also wider and
more pronounced than for <001> grain, indicating that a higher amount of dislocation slip is arising
during those pop-ins. Plasticity is known to initiate at free surfaces

222

, and thus, given that (111) is the

preferential slip plane in fcc crystals, slip will occur easier in grains oriented with their (111) plane
parallel to the surface, as observed elsewhere 223.
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As a result, it can be concluded that in spite of the elasto-plastic transition being of stochastic nature
223,224

, crystalline anisotropy leads to a variation of the critical load for this transition. Also the grain size

represents a decisive parameter for both the critical load and the width of observed pop-ins. Since grain
boundaries are a known source for dislocations

225

, more dislocations can be activated in small grains.
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However, stress fields also concentrate along grain boundaries, which is likely to hinder the activation of
dislocation and consequently the critical activation load is higher.
Figure 51d illustrates the indentation behavior of the cold rolled steel. Here, the nanoindentation curve
deviates from the Hertzian fitting at a penetration value corresponding to occurrence of the first pop-in (5
nm). However, pronounced pop-ins are not observed. This is in agreement with common literature
findings

28,173,226,227

, where pre-deformed material has a high density of pre-existing dislocations within

the activation volume around the nanoindenter tip, and thus can deform plastically directly from the
beginning of the indentation process.

4.2.2 Two-cycles nanoindentation tests
In order to achieve a better understanding on the response to nanoindentation tests of multiple cycles,
beforehand tests of only two cycles were conducted. They were done at Pmax = 6 mN, with two different
test conditions: (a) without; and (b) with a holding stage at Pmax, as shown in Figure 52. In both cases the
unloading and reloading curves do not overlap, but hysteresis occurs.
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In the test without a holding stage (Figure 52a), the indenter penetration continues during the beginning of
the first unloading stage, which is characteristic of materials exhibiting viscoplasticity, i.e. timedependent behavior, and is known to occur also for metastable stainless steels

228–232

. After the reloading,

the hysteresis loop remains open and hmax is shifted to higher values. The later behavior is known from
conventional fatigue testing and is designated as ratchet-strain accumulation. Several authors have
reported that ratcheting occurs for austenitic stainless steels 228,230,233–237.
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Figure 52b shows that if a holding sequence of 10 s is incorporated at Pmax to account for the timedependent response, no viscoplasticity can be observed during the unloading stage. However, the
subsequent reloading still results in a slightly open hysteresis loop, indicating that ratcheting still occurs
during the reloading. The fact that unloading and reloading cycles in Figure 52a and 52b do not overlap as could be expected for purely elastic behavior, but form a pronounced hysteresis loop, indicates that an
anelastic or reversible plastic behavior is present, which leads to energy dissipation during each cycle.

4.2.3 Constant loading vs. constant displacement testing
In order to account for the above illustrated viscoplastic effect, and in agreement with common
nanoindentation standards, in all of the here presented cyclic nanoindentation tests a holding stage of 10 s
was incorporated following each loading sequence.
In conventional macroscopic fatigue testing, it is important to differentiate between tests performed under
stress or strain control, since the material response can be different

7,238–240

. Therefore, in the present

study, cyclic nanoindentation tests were performed both in constant loading (equivalent to stress control)
and constant displacement or penetration depth mode (equivalent to strain control). Figure 53 illustrates
the corresponding P-h curves.
Indentation curves corresponding to the first cycles are characteristic for ductile, work hardening
metals

241,242

, with a high amount of irreversible plastic deformation and a small elastic recovery upon

unloading; whereas during the following cycles, deformation is mostly elastic. However, the presence of
hystereses is evident.
P-h curves for testing in loading mode show that hmax increases continuously. Ratcheting rate diminishes
with cycling, as visible from the fact that curves come closer (Figure 43b), but it does not completely
cease.
Figure 43c corresponds to tests in displacement mode, where P-h curves look rather different. Here Pmax
decreases significantly from the first to the second cycle and it keeps decreasing less sharply with
continuing cycling.
Figure 54 represents both hardness and Young’s modulus evolution for P-h curves depicted in Figure 53,
as calculated by the Oliver-Pharr method described in Section 1.2.3.
Since the hardness depends on Pmax and hc (and thus also hmax), ratcheting in both testing modes is
reflected in an apparent hardness decrease. In displacement mode (Figure 54b), the marked hardness drop
from the first to the second cycle is characteristic, and also the subsequent dropping rate is higher than in
loading mode (Figure 54a).
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The observed behavior can be explained as following: in constant displacement mode, the displacement
during the unloading stage can be attributed mainly to elastic recovery

242

. Thus, if during the next cycle

reloading up to the same hmax is performed, lower load would be needed to achieve hmax.
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On the other hand, if reloading to the same Pmax is applied for each cycle, every time higher hmax would be
achieved in reference to the preceding cycle. Thus, the indenter will penetrate deeper into the material and
a part of the deformation will always be plastic. This explains why, in spite of ratcheting, the hardness
decreases slower for constant loading tests.
To draw a parallel to conventional fatigue testing, nanoindentation in displacement mode can be
compared to high cycle fatigue (HCF), where elastic deformation is predominant, while nanoindentation
in loading mode resembles more low cycle fatigue (LCF) testing, where plastic strain is significant.
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Consequently, the material is expected to respond to the latter testing condition with more and faster
strain localization, as will be confirmed in section 6.2.2.
Young’s modulus values are in good agreement with literature for the austenitic phase in metastable
stainless steels

243,244

. Its cyclic evolution features some scatter, but remains basically constant in

displacement mode, while in loading mode a slight cyclic increase is observed. At this point, no deeper
study will be performed in this respect and the Young’s modulus will be mainly used to validate the
obtained results, since stability during cyclic nanoindentation testing is not self-evident.

4.2.4 Tests in constant displacement mode
Testing under displacement mode has been performed for different material conditions. Figure 55 to
Figure 59 show characteristic P-h curves for 100-cyclic tests, namely:


<001> grains, annealed steel, hmax = 250 nm



<111> grains, annealed steel, hmax = 250 nm



<111> grains, annealed steel, hmax = 500 nm



<111> grains, skin-passed steel, hmax = 250 nm

P-h curves are represented in subfigures a, while the second and thereafter every tenth cycle are given in
amplified view in subfigures b. P-h curves of consecutive cycles have been shifted respectively 10 nm to
the right.
First of all, when subfigures a) are compared, significant differences can be observed in the evolution of
Pmax. Accordingly, while <001> grains exhibit continuous cyclic softening, as discussed before, for <111>
orientation the initial softening is followed by a secondary hardening stage, more pronounced for high
penetration tests (hmax = 500 nm). In the case of skin-passed samples, only a small load drop from the first
to the second cycle is discernible. Thereafter the ratcheting rate is fairly low. Similar behavior was
observed for differently oriented grains in SP condition.
Subfigures b), where only every tenth cycle is plotted in a magnified representation, visualize the
evolution of the hysteresis loops formed between the loading and unloading part of the cyclic
nanoindentation curves. In all tests performed in the annealed steel, loops broaden with cycling, whereas
for the skin-passed material the opposite behavior occurs, although most of the cycles are practically
elastic. Furthermore, hysteresis loops for <111> oriented grains are significantly broader than for <001>
orientation.
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In Figure 59, the area of each hysteresis loop has been plotted against the corresponding cycle number. It
corresponds to the evolution of energy dispersion during the respective cycles and gives interesting
insights. Thus, in all cases the hysteresis size drops from the 2nd to the 10nth indentation cycle. Thereafter,
it keeps dropping for the SP steel, but steadily increases for annealed conditions. Therefore, the energy is
from the beginning significantly higher for <111> than for <001> oriented grains and for hmax = 500 nm in
comparison to 250 nm. Surprisingly, the largest hysteresis occurs in the second cycle of SP material.
Apparently, anelastic cyclic behavior is present, which depends on the applied strain amplitude, on the
material condition, and also exhibits a significant crystalline anisotropy. This will be further discussed in
Chapter 6.
Annealed metastable austenitic stainless steels are known to initially harden in response to cyclic
deformation

149,232,245

. Both, work hardening of the austenite and phase transformation to martensite

contribute to this behavior; while a softening behavior due to generation of additional mobile dislocations
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and cell arrangement of dislocations takes place at elevated cycle numbers

245,246

. Consequently, cyclic

softening, as observed in the present work is not self-evident.
The main difference between conventional fatigue testing and cyclic nanoindentation is the loading and
displacement scales. The stress state induced with a Berkovich indenter is not only multiaxial, but also
decreases radially with increasing distance from the nanoindenter. Thus, there is not a trivial way to
compare it to the stress state created during conventional fatigue testing. The same occurs for strain, that
cannot be simply estimated as the ratio between hmax and the vertical grain dimension, since during
indentation the applied compression is rather punctual than covering equally the whole surface of the
tested grain, not to mention the strain transfer into the adjacent grains. However, it is reasonable to
assume that both stress and strain ranges in nanoindentation are smaller than commonly applied within
macroscopic testing.
Cyclic hardening depends strongly on maximum plastic strain 231 and only takes place if a threshold value
of cumulative strain is reached
noticeable hardening

234,247

149,152,247

. So, cyclic tension tests of small strain amplitude do not lead to

, and can even lead to cyclic softening. One of the scarce cyclic

nanoindentation studies performed in metals (NiTi thin films) resulted in a similar softening behavior as
here observed, which Pan et al. 189 attributed to reorganization of the defect structure. The fact that during
the present study secondary hardening was found to be significantly more pronounced at higher h max, i.e.
at higher strains, supports the assumption of a minimum strain threshold value required for cyclic
hardening, while in its absence softening due to ratcheting overweighs. Furthermore, as will be shown in
section 6.2.5, martensitic transformation parallel to the loading axis occurs in <111>, but not <001>
oriented grains, while low energy dislocation arrangements leading to softening are more developed in the
latter, which explains why the former exhibited secondary hardening, while the latter softened faster
without any secondary hardening.
It is known that a high dislocation density increases the resistance to both viscoplastic and viscoelastic
behavior, and thus lead to smaller hysteresis during cyclic tests

248

. For pre-strained material, as

represented here by the skin-passed condition, the preexisting dislocation density is high and their
mobility is strongly restricted. Thus, ratcheting and formation of wide hysteresis loops are significantly
less pronounced in comparison to the annealed condition.
Moreover, softening is known to occur when prestrained materials are cyclically loaded, due to
dislocation rearrangement

249

. However, this softening rapidly stabilizes for the skin-passed sample and

no further pronounced time-dependent plasticity is observed for the following cycles. On the other hand,
TEM observations in Chapter 6 will show that nanoindentation does not increase the preexisting fraction
of martensite, and consequently no secondary hardening occurs for SP condition. The present findings are
in agreement with Krempl 229, who found that work-hardened AISI 304 reached a cyclic steady-state.
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4.2.5 Evaluation of elbow formation in cyclic P-h curves under loading mode
In preliminary experiments, it was observed that P-h curves exhibited a kink at low load, which is the
more pronounced the lower Pmin is. Since in displacement mode only hmin, but not Pmin can be controlled,
testing in loading mode has been performed to further investigate this particular behavior.
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Tests were conducted for different values of Pmin. Figure 60 shows cyclic P-h curves in <001> oriented
grains obtained in loading mode with Pmin = 0.5 mN. The second cycle is evidently open, thereafter cycles
close and P-h curves remain largely elastic, not exhibiting hysteresis broadening. However, this situation
changes dramatically, when Pmin is decreased, as can be appreciated in Figure 61. Appreciable is a kink
formation in the slope of the curves, which becomes more pronounced with increasing cycling and results
in the formation of broad asymmetrically shaped hysteresis loops. Kinking becomes more pronounced for
low Pmin values, as can be seen when comparing the sub-Figure 61a and b.
Figure 61c visualizes that kink forming and involved hysteresis occurs only if the unloading is performed
until below a determined threshold Pmin value - approximately 0.5 mN.
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When increasing the number of cycles, the kink position moves to higher load values, surpassing the
threshold value. Figure 61c opposes P-h curves (every tenth cycle) for loading mode with P min = 0.5 mN,
Pmin = 0.1 mN and also displacement mode (test from Figure 55b) with hmin = 230 nm, corresponding
approx. to Pmin of 0.5 mN, respectively. Curves are not shifted, but represented corresponding to their real
cyclic displacement evolution.
Noticeably, the displacement evolution and the slope are very similar for loading mode with
Pmin = 0.5 mN and displacement mode with hmin = 230 nm. Also the upper part of P-h curves for
Pmin = 0.1 mN exhibits a similar slope, without changes with increasing number of cycles. However, in the
latter case, the lowest part of the slope becomes less steeped and the kink position moves up, and
therefore the top point of P-h curves is displaced to higher displacement values. The bottom point does
not change significantly, indicating that the displacement is reversible.
Figure 61d shows the evolution of hysteresis loops for different Pmin. As observed in displacement mode
(Figure 59), the hysteresis of the second cycle is noticeably larger than for the following ones, due to
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ratcheting. Thereafter, the dissipated energy diminishes. For Pmin = 0.5 mN, where no elbow formation
occurred and the P-h slope was linear, hysteresis keeps decreasing. However, in cases where kink
formation was observed, hysteresis increases progressively again. A saturation value is approached after
around 40 cycles. The hysteresis loop area in loading mode, as represented in Figure 61d is significantly
larger than for displacement mode (see Figure 59).
The above observed hysteresis behavior indicates that pseudo-elastic or reversible plastic behavior takes
place if repetitive loading/unloading is conducted up to small Pmin values, while at high loads the material
behaves mostly elastically.
Kinks observed in the present study are designated in literature as elbows, and they are regularly observed
in nanoindentation curves of Si and other semiconductors. They have been related to reversible
amorphization under load

196–198

, annealing treatments195, as well as to reversible phase

transformation190–193. Also polymers and gold were found to exhibit elbows related to phase
transformation194.
Pan et al.189 performed cyclic nanoindentation experiments on NiTi shape memory alloys and found
stress-induced martensitic transformation during the loading process, which reversed during unloading.
This reversible transformation was accompanied by anelastic reloading curves with elbow formation,
such as the here observed, developing the earlier, the higher the load. According to Pan et al.189,
deformation during the first indentation cycle(s) contributes to the increase of critical stress for further
slip, and phase transformation becomes more favorable during the following nanoindentation cycles.
Similar behavior is plausible in the present case. The underlying deformation mechanism will be further
investigated in the following section.

4.2.6 Reversible phase transformation
Regularly, small serrations were observed in the P-h curves, particularly pronounced for <111>-oriented
grains. Recording of the curves at high acquisition rate reveals the presence of multiple pop-ins during the
loading process. Noticeably, the opposite phenomenon takes place during unloading: the occurrence of
pop-outs.
Figure 62 illustrates a characteristic development of those pop-ins and pop-outs during a nanoindentation
test. Figure 62a shows a cyclic P-h curve of a <111> grain tested in displacement mode, which begins as
observed before: a largely plastic first indentation cycle and mostly elastic following cycles (2 to 7)
featuring moderate softening. However, after a single pop-out in the unloading curve of cycle 6, Pmax
starts decreasing faster for the following cycles, and the lower part of the unloading curve bends to an
elbow during cycle 8, thus leading to an overcrossing of the loading and unloading curve. During the
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following cycles the loading curve bends to an elbow, and thus the P-h curves close again. However, the
hysteresis loops broaden noticeably and simultaneously the pop-ins and pop-outs emerge.
Apparently, a change of the material response to the cyclic solicitation took place during the 9th cycle.
While in the first cycles the material behavior is largely elastic, the pop-ins and pop-outs going along with
elbow formation indicate occurrence of anelastic behavior during the respective cycles.
After cycle number 12 and following, P-h curves do not exhibit any major shape change. However, as can
be observed in Figure 62b, Pmax increases slowly with cycling, in agreement with previous findings for
<111> grains, and pop-ins and pop-outs become more pronounced.
Figure 62c represents the amplified P-h of cycle 100 and opposes it to a simulated course, where pop-ins
and pop-outs are removed and the continuous parts of the curve are stitched together. Noticeably, after
this procedure the P-h curve appears almost straight, with a similar unloading slope (approx. 0.14
mN/nm), as the largely elastic cycles at the beginning of the test. Moreover, it does not exhibit elbows,
showing that the latter phenomenon is closely related to the pop-in formation. The inset in Figure 62c
shows that the P-h curves are very stable and do not exhibit noise or scatter. Consequently, the position
and shape of pop-ins can be clearly discerned. It also shows that there is no cycle opening at P min, as
might appear at first glance, but instead, the last pop-out occurs only when the load is reduced to P min. As
exemplary indicated for cycle 100 in Figure 62c, the sum of displacements due to pop-ins corresponds
quite well to the totality of pop-outs during each cycle, indicating that the total amount of displacement is
reversible in spite of the position and size of individual pop-ins and pop-out being stochastic.
However, as can be withdrawn from Figure 62d, there is a correlation between the cycle number, the
average pop-in width ∆ℎ

−�

and the total amount of displacement due to pop-ins ∑ ∆ℎ

−�

: the

former increases steadily, almost doubling from 0.54 nm in cycle 10 to 0.97 in cycle 90, while the total
displacement triplicates simultaneously from 8.15 to 26.11 nm.
Figure 62e represents the cyclic evolution of hysteresis loops for the first 20 cycles showing that the
minimum value is achieved at cycle 6, where the onset of the reversible pop-ins was observed. Thereafter,
the hysteresis area increases to values much higher than otherwise observed for similar test conditions
(see Figure 59).
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As already mentioned in previous paragraphs, steels are known to exhibit anelastic behavior at room
temperature, particularly during indentation loading. On the other hand, reversible ↔ε transformation
under load is the most widely reported reason for occurrence of pseudoelasticity in iron-based shape
73

memory alloys

250–253

, where it is regularly observed during cyclic loading

254,255

triggered strain-induced at room temperature, particularly in alloys with low SFE

. This behavior can be

254,256,257

.

Reversible pop-ins are closely related with the anelastic behavior and elbow formation previously
observed. Their appearance indicates the occurrence of a displacive deformation mechanism, such as
reversible dislocation gliding or reversible phase transformation, whereby taking in consideration the
previous results, the latter is more plausible. Pop-ins arising beyond the elasto-plastic transition in TRIP
steels have been observed by several authors in monotonic nanoindentation tests and are often attributed
to phase transformation from austenite to α’-martensite

30,101

reversible. Similar behavior was reported by Caër et al.

258

. However, in the present case, pop-ins are

due to martensitic transformation in CuAlBe,

but so far no reversible α’-martensitic transformation had been detected in TRIP steels. This is sensible,
since α’-martensite is the stable phase in those steels at room temperature and can be reverted only via a
thermal treatment at elevated temperatures

134

. However, in contrast to many other TRIP grades, the here

investigated metastable stainless steel also features ε-martensite, as observed in Chapter 3. Ahn et al.

179

observed the occurrence of multiple pop-ins in metastable austenitic steels and found by subsequent TEM
characterization of the corresponding nanoimprints that those pop-ins correspond to the → ɛ-martensite
transformation.
Since ɛ-martensite can be considered as a pile-up of intrinsic stacking faults on every second (111)
plane,

–

→ ɛ transformation is a rather simple process. On the other hand, deformation-induced

ɛ-martensite formation in alloys with low Ni content, such as the here studied AISI 301LN, is reported to
be rather unstable 78. Table 9 lists the lattice parameters and the resulting distances between the closestpacked planes of the different phases occurring in the investigated material. It can be seen that the
distance between the closest-packed planes in ɛ corresponds to the one in ; while the respective distance
in α’ is γ% smaller. As a consequence, the transformation between and ɛ can be expected to occur easily,
while ɛ to α’ transformation would require a higher activation energy
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. On this account, it can be

postulated that during each loading cycle ɛ formation occurs, but ɛ does not transform to α’. Moreover, it
is stable only under load and reverses to

during unloading. Indeed, as will be show in section 4.2.6,

nanoindentation leads to the formation of thin ε-martensite platelets interlaced with the surrounding
highly faulted austenite. Thus, reversibility of the transformation can be expected to occur without
difficulty. This might be one of the reasons why remaining ɛ-martensite represents only a small fraction in
the microstructure of austenitic stainless steels, and thus, its contribution uses to be largely ignored 116.
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The instability of ɛ-martensite formation is a phenomenon commonly exploited in shape memory alloys
due to the reversible character of the former. Cyclic nanoindentation of those alloys was performed by
Amini et al.

25

and resulted in the occurrence of jagged curves both during loading and unloading. The

jagged shape is likely to correspond to pop-ins / pop-outs observed in the present thesis, which could not
be resolved in Amini’s study due to their 12 times higher loading rate. They explained the serrated shape
by formation of new ɛ-nucleation sites and resulting stress relaxations and strain increase.
Nascimento et al.

260

tested separately

and ɛ phases in a stainless steel with shape memory effect by

nanoindentation in progressive cyclic mode. They observed that the hysteresis loops on P-h curves were
wider for martensite than for austenite. This indicates a connection between hysteresis broadening and ɛphase formation.
Serrated monotonic nanoindentation curves similar to those here observed were also regularly observed
for metallic glasses, being associated to the formation of shear or slip bands 261–263. Albeit the deformation
mechanisms in glasses are different than in crystalline metals, the findings support the hypothesis of
serrations in nanoindentation curves being linked to formation of deformation bands.
Sekido et al.

177

observed multiple pop-ins corresponding to ε formation in the lower part of

nanoindentation loading curve, while for the upper part the curve became continuous and the slope
increased, which was found to originate from the transition in deformation mechanism from phase
transformation to slip. This is similar to the curves here obtained, where the upper parts exhibit a higher
slope than below the elbow and also less pop-ins. Since the slope of the upper part of the curves
corresponds to the slope of the initial cycles, i.e. before the onset of pop-ins and serrations, it can be
concluded that slip bands contribute to the anelastic cyclic behavior before the formation of ε-martensite.
According to Ahn 179, the pop-in width is the projection of the slip of Shockley partial dislocations leading
to ε-martensite formation. At least two stacking faults are required for the formation of an ε-band, with a
respective unit displacement of around 0.1 nm, depending on the given slip system. Thus, ∆ℎ
observed in this study corresponds to the formation of between five and ten ε-platelets.
Laplance et al.

264

−�

as

detected the formation of many continuous pop-ins up to high loads, similar to the

present study, and found that those pop-ins were not related to the formation of new ε-bands, but rather to
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thickening of the preexisting ones, in agreement with present findings where pop-ins are more likely to
increase in width than in number.
According to Amini 25, the number of the nucleation sites depends on the presence of defects within the
activation volume. This would explain why in the present thesis ε formation occurs only after several
indentation cycles and fully develops after an elevated cycle number. Once the first nucleation sites form,
Pmax drops significantly, since deformation is eased by phase transformation.
Due to geometrical considerations

179

, during α’-martensite formation the contraction along the

indentation axis is too small to be detected as a pop-in. As will be shown in section 6.2.1, α’-martensite is
present in the plastic zone below the nanoindenter already after the first cycle, in spite of no pop-in due to
phase transformation having occurred.
Finally, it is important to point out that the described reversible serrations were observed only for
<111>-oriented grains. Other authors also have reported that ε-formation takes place only in austenite
grains with a favorable orientation for deformation 66.

Validation of shape memory properties
It has been described that for Fe-Mn-Ni steels the presence of precipitates increases the shape memory
characteristics

265

and, additionally, that only when austenite contains precipitates is susceptible to

reversible ↔ε transformation under load

257

. The authors explained this fact because dislocation slip in

obstacle free austenite is more favorable than ε-martensite formation. However, the presence of
precipitates changes this trend.
In the present work, no evidence of precipitation (by TEM characterization) was found. However, the
high nitrogen content of AISI 301LN is known to lead to dislocation immobilization by formation of
Cottrel atmospheres 57. This is confirmed by the experiment described in Figure 63, where the sample was
loaded and unloaded between 0 and 6 mN, in 0.6 mN steps, and a holding period of 1800 s was
implemented during every step (Figure 63a).
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In agreement with the observed viscoplastic behavior, h increased noticeably during each holding step
and the opposite occurred during the unloading. The exact amount of displacement at during each holding
stage was not correlated to the corresponding load and was not reproducible for repeated testing.
However, the total amount of displacement at full loading and full unloading is quite similar, being the
maximum displacement at maximum loading 248 ± 3 nm and the cumulative viscoplastic displacement
64 ± 2 nm.
Interestingly, during each new loading /unloading stage the indentation slope increased significantly in
comparison to the slope at the end of the previous loading segment. Apparently, dislocations became
immobilized during the holding period and a significant load increase was necessary to activate them.
Since the investigated steel features a considerable N content, which contributes to dislocation pinning, it
can be argued that the immobilization of dislocations during the holding stage is caused by the formation
of Cottrell atmospheres. This is supported by the formation of Lüders-like bands during tensile tests of the
studied steel grade

266

. Likely, the formation of Cottrel atmospheres in the present alloy has the same

immobilization effect on dislocations as precipitates for other alloy compositions, and thus enables the
development of the reversible phase transformation. Indeed, it has been reported by other authors 267 that
load increase leads to generation of new dislocations, which first are relatively mobile, but after a holding
sequence become pinned.

4.2.7 Time-dependent plasticity
In the previous sections, viscoplasticity was regularly observed; nevertheless the underlying fundamental
mechanisms are not discussed in detail. The following section will describe some related experiments.
Creep is known to occur during nanoindentation experiments. However, since after a hold period of
10-20 s the creep rate reduces to less than 1 nm/s, its influence is not often considered for monotonic
experiments. Nevertheless, in the case of cyclic indentation, as performed in the present work, the
influence of creep cannot be ignored, since the total holding time under load is considerable.
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Consequently, tests have been performed to investigate time-dependent behavior during long holding
stages.
Figure 64 shows nanoindentation curves with identical Pmax but different holding times. This plot
illustrates that there is a significant increase of hmax, even after a holding period of 300 s. Hence, the
commonly applied holding sequence of 10 s is not sufficient to account for viscoplasticity in the
investigated material, as also observed elsewhere

268

. Oliver and Pharr pointed out already in 1992 that

time-dependent plasticity can occur in metals even after several indentation cycles and a holding interval
of 100 s 242.
To understand the origin of this time-dependent plasticity, studies starting from low loads, i.e. in the
elastoplastic range, have been performed, as narrated in the following paragraphs. Subsequently,
nanoindentation creep tests have been conducted in the plastic regime, i.e. at loads commonly applied in
this study. For comparison, creep tests have been performed for macroscopic Vickers indentation.
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Figure 65a and 65b correspond to nanoindentation curves in the elastoplastic transition regime, with a
holding period of 60 s incorporated between the loading and the unloading stage. Thereby, the test in
Figure 65a has been performed up to Pmax = 100 µN, i.e. below the elastoplastic transition, while Figure
65b represents the situation for Pmax = 200 µN, i.e. surpassing the elastoplastic transition. The latter is
evidenced by the fact that secondary pop-ins appear.
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Noticeably, during the holding stage displacement jumps occurred in both cases: one jump after 58 s for
Pmax = 100 µN and two jumps after 18.5 and 25.5 s, respectively, for Pmax = 200 µN. As can be withdrawn
from Figure 65, the extent of these displacement jumps corresponds quite well to either single or double
amount of the displacement burst during the first pop-in. Thus, it can be assumed that the nature of both
displacements is similar.
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Interestingly, the observed phenomenon comprehends an incubation process, i.e. can be activated during
holding at constant load, whereby the incubation time depends on the applied load. It has been reported
that dislocations can be activated thermally below subcritical load after prolonged holding times

219,223

.

However, since the observed phenomenon does not lead to elastoplastic transition, it is not likely to be
related to activation of dislocations. Thus, a possible explanation would be phase transformation. It is
known that ↔ε transformation is opposed to ↔α’ transformation 269, i.e. the first one can occur at loads
below the yield point. Indeed, reversible martensitic transformation has been detected even below the
elastoplastic transition

258

, with the corresponding pop-ins and pop-outs, such as observed in the inset of

Figure 51a.
In addition to the appearance of pop-ins, a small, but continuous increase of h during the holding stage
can be seen in Figure 65. Hence, the evaluation of ten different tests, with a 60 s holding period, at 50,
100 and 200 µN of maximum indentation load, resulted in average displacements of 0.73 ± 0.22 nm, 0.98
± 0.50 nm and 2.02 ± 0.65 nm, respectively. Noticeably, the higher the load, the longer is the timedependent displacement, indicating that this displacement cannot be caused by thermal drift (alone).
When passing from 100 to 200 µN, the range where most of the elasto-plastic transitions occurred, h
increased noticeably. This is in good agreement with Kim et al.

270

, who observed very similar time-

dependent behavior in ceramics at room temperature and also found that the latter is markedly more
pronounced in the elasto-plastic rather than in the elastic regime.
Figure 65c illustrates the characteristic deformation behavior when the material is cyclically loaded
between Pmax = 100 µN and Pmin = 50 µN. Here, a displacement jump was likewise regularly observed,
preferentially occurring during holding at maximum load. The displacement jump typically occurs after
longer total times than in case of monotonic loading and holding at 100 µN, which is understandable
since the average load in case of cyclic loading is lower than Pmax. The loading-unloading curves are
largely elastic, however, due to the above-mentioned steady increase of h(t), the loops are slightly shifted
against each other. No distinguished behavior for cyclic, in comparison to monotonic loading, could be
observed in the here applied load range.

4.2.8 Propagation of plasticity
The observed viscoplastic behavior does not necessary originate from cyclic loading, but rather from
increasing holding time under load, whereby even at Pmin between two cycles time-dependent deformation
continues. However, as became clear from the obtained results, dynamic loading can be expected to lead
to additional deformation mechanisms, compared to the response to monotonic indentation. This is
illustrated in Figure 66, where P-h curves from a 12-cycles nanoindentation test in constant load mode are
superimposed to a monotonic test with a holding period of 600 s. For the former, the material was
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cyclically loaded and unloaded, between 1 and 6 mN with a holding time of 10 s at maximum load, so the
total test time was about 600 s. In spite of the average load being only 58% of Pmax, the total displacement
resulting from the cyclic test was higher than for monotonic holding, confirming that an additional
ratcheting component is present for cyclic loading, in addition to the viscoplasticity resulting from
monotonic loading and subsequent holding.

Monotonic loading with 600 s holding stage
Cyclic loading with 10 s holding stages during each cycle
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To the author knowledge, cyclic nanoindentation testing has been never performed on steels. However,
for macroscopic cyclic indentation of metals, increase of plastic zone and propagation to the bulk was
reported 248,271, similar to here observed. However, in-depth studies on this issue have not been performed.
The aspect of plasticity propagation is enlightened in this section by presenting another interesting
characteristic observed during cyclic nanoindentation: the occurrence of large, singular pop-in events, as
illustrated in Figure 67. Pop-ins were observed either in the loading or unloading part of P-h curves, and
occurred typically after 50 or more indentation cycles. After the pop-in, the subsequent cycles reassume
their usual shape. The occurrence of a 2nd and further pop-ins could sometimes be observed after an
elevated cycling number. Those pop-ins cannot be related to those at elasto-plastic transition taken place
for small displacements during the first loading.
Noticeably, pop-ins occur more readily when the nanoindentation was performed in smaller grains and
close to a grain boundary. The latter situation is illustrated in Figure 67. A general trend exhibits a
positive correlation between the distance to the closest grain boundary and the number of cycles to the
occurrence of a pop-in. Some scattering is present due to the difference in grain size and misorientation
between the indented and the neighboring grain. Pop-ins could be detected for indents located further than
6 µm or closer than 1 µm from the grain boundary. In the microstructural characterization of the studied
steel, plasticity transfer through grain boundaries was regularly observed (Chapter 3). Interestingly, this
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was only the case when a pop-in was observed in the corresponding nanoindentation curve, suggesting
that these two events are related.
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It is widely reported 272,273,225,274–276 that nanoindentation tests in the vicinity of grain boundaries led to the
occurrence of secondary pop-ins between 10 and 100 nm in width - at significantly higher loads than the
elasto-plastic transition. Those pop-ins were found to be caused by dislocation pile-up at grain boundaries
and subsequent slip transfer across those boundaries 277.
The presence of interstitial elements, such as in the present material, is a fundamental requirement for the
occurrence of pop-ins274, since the slip barrier formed by the grain boundary is believed to be caused by
pinning of dislocations by Cottrel atmospheres. Once the shear stress on a slip system in the adjacent
grain becomes large enough, dislocations get liberated and can move easily on the new slip system. Wang
and Ngan

272

deduced that pop-ins occur at a critical value c/d, whereby c is the size of the plastic zone

and d the distance from the center of the indentation to the grain boundary. The critical stress at which
pop-in occurs is also reported to depend on the misorientation between the indented and adjacent
grains274. The misorientation factor m’, which considers the geometric relationship between the
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indentation axis, the active slip system in the indented grain, as well as the one in the adjacent grain, is
defined as:
m’ = cos(α) cos( ) 106

(18)

where α is the angle between the closest slip planes in the neighboring grains and

the angle between the

closest of the slip directions lying on the closest slip planes.
On the other hand, no pop-ins were reported for indents located in the immediate proximity of a grain
boundary, since in this case plasticity can be induced directly in both grains.
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The character of the pop-in observed in the present study and the corresponding TEM results (as will be
shown in section 6.2.4) let conclude that the observed phenomenon is of the same kind as in the
previously mentioned literature findings, with the difference that here the applied loads are small and
therefore pop-ins did not occur during the first loading cycle, but only after an elevated number of cycles.
Apparently, for the studied AISI 301LN and the implemented experimental conditions, Pmax usually was
not enough to allow slip transmission during a single cycle. Nevertheless, the accumulation of plasticity
leads to an increase of the plastic zone, so the critical c/d value can eventually be reached after multiple
indentation cycles.
However, occasionally, pop-ins were detected during the first cycle, as represented in Figure 68a. Within
the corresponding test, also a second pop-in was observed after 37 cycles (magnified in Figure 68b).
Figure 68c gives an EBSD IPF map of the indentation site. The latter shows that the indented grain is
rather small, and moreover the indentation site is close (between 4 and 5 µm respectively) to several grain
boundaries. As can be concluded from the IPF image, grains 1, 2, 3 and 4 are oriented with the same
plane to the surface, as the indented grain (<011>) and thus, they are only rotated around the z-axis with
regard to the latter.
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Table 10 summarizes the exact orientations of the depicted grains in reference to the indentation axis and
their misorientation to the indented grain. As can be deduced from the table data, the misorientation of
grain 4 is close to 54.5˚, which is one of the possible angles between two {111} slip planes projected onto
a {011} surface, as is the case here. Thus, it can be assumed that in grain 4 there is a slip system lying
almost equivalent to the active slip system in the indented grain. Consequently, m’ is close to 1 and the
critical shear stress for slip transfer is minor, being basically determined by the barrier built by the defects
accumulated at the grain boundary. Therefore, it can be assumed that the critical stress for this particular
case was small enough to allow slip transfer already during the first indentation cycle. The second pop-in,
after 37 cycles, might be originated by slip transfer through one of the others adjacent grain boundaries.
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4.3 Appendix /Supplementary: Verification of equipment stability
4.3.1 Creep & thermal drift study
Since pronounced creep leading to cyclic softening in steels at room temperature might be considered a
surprising result, drift corrected creep measurements were conducted, as described in this section, in order
to reassure the validity of the results.
The outcome is illustrated in Figure 69: sample was first loaded to 0.6 mN and hold for 1800 s;
subsequently, P was increased to 6 mN and held for another 1800 s before complete unloading (Figure
69a). Although from the results in section 4.2.7 time-dependent behavior is expected to occur even at low
loads, it can be assumed that at higher loads, where the dislocation activation volume under the indenter
tip is bigger, the resulting time-dependent displacement will be significantly larger. Thus, dislocation slip
at 0.6 mN, in comparison to 6 mN, is considered to be negligible at prolonged holding times, and the
corresponding time evolution of h at 0.6 mN can be subtracted from the one for 6 mN, imputing its origin
mainly to thermal drift. Assuming that the direction and rate of thermal drift were the same for holding at
0.6 and 6 mN, the resulting curve is considered as the drift-corrected time-dependent displacement at
6 mN. Thus, Figure 69b illustrates a characteristic evolution for Δh at 0.6 mN and 6 mN. Noticeably, a
small negative thermal drift was present, as can be concluded from the slope at 0.6 mN of the curves at
prolonged holding times. The slope of h at 6 mN was slightly positive; indicating that for higher loads
there is a continuous displacement increase, even for high loads.
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In Figure 69c, drift-corrected curves for three different tests are plotted in one graph. These curves were
largely reproducible. For comparison, ex-situ creep measurements have been also performed with Vickers
indentation for two different loads and ten different holding times. Just as observed for the non-driftcorrected curves by Kim et al.

270

, all curves are of parabolic nature and exhibit a transient and a steady

state regime. In the present study, the amount of the total displacement during the transient regime and the
slope in the steady-state regime are very similar for all curves, with the only difference in the slope of the
transient regime and thus, the instant of the onset of the steady-state.
The evolution of the time-dependent displacement becomes clear in Figure 69d, where the creep strain
rates are calculated as:

�̇ =

∆ℎ/ℎ
�

278,279

,

The transition from transient to steady state occurs between 150 and 450 s.
Results for Vickers indentation are in good agreement with those from nanoindentation, with the only
difference of the transition between different creep regimes being less marked. Thus, the time-dependent
behavior observed within this study is confirmed to be a physical phenomenon and not an artifact caused
by thermal drift.
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4.3.2 Cyclic evolution of mechanical properties
Another critical issue is the maintenance of the contact area and indenter tip geometry during the cyclic
nanoindentation experiments. Figure 70 represents the cyclic evolution of the unloading slope
ℎ

�� ,

��
�ℎ

atℎ =

which corresponds to the contact stiffness S, for the experiments represented in Figure 54. As

mentioned in section 1.2.3, S is related to the effective Young’s modulus via the contact area Ac and the
geometry shape factor . is calculated from the corresponding S, Eeff and Ac values, and is plotted in
Figure 70 as well.
The calculated

values are in good agreement with the expected value for a Berkovich tip

280–282

and

remain stable both in displacement and loading modes. On the contrary, S is only constant for
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displacement mode, but not in loading mode. Since the Young’s modulus is an intrinsic material property,
i.e. should remain constant, and

was also confirmed to be constant, the evolution in S can be only due to

the evolution in the contact area. This confirms that the contact area only changes in loading mode, due to
the cyclically increasing hc values, while in displacement mode, where hc remains constant, the same is
true for the contact area and contact stiffness.
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4.4 Conclusions
This chapter has confirmed that it is possible to use cyclic nanoindentation as a tool to induce gradual
deformation and strain accumulation in a selective way. Moreover, the measurement accuracy has been
validated.
It was found that the AISI 301LN steel shows a pronounced time-dependent deformation behavior at
room temperature. One of the origins for this behavior is viscoplasticity, caused by dislocation mobility
and thermally assisted phase transformation when holding prolonged time under load; the other origin is
ratcheting, due to cyclic loading. The accompanying strain accumulation can lead to plasticity
transmission into adjacent grains, whereby the misorientation factor plays an important role.
The material exhibited crystalline anisotropy both, during the elastoplastic transition and within the
plastic range. Accordingly, secondary hardening occurred only for selected grain orientations. Signs for
formation of α’-martensite are given, though it was not accompanied by detectable pop-ins due to variant
selection and resulting minor displacement parallel to the z-axis. Thus, α’-martensitic transformation
cannot be detected through evaluation of nanoindentation curves alone.
On the other hand, nanoindentation cycling resulted in pronounced anelasticity due to reversible

↔ε

transformation under load, such as happens for shape-memory alloys. It is somewhat surprising, since to
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the author knowledge only Mn-based austenitic stainless steels (series 200) are known to possess these
properties. This is reasonable, taking into account that steels with a chemical composition as AISI 301
exhibit a much smaller fraction of ε-martensite than high Mn-grades.
Thus, shape memory effect might be too weak to be detected by conventional cyclic loading techniques.
However, cyclic nanoindentation is a suitable technique to further investigate this behavior. It was found
that the investigated steel exhibits a dislocation pinning effect, favoring phase transformation over
dislocation slip. Moreover, its lattice parameters facilitate reversible

↔ε transformation, rather than a

 α’ or εα’ transformation.
It was further confirmed that pre-straining stabilizes the material against further deformation.
From the experimental point of view, the evaluation of P-h curves was enabled analyzing the following
criteria:


Time-dependent behavior under constant load / displacement.



Cyclic evolution of load /hardness.



Evaluation of P-h curve shape and hysteresis loops.



Evaluation of three different types of pop-ins: i) elasto-plastic transition at low loads, ii) Reversible
pop-ins and pop-outs related to phase transformation, throughout a large part of P-h curves, iii) Large
pop-ins occurring occasionally, correlated with plasticity transmission to neighboring grains.
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5 Characterization of surface deformation
5.1 Motivation
In the previous chapter, it became clear that the mechanical response of the studied material is sensitive to
the test conditions during the nanoindentation experiments. Thus, the next evident step is the examination
of micro- and substructural changes arising from the imposed deformation.
Typically, substructural arrangements formed during nanoindentation are studied by means of TEM with
lamellae lifted-out by FIB from the center of the residual imprint and perpendicular to the specimen
surface. On the other hand, the deformation mechanisms activated below the indenter tip parallel to the
loading axis, are expected to be different than those at the free surface, surrounding the nanoindent. The
latter has been investigated by SEM and AFM

18,283,284

. However, the limitations of these characterization

techniques do not allow unambiguous phase identification, which is of high important for metastable
steels given to the deformation-induced martensitic transformation. Misra et al.

173

studied the

deformation parallel to the surface by preparation of thin foils by electrolytic thinning. Nevertheless, this
method does not allow the extraction of TEM samples from the immediate surface layer, but rather from
an inner material layer parallel to the surface, and thus, it is not suitable for study of defects, such as slip
traces emerging at the surface.
Thus, within this chapter, surface deformation resulting from nanoindentation has been studied, as a
preceding step before continuing with the characterization of deformation within the bulk of the indented
grain (Chapter 6). For this purpose, a TEM lamella was extracted directly from the surface surrounding a
residual imprint resulting from cyclic nanoindentation, such as explained in section 2.1. The study was
conducted in the following sequence: first, local deformation induced by nanoindentation was observed
by EBSD; in the second section, surface deformation induced by monotonic and cyclic indentation for
two different crystallographic grain orientations were compared by means of FESEM; the third subsection
is devoted to the TEM study of the two types of martensite induced by deformation in metastable
austenitic stainless steels; and in the last part of this chapter, HRTEM was applied for a deeper study of
the fine structure of ɛ-martensite.
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5.2 Results and discussion
5.2.1 General aspect of residual nanoimprints

a

µ

µ

Figu e . I de tatio
at i es i a ealed sa ples. a) SG and b) CG condition, located on areas previously mapped and
represented in Figure 45a and b, respectively.

Figure 71 represents EBSD IPF maps of annealed SG and CG samples, showing the same areas as in
Figure 45a and b after performance of nanoindentation tests. The corresponding maps did not reveal
significant differences in the steel microstructure compared to the mapping previous to the
nanoindentation: neither formation of twins nor martensitic transformation were discerned.

a

µ

µ

Figu e . Close ie of a i de t i Figu e . a) EBSD Band Contrast map showing modified contrast around the residual
imprint; b) All-Euler EBSD map exhibiting lattice rotation at one edge of the indent.

However, at a closer view, the dark contrast in the band contrast (BC) image indicates the presence of
strain accumulation at the immediate surroundings of the indents, as highlighted in Figure 72a.
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Furthermore, the Euler Angle image (Figure 72b) reveals the presence of lattice rotations, with
misorientations around 1˚. Misorientation is confined to a region of nearby 1 µm from the indent center,
giving a clue of the approximate dimensions of the plastic zone surrounding the nanoindents. Lattice
rotation due to strain accommodation is a phenomenon frequently observed after indentation loading,
whose origin is in the generation of Geometrically Necessary Dislocations (GNDs) under the indenter
tip 12,27,285.

5.2.2 “u fa e defo

atio patte s i du ed

a oi de tatio

It is well established that for fcc metals, there are four possible {111} slip planes, containing each three
possible <110> slip directions, thus leading to twelve glide systems. For uniaxial monotonic strain,
usually only the glide system with the highest Schmid factor is activated. But when fcc metals are
subjected to macroscopic cyclic deformation, several glide systems can be simultaneously
activated

283,286,287

. At the surface, activation of slip planes can be characterized by the study of the

corresponding slip traces. Within this section, the respective behavior for cyclic nanoindentation has been
studied.
Figure 73 shows SEM images of residual imprints from monotonic and cyclic nanoindentation tests in
grains oriented with their <001> and <111> directions parallel to the indentation axis. For each case,
parallel lines surrounding the imprints are clearly observed at the surface. The presence of the slip traces
is directly related to the crystallographic orientation of the indented grain

145

, and their direction is given

by the intersection of the respective slip planes with the surface plane. Thus, for <001> oriented grains, if
the surface plane is defined as (001), simple mathematical calculations result in the plane being cut by the
planes

, ̅

,

̅

and ̅ ̅

4-fold symmetry arrangement
(111) is cut by the planes ̅

288

along the directions [ ̅

], [ ̅ ̅ ], [

] and [ ̅ ], leading to a

. Analogously, looking parallel to the <111> direction, the surface plane

,

̅

and

̅ along the directions[

angles of 60° to each other, leading to a 3-fold symmetry arrangement.

̅ ], [

̅ ] and [ ̅ ], forming

According to the explanations above, Figure 73 reveals that for <001> oriented grains slip traces build a
square around the imprint, intersecting at angles of 90°; whereas for <111> grains, three slip directions
trace an equilateral triangle. This corresponds to the theoretical prediction, suggesting that due to the
complex stress field caused by nanoindentation, apparently all the possible slip systems were
simultaneously activated and for the applied load multiple slip took place in all four test conditions. These
results are in agreement with the nanoindentation behavior of fcc metals modeled with finite element
analysis by Liu et al.

241

. The latter also observed that the residual imprints are shallower for grains
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oriented along <001> than for ones along <111> and also more material pile-up around the imprints
occurs for the former.
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Figu e . “EM i ages of the defo ed a o-i de ted g ai s alo g <
>a d<
> di e tio s revealing slip band traces.
The 4-fold and 3-fold symmetries of the traces are marked for <001> and <111>, respectively.

Comparing the deformation pattern for single and cyclic indentations, there are some evident differences.
For grains oriented along <001>, the density and extension of the slip lines are somewhat increased and
noticeable material pile-up appears at the edges of the imprint – in agreement with Liu’s study. In the case
of grains oriented along <111>, small particle-like features are formed at the intersections of the slip lines.
In order to analyze the influence of grain boundaries on the surface deformation, an imprint induced by
cyclic indentation along the <111> direction and close to a grain limit was selected, as can be observed in
the EBSD Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) map in Figure 74a. A FESEM view of this selected imprint is shown
in Figure 4b, where two intersecting sets of slip plane traces (labeled I and II) can be distinguished. These
traces initiate at the edge of the indent and, in case of set II, impinge on and interact with the adjacent
grain boundary. At the intersection of the two activated slip systems, and close to edge of the residual
imprint, small granular particles are visible, which will be studied more in detail in the following.
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5.2.3 Characterization of underlying defects
In order to gain a deeper understanding on the main deformation mechanisms activated by
nanoindentation, TEM characterization was performed. The white dashed square in Figure 74a and b
indicates the shape and position of the plan view TEM lamella, which was prepared following the
previously described procedure, illustrated in Figure 43.
A BF image of the corresponding thin foil is depicted in Figure 75a, while Figure 75b illustrates the DF
image for the austenitic phase. Moreover, the diffraction pattern is given in Figure 77d.

a

I
µ

µ

II

Figu e . a EB“D IPF ap a d “EM i age of the a ea a ou d the esidual i p i t alo g <
> di e tio . The white
dotted line traces the approximate position of the grain boundary and the small circle highlight exemplary a particle formed
at the intersection of slip plane traces.

A high density of dislocations piled up at the grain boundary is discernible and leads to the illumination of
the austenitic phase in the DF image (right hand of Figure 75b).
Figure 75a shows the presence of thick irregular deformation bands emerging from the residual imprint,
and fine parallel ones at a longer distance. Figure 76 shows a magnified view of the latter, located in an
area relatively far from both the nanoindentation and the grain boundary (labeled Area A, as marked in
Figure 75b). DF image in Figure 76b was obtained with the ε-martensitic reflection in Figure 77d,
revealing that those thin bands contain ε-martensite.
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Figu e . a TEM BF a d DF i ages of the la ella e t a ted f o the a ea a ked the e ta gle f a e i Figu e
and b. The position of the nanoindenter is outlined by triangles, while the grain boundary is traced with dashed lines.
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a

Figure 77a and b represent a magnified view of Area B from Figure 76. Several irregularly shaped, thick
shear bands adjacent to the grain boundary can be seen. TEM diffraction indicates that these bands are of
the same nature as the ones observed in Figure 76, but due to the higher stress field near the grain
boundary their extension is more advanced. Their position and distribution correspond to the traces of the
slip system II, observed in Figure 74b. Thus, it can be concluded that the traces observed by FESEM are
rather shear band traces, than dislocation slip traces. Along these shear bands, also α’-martensitic clusters
were detected (Figure 77c). Their nature will be discussed in more detail in subsection 5.2.5.
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(0002)ε
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Figu e . Mag ified ie of A ea B i Figu e . a) BF and b) austenite DF images, revealing thick shear bands emerging at
the g ai ou da ;
o espo di g α’-martensite DF; d) associated diffraction pattern. The DF images in Figure 75b, Figure
76b and Figure 77c are obtained with the encircled reflections of the respective phases. The boundary of the residual imprint
is outlined in a)-c).

ε-martensite was not observed by EBSD because platelets need to reach a certain minimum width to be
detectable with this technique 76. This would also explain the presence on non-indexable bands in the SP
material (Section 3.2), which from their shape reassemble shear bands. Therefore, TEM investigation is
required to characterize ε-martensite platelets. Moreover, due to their very fine size, high resolution TEM
(HRTEM) has been employed in the present work.
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ε-martensite platelets at larger distances from the residual imprint (Figure 75 and Figure 76) were straight
and parallel, as is commonly observed in literature

68,80,81

, while the bundles parallel to the edge of the

residual imprint are obviously curved. Material pile-up, as well as lattice rotations, as found in section 0,
likely lead to these distortions.

5.2.4 Fine structure characterization
It is commonly found that stress-induced ε-martensite presents a lamellar substructure, consisting of ε and
alternating bands

289

, where ε-bands get wider when increasing strain. Figure 78a shows HRTEM

images of the fine bands structure marked with a rectangle in Figure 79c and Figure 79d, whereas
Figure 78b corresponds to the austenite matrix, surrounding ε-martensite with a largely regular lattice. On
the contrary, the band in Figure 78c gives a streaky diffraction pattern, due to its thinness and also to the
presence of irregular stacking sequences.
With the inserted corresponding FFT, Figure 78d and Figure 78e, present the structure of two adjacent εplatelets, respectively. Thereby, the first one (Figure 78d) is thinner than the second one (Figure 78e).
Both of them adopt Shoji-Nishiyama OR with the surrounding austenite. Thin platelets are fairly
irregular, as can be concluded from their streaky appearance and from the numerous stacking faults and
dislocations visible in the corresponding inset-image.
Digital Micrograph® filtering masks, as outlined in the Figure 78di, were applied to remove low and
high frequency noises and to highlight the symmetry of the lattices (Figure 78diii). The forbidden (0001)ε
reflections were also excluded from the filtering masks, since they lead to a decreased contrast on every
second plane. A filtered image obtained only with one set of planes, i.e. (000β)ε, shows the additional
inserted planes (traced with red lines), corresponding to the presence of dislocations (Figure 78diiv). This
deformed internal substructure supports the assumption of ε-platelets evolving from austenitic
deformation bands. Indeed,

is widely known to transform to ε by formation of intrinsic stacking faults

(ISFs) on every second plane

68,290,291

ISFs, is more likely to undergo this

. Thus, a deformed substructure, with a higher density of preexisting
 ε transformation. However, the thicker ε-platelet exhibits a more

regular lattice and a clearer diffraction pattern. Mechanically induced ε-bands are known to nucleate and
grow simultaneously from different sites in the austenitic matrix

289,290

. Apparently, this phase gains on

stability during the growing 203.
Finally, Figure 78f exhibits another set of very thin periodic structures, which resemble nanoscopic
austenitic twins. Indeed, the atomic lattices reveal unambiguously the presence of approximately 1 nm
thick austenitic twinned bands. Therefore, it can be concluded that the shear bands observed in this work
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are of mixed nature, a stacking sequence of fine austenitic bands, austenitic nano-twins and ε-martensite
platelets. The presence of austenitic bands interlaced with ε-phase explains why shear bands can be
illuminated in the DF image with both

and ε-martensite diffraction reflections. As previously

mentioned, due to the low SFE of the present alloy, twinning is less favorable than ε-band formation,
hence the observed twinned sequences are restricted to only a few atomic layers.
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Figu e . HRTEM a al sis of the a ds o positio a) observed area contains five different structures marked by
rectangles b) Zone 1 – wide austenitic area c) Zone 2 – defected narrow austenitic band d) Zone 3 – thi ε-martensite
platelet e) Zone 4 – ide ε-martensite platelet f) austenitic nano-twins.

5.2.5 α’- a te site fo

atio

Continuing with the analysis of the surface region beside the residual imprint edge shown in Figure 80a,
two different areas can be distinguished, marked as regions A and B. At the right side of the nanoindent,
adjacent to the grain boundary (Region B), the presence of granular particles can be observed at the shear
band intersections. Indexation of electron diffraction pattern in Figure 77d indicates that they are of α’martensitic nature (Figure 80b). A comparison with a FESEM image (taken from the surface before the
lift-out of the TEM lamella) shows that their position, size and distribution coincide with the particles
previously observed at the intersection of shear band traces.
The second structure can be observed in the central region, below the residual imprint (Region A). Here,
polygonal martensitic patches are present (Figure 80c). They seem to have coalesced from single nuclei,
due to the high density of those in the central region. Those patches are separated by heavily deformed
shear bands belonging to the slip system II (Figure 78d). It is worth mentioning that the martensitic
transformation was spatially asymmetric: no martensitic nuclei were observed at the left side of the
residual imprint, which is on the far side from the grain boundary.
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Figu e . a Mag ified ie of the egio of i te est. a) SEM image including Region A at the center and B at the edge of the
̅ ’ diffraction reflection (the rectangle marks the area
nanoindent; b) TEM DF image of Region B obtained with the
̅ ’ diffraction reflection;
which will be observed more in detail in Figure 81); c) DF image of region A obtained with the
d) DF image of region A obtained with the
reflection. The course of the residual imprint is traced by a triple line.
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Figu e . a ag ified TEM BF i age of a α’- a te site u leus at a shea a d i te se tio . The slip planes
corresponding to the observed shear bands are marked by dashed lines; b) corresponding diffraction pattern; c) DF image
o tai ed ith γ, d ith ε a d e ith α’-reflections, respectively; f) superposed DF image. The nanoindent edge is traced by
a triple line.
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One of the smallest martensitic nuclei, located at the corner of the residual imprint (marked zone in
Figure 80b), was observed more in detail. FFigure 81 reveals the intersection of two microscopic shear
bands, where the one parallel to the indent edge consists of interlaced

and ε bands, while the band

emerging from the edge of the nanoindent (slip system 2) is less regularly shaped and contains a high
density of tangled dislocations. Due to the localized stress state, those bands are particularly wide and
deformed in the immediate surroundings of the residual imprint, thinning down with increasing distance
from the latter. Thin bands parallel to the inserted reference lines are discernible. An α’-martensitic
feature, around 180 nm long and 100 nm wide, is present at the intersection of the shear bands. Thereby,
the α’ and the austenite phase surrounding it, extend slightly over the edge of the residual imprint. This
circumstance is likely to be induced by the volume expansion involved in

 α’ transformation 47,48. The

hydrostatic pressure in the bulk material hinders this expansion

292

nanoindentation might promote martensitic transformation
stress further restricts the volume expansion

293

30,172

. Shear activated during

, however the additional compressive

. Therefore, martensitic transformation, in the bulk, goes

along with deformation and distortion 218. On the contrary, near the surface the material is less constrained
218,294

, as observed in the present study. These results are in agreement with that of Wu et al.

295

, who

found martensite forming in austenitic micropillars is virtually dislocation free, due to the absence of
constraint, while in the bulk counterpart the dislocation density of martensite is high 100,114,218,296. The fact
that the α’-particle extends over the edge of the residual imprint implies that it apparently formed during
or after the retraction of the indenter tip, promoted by the corresponding stress relaxation.
The nucleation of α’-embryos at shear band intersections and its growth by coalescence with other nuclei
are in good agreement with the widely known deformation mechanisms in metastable austenitic stainless
steels under macroscopic deformation

98,113,218

, and also coincide with the observations for skin-passed

condition in Section 3.2 . On the other hand, a certain minimum strain accumulation is required for
martensite nucleation 144,205,297. So, monotonic nanoindentation tests on AISI 301 with an applied load of 1
mN did not result in martensite formation on the sample surface 298.

5.2.6 Co elatio

et ee applied ha a te izatio te h i ues

Comparing the results obtained by EBSD considering the crystallographic orientation and location of
grain boundaries, with those from FESEM regarding surface topography and also TEM observations
regarding phase composition, the following points can be conjectured:
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1. The surface traces observed by FESEM could be assigned to shear bands corresponding to the
respective active slip systems, while the spherical particles, at slip traces intersections, correspond
actually to α’-martensite nuclei.
2. α`-martensite nuclei preferentially form in <111> oriented grains. This can be explained by the
geometry of the shear band traces. As observed in Figure 73, for <001> grains traces are parallel to
the edges of the residual imprint, which results in different slip systems activated to each edge. Then,
the respective deformation bands intersect far away from the nanoindent. For <111> grains, three
different slip directions are activated, forming a triangle. As a consequence, shear band traces
intersect centrally at the indent edge, where the stress field, as well as the density of shear bands, is
the highest. Consequently, martensitic nucleation is easily induced under these conditions.
3. For the applied load range, martensite embryos appear only after cyclic nanoindentation, but not for
single indentation. This is in agreement with the knowledge of macroscopically deformed materials
requiring a strain accumulation to create the necessary defect structure for the incubation of α’martensite.
4. Martensite nuclei, as here observed, have a rather spherical shape; while martensitic embryos formed
in the bulk use to be polyhedral type 98. It is reasonable to assume that at the free surface, where the
phase transformation is not spatially confined, a semi-spherical shape might result energetically more
favorable, given the lowest interface surface energy for the spherical shape.

5.3 Conclusions
Mechanical testing by nanoindentation has not only the advantage of providing a high-precision small
scale technique, which can be employed selectively, it also creates regions of higher and lower strain, due
to the radially decreasing stress field. This in turn allows to draw conclusions about the evolution of
deformation.
Therefore, the performed surface characterization after cyclic nanoindentation testing revealed that planar
defects, such as austenitic nano-twins, SFs and ε-martensite platelets, form collectively microscopic shear
bands in the surroundings of the residual imprint. On the other hand, twins in this low SFE alloy are
apparently not stable enough to grow to important sizes. ε-martensitic platelets were found interlaced with
austenitic bands forming fine composite bands. α’-martensite formation was observed in fine details at
shear band intersections, where embryos gradually coalesce, thus growing to bigger particles.
The selective placement of nanoindentations, i.e. in grains with different crystallographic orientation,
allow to draw conclusions about crystallographic anisotropy of α’-martensite nucleation. Furthermore, the
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influence of grain boundaries became obvious by the asymmetric deformation pattern. So, the highest
density and thickness of the shear bands is located in the vicinity of the grain boundaries and also the
presence of dislocations was mainly confined to pile-ups at the grain boundaries.
The free surface allows the volume expansion accompanying the phase transformation, thus no strong
deformation or distortion was present in the α’-martensite phase and its surroundings. Consequently, fine
details, such as ε-martensite platelets and incipient α’-martensite nuclei, could be clearly distinguished.
Thus, the surface provides a convenient observation site for tracking deformation dynamics, particularly
in combination with cyclic nanoindentation, a suitable tool for inducing deformation progressively.
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6 Characterization of subsurface deformation
6.1 Motivation
After studying the deformation mechanisms on the surface surrounding the residual imprint, the
consistent progression is examining their counterpart within the volume affected by the nanoindentation.
As it was outlined in section 1.3.1, one of the most convenient techniques for subsurface characterization
of metallic alloys is TEM. For this purpose, cross section lamellae were extracted parallel to the loading
axis and cutting through the central point of the residual imprint. To make the results comparable
regarding the geometrical orientation of the slip planes with respect to the viewing plane, the cut was
performed in such a way that the cross section area was perpendicular to [ ̅ ] direction.

Thereby, the following aspects were accessed:

1) Deformation mechanisms induced by monotonic nanoindentation: to reduce the number
of involved parameters, initially only grains with the same crystallographic orientation were
investigated, namely those oriented with their <111> axis perpendicular to the sample
surface, and thus parallel to the indentation axis. Nanoindentations were performed in
selected, not confined locations, i.e. with the distance to the closest grain boundary
significantly larger than the dimension of the plastic strain field induced by the
nanoindentation.
2) Cyclic evolution of deformation: cyclic nanoindentation was performed under the same
conditions as above, in order to study the influence of repeated loading on the deformation
substructure.
3) Effect of testing mode: as became clear in Chapter 4, testing in loading and displacement
modes generates different material responses. Thus, in the next step of the present study,
TEM lamellae originating from cyclic nanoindentation testing, in both in constant
displacement and constant loading modes were compared, in order to establish the connection
to conventional cyclic deformation testing.
4) Influence of the deformation constraints: this is accessed as a function of the proximity to
grain boundaries. Therefore, reference to large (annealed CS), flat (annealed CS) and small
grains (annealed SG) has been made. The plastic zone radius Rp corresponding to a
nanoimprint is assumed to be less than twelvefold of h max

299–301

, so in the present case Rp

would be lower than γ µm. Accordingly, the term “large grain” refers to grains where the
nanoindentation could be placed at more than 2 Rp from the closest grain boundary. “Flat
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grain” comprehends grains where only the lateral distances to the closest grain boundary are
above 2 Rp, while the grain is vertically confined. And finally, in “small grains” all distances
from the indentation location to grain boundaries are below 2 Rp. Furthermore, transmission
of plasticity as observed in confined grains, will be discussed.
5) Crystalline anisotropy: In Chapter 4, it was confirmed that the studied material exhibits an
important crystalline anisotropy. The influence of this factor is further studied in the present
chapter by comparing deformation substructures in <111> and <001> oriented small grains.
6) Effect of prestrain: work hardening influence was analyzed by indenting <111>-oriented
grains from skin-passed samples and comparing the resulting deformation substructures to
the counterpart from annealed condition.
7) Plasticity transmission through grain boundaries: pop-ins observed in Chapter 4 were
attributed to plasticity transmission through grain boundaries. Now, the corresponding
deformation substructure has been evaluated, in order to verify this assumption.

6.2 Results and discussion
6.2.1 Monotonic nanoindentation
Figure 82 shows TEM images of the cross section of the indented area after a monotonic nanoindentation
test in a large austenitic <111> grain. A residual imprint can be observed (Figure 82a), surrounded by an
area with a moderate dislocation density and bending contours. However, at higher magnification and
appropriate diffraction contrast, a martensitic grain with a size of around 0.02 µm2 was found directly
under the residual imprint, as illustrated in Bright Field (BF) and Dark Field (DF) images corresponding
to Figure 82b and c, respectively. Otherwise, no evidence of deformation could be discerned and the rest
of the grain remained fully austenitic.
High plastic deformation is known to develop directly under the indenter tip

276,301–303

. Following Gan304,

the plastic zone directly ahead of the indenter tip will be called Indenter Penetration Zone (IPZ).
Kysar et al.305 performed an extensive study of the density and distribution of dislocations induced by
nanoindentation and found that the highest slip activity takes place directly at the IPZ and perpendicular
to the flanks of the imprint. These results were also confirmed by simulation studies 306.
Rester et al.

29

investigated the cross sections of nanoindentations in Cu by EBSD and TEM. They

concluded that the local misorientation surrounding the residual imprint can lead to the formation of a
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nanograin at the IPZ. Considering the lattice rotation observed in Figure 72b, it is reasonable to assume
that, in the present case, the high deformation in the IPZ represents a favorable site for martensitic
transformation. The shape and growth direction of the martensitic grain resembles the subgrain from
Rester’s study 29.
Formation of austenitic subgrains resulting from nanoindentation has also been reported for different fcc
metals

27,304,307,308

. However, here the subgrain is clearly martensitic, as confirmed by indexing the

corresponding TEM diffraction pattern. This martensitic transformation induced by nanoindentation has
been observed in different austenite containing steels 28,30,101,309.
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6.2.2 Deformation in weakly confined grains
Figure 83 illustrates the substructure resulting from a 50 cycles indentation test in a large <111> grain. A
martensitic feature surrounds the residual imprint (Figure 83b), similar to the case of monotonic
nanoindentation. However, the total size of this martensitic area is around 0.05 µm2, which is larger than
in case of single nanoindentation. Moreover, the formation of an extended shear band underneath is
clearly discernible in DF condition (Figure 83c). Indeed, the martensitic particle seems to constitute the
upper part of this shear band. Shear bands formation, emerging from residual nanoimprints, was also
observed by Lloyd et al.

27

. On the other hand, Gan

304

found that wedge indentation in Cu crystals

resulted in subgrain formation in the IPZ, while thereunder formation of slip bands occurred. This is in
good agreement with the present observations.
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Comparison of substructural arrangements resulting from testing in loading or in displacement
mode:
As mentioned in Chapter 4, in conventional fatigue testing different results can be obtained whether tests
are conducted under stress or under strain control. For that reason, in an analogous manner, cyclic
nanoindentation tests have been carried out both, in constant loading and also in constant penetration
mode. Subsequently, the resulting substructural features have been compared.
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Figure 84 represents TEM images of a <111> grain indented in loading mode. Three thick shear bands
formed under the obtuse flank of the indenter, as well as a thin one under the acute flank (marked by an
arrow), can be discerned in Figure 84a and c, opposed to a single band observed for testing in
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displacement mode. This lets conclude that, on one hand, cumulative deformation in loading mode is
significantly higher than in displacement mode and, on the other hand, this deformation is asymmetrically
distributed. The former is reasonable for cyclic softening materials, where the strain increases with the
number of cycles when testing at constant load. Noticeably, it is in good agreement with the cyclic
evolution of P-h curves, as observed in Chapter 4. The latter can be explained by the asymmetry of the
left and right flank of the Berkovich indenter producing a different stress state on each side, as discussed
by Miura et al. 300.
All shear bands are parallel to each other and form an angle of 70.5° to the surface plane. Given that the
surface plane was (111) and the viewing direction [ ̅ ], it can be concluded that shear bands lie on the
̅ slip plane.

Another interesting finding is that the thick shear bands have partially transformed to martensite, as
revealed by the diffraction pattern (Figure 84b) and also by the corresponding martensite DF image
(Figure 84d).
Martensite is in Kurdjumov-Sachs relationship 92 to the shear bands with:
�

||

�

and [

̅ ]� || [

̅ ]� ,

indicating that that the martensitic phase evolved from austenite.
The faulty stacking sequence in shear bands is apparently favorable for α’-martensite formation. This is
consistent with the results of Talonen and Hänninen, who found that shear bands and martensite formation
are linked8. As reported by several authors76,98–100, blocked-shaped martensite structures form by
nucleation and coalescence of α’-martensite embryos within a single shear band.
The second shear band located at the left side of the residual imprint (Figure 84) is discontinuous, which
may be understood assuming that it has a limited thickness perpendicular to the surface and besides it is
likely undulated. Thus, when a cross section cut is performed, some bent parts will not lie on the observed
area. This circumstance was used to compare two band sections, similar in size, but one being completely
austenitic and the other mostly martensitic. Figure 85 opposes the corresponding microstructures.
The non-transformed shear band has a streaky appearance, due to the many thin defect bands it is
composed of. On the other site, the martensitic part is highly deformed, featuring a high density of
dislocations. This is consistent with the knowledge about strain-induced martensite produced by
macroscopic deformation 114,296.
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A closer observation of the IPZ reveals the presence of an irregular martensitic area directly under the
nanoimprint. It has a size of approx. 0.12 µm2, being thus significantly larger than for displacement mode
testing, and consists of several nanograins arranged in a zigzag shape.
The diffraction pattern in Figure 86b shows the presence of at least four differently oriented nanograins,
with a maximum total misorientation of 18˚. As indicated by the auxiliary lines in Figure 86c, the first
fragment of this martensitic area is aligned almost parallel to the surface. A second fragment lies on the
̅̅̅̅ slip plane, whereas the third one follows the other

̅ slip plane. It seems that directly under the

nanoimprint the shear stress induced by nanoindentation is large enough to activate the martensitic
transformation on the (111) slip plane, while at increasing depth either
the highest Schmid factor, depending on the local lattice rotation.

̅ or

̅̅̅̅ slip planes have

Some lattice rotation can also be observed for the two martensitic fragments after cycling in displacement
mode (Figure 83b); however, it is less significant than in loading mode. Similar behavior was observed by
Kim et al.

310

, who found that martensite formation under a nanoindent occurs in form of several blocks

with different variants. They postulated that a sequential transformation takes place, with the resulting
increase of misorientation and change of stress field when each new block is formed. Also Takaki et al. 311
observed rotations in the diffraction pattern, similar to the here presented, likely due to crystallographic
distortion during deformation.
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Additionally, directly under the surface and in the immediate surroundings of the residual imprint, a shear
band section parallel to the surface is present, lying evidently on the (111) plane. This circumstance can
be better appreciated in Figure 86d, which shows a magnified image of the area immediately under the
nanoimprint. It reveals the presence of fine nanoscopic bundles, dispersed between the martensitic phase
and parallel to the growth direction of the latter. The corresponding diffraction pattern in the inset reveals
the presence of austenitic and ε-martensitic phase, whereby the arrangement in thin bands leads to the
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appearance of streaks. In Chapter 5, those bundles were found to be interlaced nanoscopic deformation
twins and ε-martensite platelets, bundles forming along the (111) slip planes, at the edge of the
nanoindentation imprint. Since on the surface those nanoscopic bands were found to serve as
α’-martensite nucleation sites, it can be assumed that the observed α’-particles under the nanoindenter
originate from nuclei forming and coalescing within those fine bands.
Shearing on the (111) plane is unusual, since from Schmid’s law it can be expected that the slip plane
lying perpendicular to the load axis has a Schmid factor of 0, and consequently, it is not likely to be
activated. However, nanoindentation represents a special situation, where the shear stresses are multiaxial
and the surface curvature and lattice rotations change the local orientation of slip planes.
To conclude, the activated deformation mechanisms are similar for nanoindentation under both testing
modes, i.e. loading and displacement. However, for the former case the amount of cumulative
deformation, after the same number of indentation cycles, is higher. As it has been observed by other
authors for cyclic macroindentation248, under constant load mode hmax can increase with each cycle due to
time-dependent behavior, thus leading to a growth of the plastic zone. Therefore, not only the lattice
rotations are expected to be larger308, resulting in a bigger martensite area, but also more shear bands and
a more dislocations will be emitted from the nanoindenter tip, contributing to slip bands formation.
Comparing Figure 83 and 84, it becomes clear that the formation of shear bands must precede the
apparition of martensite laths. This is in agreement with Sabooni et al.99, who observed that to have
martensite laths, in case of macroscopic deformation (i.e. cold rolling), a minimum cumulative strain was
necessary. Das et al.312 arrived to the same conclusion after investigating the martensite content as a
function of the number of fatigue cycles.
Moreover, the character of the shear bands determines the shape and morphology of martensite laths, in
agreement with literature292. In the present study, martensite laths were not observed after 50
nanoindentation cycles in displacement mode, where the cumulative strain was apparently too low, while
in loading mode the critical amount of strain was reached.

6.2.3 Deformation in uniaxially confined grains
Figure 87 shows the substructure generated after 50 nanoindentation cycles under displacement mode in a
<111> oriented “flat grain” with a boundary located parallel to the surface, approximately 4 µm beneath.
That grain exhibited a high dislocation density. However, instead of shear bands on

̅

or

̅̅̅̅ slip

systems, the presence of a thick bundle of shear bands on (111) plane along the grain boundary (i.e.
parallel to the grain boundary and to the surface) was discerned (Figure 87b). As revealed by the DF TEM
image in Figure 87c, those shear bands are interlaced with martensitic lamellae. Apparently, strain
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accumulation due to dislocation pile-up, at the grain boundary, has reached the critical value for shear
band formation on planes adjacent to the boundary and also has contributed to α’-martensitic
transformation within those shear bands313,314.
As already mentioned, the plastic zone produced by nanoindentation expands no more than twelve times
the maximum indentation depth. This is less than 3 µm under the testing conditions here applied, whereas
the grain boundary was 4 µm below the indentation location. Therefore, it may be postulated that
dislocation pile-up at the grain boundary leads to an intensification of the local stress field, which
interacts with the stress field induced by the nanoindenter, resulting in an increase of the effective size of
the plastic zone.
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In the case of single indentations, similar deformation features, i.e. shear bands partly transformed to
martensitic lamellae, were not observed at grain boundaries located at comparable distances. For that
reason, it becomes clear that a sufficient amount of dislocation pile-up generated by repeated
nanoindentation must precede their formation. This is analogous to the behavior in large grains, where the
formation of shear bands occurred only after sufficient cumulative strain. The difference is that, in the
latter case, shear bands emerged directly from the IPZ, while for the flat grain dislocations released from
the nanoindenter tip created stress fields by piling-up at the boundary after passing through the entire
grain. Thus, the presence of grain boundaries affects the deformation behavior resulting from cyclic
nanoindentation.
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On the other hand, if the IPZ is observed at a magnified view, a martensitic area is discerned (Figure 88a).
Analogously to the situations commented in the previous subsection, this martensitic area consists of
several nanograins arranged in zigzag bands. The multiple reflections in the corresponding diffraction
pattern (Figure 88b) indicate that those nanograins are rotated against each other. The total size of the
martensitic area was 0.06 µm2, which is comparable to the case of testing of large grains. Thus, it can be
concluded that the confinement of the grain in one direction alters significantly the deformation behavior
in the interior of the grain, but does not affect appreciably the martensitic transformation in the IPZ.

6.2.4 Transmission of plasticity through grain boundaries
The study of plasticity propagation is of high interest, since damage evolution at grain boundaries is
controlled by slip transfer

315,316

and the slip band-grain boundary intersections are preferred crack

3

nucleation sites . Therefore, slip transfer is an important factor regarding cyclic stress response

317

.

Furthermore, in case of metastable stainless steels, the interaction between martensitic phase and grain
boundaries has important consequences 313,318. This feature could be accessed by cyclic.
As already observed for the as-received material in section 3.2 (see Figure 47), dislocation pile-up at
grain boundaries is a common feature. With increasing cumulative strain, pile-ups grow
stress fields at the grain boundary, protruding also into the neighboring grain

319

104,105

and cause

. When strain surpasses a

threshold value, dislocations can be emitted from the grain boundary into the adjacent grain

320

. This can

be corroborated by Figure 87d.
Figure 89 shows a magnified view of a grain boundary. A string of particles parallel to that boundary is
present and the corresponding diffraction pattern (Figure 87g) reveals their martensitic nature. More
precisely, two martensitic systems can be distinguished: one is oriented in Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S)
relationship with the surrounding austenite matrix, while the other has its [001] zone axis parallel to the
austenitic [011] axis, i.e. in Nishiyama-Wassermann (N-W) orientation relationship (OR) 72.
DF images obtained with the diffraction reflections marked in Figure 87g are presented in Figure 89c and
89d. Martensite in K-S orientation with austenite grows in the direction of the observed shear bands,
whereas N-W oriented martensite seems to be in a more incipient development state, exhibiting thin and
short needles. From these observations, it is reasonable to postulate that K-S type martensite nucleated
from shear bands, as observed before, while N-W martensite possibly emerges from the grain boundaryshear band intersection, which is also a common martensite formation site in stainless steels 99,312,321.
K-S and N-W OR are regularly observed simultaneously in austenite-martensite transformations in
steels

322,323

, while several factors, such as chemical composition

dislocations

327

, or thermomechanical history

328

324–326

, prevalence of certain types of

, are decisive to establish the final predominant OR.

Moreover, martensite morphology is linked to the OR type
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329

. Thus, K-S is known to be preferential for

lath martensite

330–334

Other authors

324,336

, as observed in this study, while N-W is reported for lenticular martensite

72,335

.

found that in metastable stainless steels OR changes from K-S to N-W with

proceeding deformation, which agrees well with the previous statement, since α’ nucleation at the grain
boundary is observed only after slip transfer, e.g. occurs later than nucleation within intersections of shear
bands and subsequent lath formation.
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6.2.5 Deformation in strongly confined grains and crystalline anisotropy
So far, only <111> oriented grains have been investigated in order to reduce the number of involved
parameters. However, austenitic stainless steels are known to exhibit an important crystalline
anisotropy

284

, which was confirmed in Chapter 4. Therefore, in the following subsections substructural

arrangements in <111> and <001> small grains subjected to cyclic nanoindentation under constant
penetration mode are compared.
Small <111> oriented grains:
Figure 90 illustrates the deformation substructure obtained in a small <111> grain. An almost vertical
martensitic area of approximately 0.75 µm2, protruding from the residual imprint towards the subjacent
grain boundary, is clearly visible. It is composed of many misoriented nanograins adopting a zigzag
shape. These nanograins appear illuminated in the DF image (Figure 90d) with α’-martensitic reflection
in the corresponding diffraction pattern (Figure 90e). This diffraction pattern further reveals a weak
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reflection corresponding to ε-martensite, suggesting that, as already observed before, a shear band is
forming the backbone of the particle. Indeed, the presence of some thin sections of remaining shear bands
can be seen in Figure 90c.
An interesting question is why for the small grain only remainders of shear bands are present, while in all
the previous cyclic tests formation of well-developed shear bands was observed. An explanation can be
found regarding the FIB image in Figure 90b. Here, a cross section at the edge of the indent is imaged
before the extraction of the TEM lamella from the center of the residual imprint. Two fold can be seen in
the figure. First, a band inclined close to 70.5˚ to the surface (corresponding to

̅ slip plane) emerges

directly under the nanoimprint. Its position corresponds to the martensitic phase observed under the center
of the nanoimprint in Figure 90a. Furthermore, the presence of additional bands can be observed on the

right side of the nanoimprint, at the grain boundary. As it will be explained in detail in Chapter 7, FIB
contrast gives comprehensive information about the microstructure of stainless steels. Thus, a region with
a dark contrast can be attributed to the martensitic phase, due to its lower density and thus easier ion
channeling. Analogously, regions with bright contrast can be assigned to deformed austenite due to the
lower channeling depth. Accordingly, the observed bands are likely originated from shear bands, which
transform to martensitic laths. The region at the edge of the imprint is less deformed than around its
center, so the degree of martensitic transformation, as well as distortion of the band through lattice
rotations is expected to be lower there. Thus, in agreement with the previous findings, the formation of
shear bands in the plasticity zone precedes the gradual transformation of the deformed volume to
martensite. With increasing deformation, the shear band under the residual imprint was “consumed” by
α’-martensite transformation, and become difficult to discern.
Figure 91 shows more in detail the transformed core under the nanoindenter, which is embedded in an
austenitic region of high dislocation density (Figure 91a), extended until the lateral grain boundary.
Interestingly, concentric rings of particularly large dislocation densities are apparently emerging from the
martensitic area. The magnified image, in Figure 91b, shows that between those rings planar dislocation
arrangement on two slip systems without significant interference is given, while towards the core of the
ring the dislocations significantly increase in number are become tangled.
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Apparently, with every new nanoindentation cycle a new wave of dislocations is generated from the
vertical martensitic feature and emitted concentrically into the lateral directions. This is sensible, since the
martensitic transformation is associated with the generation of Geometrically Necessary Dislocations
(GNDs) in order to accommodate the strain between the austenitic and martensitic phase

172,218,337–339

.

Thus, gradual phase transformation during cyclic indentation will lead to gradual generation of new
dislocations.
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The dislocation density is significantly higher as compared to the case of large grains, since the spatial
confinement does not permit an unrestricted flow of dislocations into the surroundings. Furthermore, the
emergence of a shear band (Figure 91a,c,d) from the adjacent grain boundary can be observed. This shear
band does not follow the course of the grain boundary, but rather lies on the {111} plane, approx. 1 µm
below the sample surface. Since in the indented grain the closest horizontal boundary is located at a larger
distance from the indentation site than the closest vertical one, apparently the shear stress situation is such
that the formation of the observed shear band is favored. However, the shear band parallel to the grain
boundary which was observed at the edge of the residual imprint in Figure 90b, can no longer be seen
under the center of the nanoimprint.
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Figure 92 evidences the plasticity transmission through the grain boundary. As previously mentioned the
initially planar arrangement of dislocations on two intersecting systems , in the indented grain evolves to
a dense dislocations forest. On the other hand, dislocations protruding from the far side of the grain
boundary into the adjacent grain are rather irregular and tangled, as can be observed in Figure 92a. Figure
92b and 92c show the presence of a martensitic particle located directly at the grain boundary. Due to
absence of any confinement inside of the band, its shape is irregular and diffuse. Martensite formation in
stainless steels is also known to occur from dislocation pile-up at grain boundaries 97, which is apparently
the mechanism followed in the present case.
Actually, if there is no plasticity concentration in form of bands in the indented grain, band structure will
not be induced in the adjacent grain. Instead, rather unorganized dislocations, such as those present in the
indented grain, will be transferred across the grain boundary. It was reported116 that α’-martensite
formation in small fine grains is more influenced by the presence of grain boundaries and thus, occurs
less crystallographic and more irregular in shape than in coarse grains. This explains quite well the
martensite formation at the grain boundary observed in Figure 92.
Small <001> oriented grains:
As illustrated in Figure 93, <001> grain exhibits substructural features quite different from the ones
observed in <111> grain. Distinguishable is the presence of many slip bands emerging from the grain
boundary (Figure 93a), more than those observed for any <111> oriented grain. DF imaging (Figure 93c),
obtained with the corresponding diffraction pattern in Figure 93b, reveals that the underlying shear bands
have partially transformed to martensitic laths. While tangled dislocations are present between slip bands,
also formation of incipient cell arrangement throughout the grain is present (Figure 93d), opposed to the
disordered dislocation tangles in small <111> grains.
Furthermore, a flat martensitic region appears around the imprint, which expands parallel to the surface. A
higher magnification (Figure 94) reveals two well-defined and differently oriented block-shaped
martensitic regions, at the left and right sides of the imprint, respectively (Figure 94d and e), while the
region immediately surrounding the imprint is heavily deformed. Both particles lie in the represented tilt
condition with their [ ̅

] zone axis parallel to the beam direction; however, they are rotated against each

other (as well, as the correspondent diffraction patterns in Figure 94b and Figure 94c). The total size of
both martensitic blocks is around 3.9 µm2, significantly larger than in case of <111> grain.
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The diffraction pattern (Figure 94c) reveals the presence of intersecting shear bands between the two
martensitic areas, as well as surrounding the right one. The orientations of these shear bands correspond
to the growth directions of the respective martensitic phases. This is in agreement with the previous
observations of shear band formation preceding the growth of the martensitic phase for <111> oriented
grains.
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Based on all these observations about the deformation mechanisms activated by nanoindentation in <111>
and <001> oriented grains, two important differences can be outlined, which are separately addressed in
the following subsections. They concern:
1. The shape and size of the martensitic regions in the IPZ;
2. The dislocation arrangements.

Comparison of martensitic structures:
In order to understand why in <111> grains the martensitic phase grows almost vertically, whereas in
<001> grains its development is horizontal, and moreover, none of them follows a crystallographic
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direction, it is necessary to consider the anisotropy of the plastic zone as a function of the relationship
between the indentation axis and the slip planes.
Alcalá et al.

340,341

performed analyses of the plastic deformation below nanoindents in Cu. Their results

are represented in Figure 95, where the simulation shows that for fcc materials plastic flow is favored
parallel to the indentation axis for <111> oriented grains, while for <001> grains it is flattened in vertical
direction, but prolonged parallel to the surface plane. This is related to the respective spatial distribution
of slip systems in each case. This shape difference between the plastic zones for <111> and <001> grains
is in good agreement with the observations of the present study (compare Figure 90d and Figure 94g to
Figure 95, leading to the conclusion that the formation of martensitic subgrains under the nanoindenter is
directly related to the shape of the plastic zone under the nanoindenter). The zigzag shape observed for
the martensitic areas, following alternately one or other active slip plane, is consistent with this
explanation. On the other hand, Alcalá’s model was developed for Cu and Al-Cu crystals, but for AISI
301LN stainless steel a more pronounced elongation and flattening in <111> and <001> grains,
respectively, is expected, due to its higher yield stress.
Plasticity analysis by Alcalá et al. 340,341 was carried out for a stable material, i.e. no susceptible to phasetransformation, so care must be taken when comparing the results, especially when evaluating cyclic
deformation behavior, due to the hardening involved with phase transformation. However, the scarcely
pronounced hardness difference between work-hardened austenite and martensite allows a qualitative
comparison.
Worth mentioning is the asymmetry observed for the <001> grain, where martensite formation was more
expanded to the left than to the right side of the indent. This is due to the asymmetry of the Berkovich
indenter, as discussed before, and differences between the size of plastic zones at both flanks were
observed also by other authors 300. Apart from this asymmetry, Alcalá et al. 340,341 found that plastic zones
for Berkovich indentations do not differ much from those produced by spherical indenters. Thus, the
growth direction of martensite under the nanoindenter can be considered as the result of shear stresses on
multiple slip systems activated by nanoindentation.
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a)

b)

Figu e . Cal ulated shape of plasti zo es u de a oi p i ts i Cu for: a) <001> oriented; and b) <111> oriented indented
340
grains . Reproduced with kind permission of http://www.tandfonline.com.

Another point to mention is the significant size difference between martensitic areas in <111> and <001>
grains. The volume expansion going along with α’ transformation creates hydrostatic pressure and
hinders the phase transformation in the bulk, while on the surface the material is less confined and can
expand. Indeed, the formation of martensite under compressive stress is not very favorable

292,293,342

. This

explains why the flat oriented martensitic phase in the IPZ of <001> grains reaches a significantly higher
dimension than the vertically oriented martensite in <111> grains. Also other authors found that in
austenitic stainless steels, grains with the <001> direction parallel to the loading axis are oriented more
favorable for phase transformation 343,344.
Comparison of dislocation arrangements:
Multiple slip was observed for both <111> and <001> oriented grains, in agreement with literature
results

213,214

. In small grains, opposed to large ones, dislocation density is higher and there are more

barriers to slip, and as a result multiple slip is activated at an earlier stage of deformation

345

.

Nevertheless, the difference is how dislocations are arranged.
In conventional macroscopic fatigue testing of austenitic stainless steels, different stages can be
distinguished as a function of their characteristic dislocation substructures 146–148. In the first stage, planar
arrangements are typically observed. At later stages, the increasing dislocation density can lead, in
crystals oriented for multiple slip, first to the formation of tangles and later to substructural arrangements
such as veins and channels and also cells 346,347. Consequently, it can be concluded that for the same level
of strain accumulation, <001> grains reach a further cyclic deformation stage than <111> grains.

In order to understand the origin of this difference, nanohardness measurements were performed in CG
(coarse grain) samples. Hardness values of randomly placed 10 x 10 nanoindentation matrices, with
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hmax = 250 nm and 500 nm, respectively, were calculated from the load-displacement data according to the
Oliver-Pharr method156. In addition, 25 indentations were carried out selectively in grains with <111> and
<001> orientations. Table 11 summarizes the results.

Ta le

. Co pa iso of a o-ha d ess alues fo diffe e t

stallog aphi o ie tatio s a d

a i u

displa e e ts.

hmax (nm)

H [GPa]

H<111> [GPa]

H<001> [GPa]

H<111>/H<001>

250

3.67 ± 0.31

3.81 ± 0.26

3.46 ± 0.14

1.10

500

3.24 ± 0.24

3.33 ± 0.13

3.01 ± 0.08

1.11

It becomes clear that, in spite of the size effect characteristic for nanoindentation testing 165, for both hmax
values <111> grains were found to be approx. 10% harder than <001> grains. This anisotropy is in
agreement with the established behavior for fcc metals
Taylor factor and <001> the lowest

213,284

348

, where <111> always exhibits the highest

, with the corresponding consequences on yield stress and

hardness. Lower hardness values correspond to less slip resistance

349

. Thus, slip is easily activated in

<001> grains, leading to the formation of a higher number of shear bands and a faster development of
characteristic fatigue dislocation arrangements. Furthermore, there might be a correlation between the
higher martensite fraction and the earlier development of dislocation cells arrangement. In this sense, Das
concluded that the barrier effect created by the presence of martensite accelerates the generation of
dislocations and triggers the growth of dislocation cells 313.
The dislocation configuration is known to be determined by the SFE
and the crystallographic orientation

246,351

245,345

, the strain amplitude

249,345,350

. As for the latter, most studies of fatigue properties of fcc

materials, concentrate only on the difference between crystallographic orientations for single and multiple
slip

213,352

. <001> and <111> are both multiple slip orientations

213,352

, and thus, according to literature

reports, both should have a similar deformation behavior. However, the present study shows that for
materials undergoing phase transformation, there is a significant difference in the behavior of the two
orientations 213. Therefore, detailed studies of dislocation arrangements, as a function of grain orientation,
are of utmost importance in order to develop alloys with favorable mechanical properties.

6.2.6 Plasticity evolution
Figure 96 shows the microstructure of a small <111> oriented grain after 200 nanoindentation cycles with
hmax = 250 nm. A highly deformed austenitic phase, exhibiting a high dislocation density, extends widely
to both sides of the residual imprint, as well as vertically until the grain boundary (Figure 96b). The
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diffraction pattern corresponding to the IPZ (inset in Figure 96c) shows randomly distributed α’martensite reflections, superposed with a ring-like pattern.
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Figu e . “ all <
> o ie ted g ai afte
a oi de tatio
les. a) TEM BF image; b) corresponding DF TEM image
illuminating the austenitic plasticity zone; c) DF image of martensitic particle formed under the nanoindenter obtained from
the diffraction reflection I of the diffraction pattern in the inset; and d) Dislocation cell-type martensite TEM DF image
obtained with the diffraction reflection II.

If a single reflection is chosen, as in case of Figure 96c, the corresponding DF image shows a welldefined martensitic particle protruding vertically until the grain boundary, such as observed after 50
cycles. However, selection of a ring section leads to a diffuse DF image (Figure 96d), where a large area
surrounding the axis from the center of the nanoimprint to the grain boundary is illuminated.
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The diffuse martensitic zone has the characteristics of dislocation cell-type martensite, i.e. a martensite
type which develops from break-up of a martensite lath due to severe deformation 99,101,311,353–355. It can be
recognized by a high dislocation density leading to the diffuse appearance and also exhibits ring-like
diffraction patterns due to the strong distortions and lattice rotations, both as here observed. Dislocation
cell-type martensite coexists with lath-type martensite, whereby the fraction of the former becomes higher
with increasing deformation. Indeed, small areas of dislocation cell-type martensite were also observed in
the flat and small grains after 50 cycles of nanoindentation. However, their presence was less clear than in
the case of 200 cycles. Thus, it is obvious that strain accumulation during cyclic nanoindentation tests
leads to similar deformation mechanisms as conventional macroscopic low cycle fatigue testing.
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Figu e . Defo atio a d s ste at the g ai ou da . a) BF TEM image; b) DF image obtained with the γ {
diffraction reflection; and c) DF TEM image obtained with the α’ {
} diffraction reflection.

}

As can be discerned in Figure 96c, the martensitic phase spreads along the grain boundary. Deformation
mechanisms activated in the zone close to the grain boundary are illustrated more in detail in Figure 97. A
set of shear bands protrudes on the

̅ slip plane below the residual imprint towards the grain

boundary (Figure 97b). However, when the bands almost reach the grain boundary, they reorient to the

̅̅̅̅ slip plane and the reoriented part is largely transformed to martensite (Figure 97c). The latter is

expected, since after previous findings, stress concentration directly at the grain boundary is larger than in
the center of the grain and thus, the martensitic transformation takes place earlier in the vicinity of grain

boundaries. Concerning the change in the shear bands direction, while in the surrounding of the
nanoindenter tip the active slip plane with the highest Schmid is determined by its angle with the flanks of
the former, at the grain boundary slip planes more parallel to the latter are preferred, as already observed
in the case of the flat grain (Section 6.2.3).
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Figure 98 corresponds to the deformation substructure at the other side of the grain boundary. Noticeably,
significant plasticity transfer took place, resulting in a high dislocation density (Figure 98a) and formation
of slip bands partially transformed to martensite, as can be concluded from the corresponding diffraction
pattern given in Figure 98b.
Comparing the results to the findings in Section 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, it becomes clear that significant
martensite formation occurs only after high cumulative strain (which augments with decreasing grain size
and increasing the number of cycles). This is in agreement with literature reports for macroscopic
properties of stainless steels 356.
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6.2.7 Evolution of deformation for prestrained condition
To achieve an understanding of the influence of predeformation, the cyclic indentation behavior of skinpassed steel was studied. For this purpose, a small grain oriented close to <111> was chosen. Resulting
substructural characteristics are illustrated in Figure 99. As can be derived from this figure, the whole
grain exhibits a regular system of intersecting shear bands, with α’-martensite forming at the
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o tai ed ith the α’- a d ε-martensite diffraction reflections encircled in b.
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intersections. Comparing the deformation substructure in the bulk of the grain (Figure 99b) and one in the
IPZ (Figure 99d-f), no substantial differences can be observed. Thus, there is no evidence for additional
deformation arisen from the nanoindentation testing. The only exception is the shape of the shear bands,
which at closer look appear slightly curved, following the shape of the residual imprint, rather than being
ideally straight as in region I. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that those shear bands existed already
before the indentation experiments, and bent during the latter due to emerging lattice rotations. TEM
results indicate that pre-hardening of the sample by skin-passing inhibits further deformation by
nanoindentation. This is in agreement with the characteristics of the corresponding load-displacement
curves, as it was discussed in Chapter 4.

6.3 Conclusions
Selected austenitic grains were deformed by nanoindentation and subsequently investigated by TEM.
Substructural arrangements produced by monotonic loading, as well as their evolution with increasing
cumulative strain induced by cyclic indentation, have been studied. It was demonstrated that parameters
such as loading mode, grain size and crystallographic orientation have an important influence on the
deformation behavior.
The main findings are summarized in the following:
1. Deformation behavior resulting from nanoindentation can be divided in local, i.e. directly related
to the large shear stresses immediately in the IPZ, and general, i.e. extending over the whole
indented grain. The former is given mainly for monotonic indentation, as well as cyclic
indentation in large grains; it leads to nanoindentation-specific features, such as local lattice
rotations, nanoscopic shear bands and subsequent formation of martensitic particles. On the other
hand, the latter behavior was rather predominant in cyclically deformed small grains, where the
spatial confinement led to a rather homogeneous plasticity distribution within the indented grain.
Therefore, deformation mechanisms comparable to those known from conventional deformation
tests were activated. They were governed by the stress localization at grain boundaries and
cyclically evolving arrangements of dislocations.
2. Cyclic nanoindentation leads to a gradual accumulation and propagation of plasticity, analogous
to conventional macroscopic fatigue testing. As a consequence, the transition from lamellar to
dislocation cell-type martensite can take place. Likewise, slip transfer into adjacent grains and
subsequent martensite formation was observed.
3. Within the investigated strain range, dislocation structures after 50 cycles resembled in many
ways those found in other fcc metals, while martensitic transformation (dislocation cell-type)
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became important only at elevated cycle numbers. However, for the investigated steel, in contrast
to many other fcc materials, the prevalence of microscopic shear bands largely determines the
deformation behavior, starting from the first indentation cycle.
4. It was found that strain localization, as well as evolution of dislocation arrangements, accelerated
dramatically with decreasing grain size.
5. Testing in loading mode led to a higher cumulative deformation compared to displacement mode,
which is sensible, taking into account the softening behavior observed in Chapter 4.
6. Prestrain, such as given in case of the skin-pass condition, goes along with work hardening. The
latter inhibits the propagation of deformation induced by nanoindentation. This explains the
observed stability of P-h curves for the prestrained condition.
7. Crystalline anisotropy manifested itself through different phase transformation and dislocation
arrangements. Particularly interesting is that crystalline anisotropy was found not only between
grains oriented for single slip and multiple slip, as widely reported, but also between two different
“hard” orientations, both oriented for multiple slip. Thus, for <001> grains, the local plastic
deformation was rather extended along the surface, while for <111> grains it propagated into the
bulk. Also, small <001> grains featured dislocation cells after 50 cycles, while in <111> grains
dislocations were still tangled at this stage. These differences in microstructure explain the
dissimilitude in mechanical properties observed for <001> and <111> grains, as found in Chapter
4: it is reasonable to assume that the martensitic phase formed under the nanoindenter tip
increases the penetration resistance for successive cycles, while flat shaped martensite positioned
at the sides of the indented area is not directly probed during the loading of the IPZ. Thus, here no
secondary hardening takes place.
8. Comparing the observed deformation mechanisms to those present at the surface, as studied in
Section 5.3, in the interior of the grain dislocation slip was clearly an important mechanism,
while at the surface only incipient formation of slip bands was observed.
In conclusion, within the present chapter it was shown that, in spite of the complex stress fields given by
nanoindentation, the onset, growth and transmission of plasticity triggered by cyclic nanoindentation can
be related to similar deformation mechanisms as those known from conventional cyclic deformation tests.
However, nanoindentation allows to investigate those mechanisms with a higher spatial selectivity and
precision, as well as higher temporal resolution.
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7 Supplementary subsurface characterization and D

reconstruction
7.1 Motivation
The results in Chapters 5 and 6 confirmed the unquestionable convenience of the TEM technique.
However, the latter also has a large inconvenience, namely the time, effort and cost involved in the
preparation and study of TEM lamellae, as well as the limited size of the latter. The occurrence of
preparation artifacts, such as bending of the lamellae, is another drawback. The latter is particularly an
issue for metastable steels, since martensitic transformation involves a volume expansion between 2 and
4%, and thus an accumulation of residual stresses due to the confinement of this expansion. The
extraction of the lamella allows the release of the accumulated stress, leading to bending of the lamella.
On this account, an alternative approach has been applied in the present thesis for the subsurface
characterization of nanoindentations, as will be described in this chapter. Namely, Focused Ion Beam
(FIB) microscopy has been used to perform Scanning Ion Microscopy (SIM) imaging, as well as 3Dtomography, in order to access the phase transformation and the plastic zone in the area surrounding
residual nanoindentation imprints. The latter is usually performed by a FIB/FESEM combination (FIB
sectioning and FESEM imaging) and has been successfully used for different materials, e.g. to study
crack propagation in cemented carbides

357

. However, for the microstructural characterization of the here

studied steel, the contrast of Electron Channeling Contrast Imaging (ECCI)
distinguish different microstructural features
359,360

14,284

358

is not suitable to clearly

, while SIM provides a significantly stronger contrast

. Thus, FIB/FIB tomography was the advanced characterization method chosen for the present

investigation.
In detail, three cases were considered:


For comparison, first, the surface and cross section of a SP sample were characterized by FIB.



Subsequently, the cross section of a residual imprint after a monotonic nanoindentation test was
observed.



And finally, the cross section of the residual imprint after a cyclic nanoindentation test was
characterized, and the deformation substructure was reconstructed in 3D by FIB/FIB tomography.

Thereby, the here studied cross sections of nanoindentations are the same which were characterized by
TEM in sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.6, whereat FIB characterization was actually performed before the lift-out
of the corresponding TEM lamella.
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7.2 Results and discussion
Figure 100 shows the substructure of the skin-passed sample, as observed by SIM. A large area of the
sample surface was imaged in Figure 100a. In agreement with the observations in Chapter 3, a
heterogeneous microstructure with different prominent features was present.
The magnified view of a selected grain in Figure 100b highlights the presence of distinctive parallel
bands. A cross section of this grain, following the line indicated in the figure, was prepared and is
represented in Figure 100c. It reveals that the above-mentioned bands protrude as some tenths of
nanometers thick plates into the bulk, rather than being only a surface feature. A second system of those
bands crosses the first ones at an angle close to 70.5°. Small particles with a dark contrast can be
observed at the intersections of the bands, as well as inside of single bands. Those bands and particles
resemble the shear bands and α’-martensitic nuclei, similar to the ones observed by TEM, EBSD and
FESEM in chapters 3 and 5. This was confirmed by subsequent extraction of a thin foil from the cross
section.
Figure 100d shows the corresponding TEM BF image obtained from the area marked by the rectangle in
Figure 100c. Bands and particles observed with SIM are well preserved after the extraction of the TEM
thin foil. SAED is shown in the inset between Figure 100e and f. It exhibits simultaneously α’-martensitic
and austenitic reflections. The corresponding TEM DF images (Figure 100e for austenite and Figure 100f
for α’-martensite), allow an unambiguous identification of the observed features. Figure 100f also
illustrates the gradual formation of martensitic laths inside of the austenitic shear bands, whereby similar
structures can be observed in the SIM image in Figure 100c as dark contrasted, thickened bands (left side
of the image). Thus, an excellent agreement is found between TEM and SIM imaging.
SIM images are created by the channeling of ions, which depends on the material density

361

. Since

martensite has a lower density than austenite, ions can channel deeper before interacting with atoms and
inducing the emission of secondary electrons (SEs). Secondary electrons produced deeper in the bulk are
in turn less likely to reach the surface and then be detected. This explains why martensite appears darker
in SIM images.
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passed sample; b) FIB image corresponding to a magnification of the area marked by the square in Figure 1a; c) SIM
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image of martensite, the correspondent diffraction pattern is shown in the inset between e) and f), where the phases are
indexed using A for austenite and M for α’-martensite.
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After confirming the agreement between FIB and TEM images for macroscopically deformed samples,
the next step was the characterization of the damage induced by monotonic nanoindentation. This was
performed in austenitic grains oriented parallel to the <111> axis, namely, the same grains, whose cross
section was observed in Section 6.2.1 by TEM. Figure 101 shows the corresponding SIM image. It
exhibits a rather homogenous microstructure with little pronounced deformation features. However, a
small, dark grey patch can be observed directly under the imprint, surrounded by a more diffuse, lighter
grey, large area. Comparing the location, shape and size of these features to the ones in section 6.2.1 (see
Figure 82), and considering the contrast code established above, it can be concluded that the dark patch
corresponds to the α’-martensitic nanograin, while the surrounding diffuse zone represents the deformed
austenitic matrix, featuring a high dislocation density.

µ
Figu e
. C oss se tio of a esidual i p i t afte o oto i a oi de tatio . The cross section was imaged by SIM
previously to the lift-out of the corresponding TEM lamella (see Figure 82).

The main part of the study in this chapter concerns the deformation induced by cyclic nanoindentation, as
presented in the following paragraphs.
Figure 102 represents in detail the microstructure of the austenitic <111> oriented small grain subjected to
200 nanoindentation cycles, before the corresponding TEM lamella was extracted and observed in
Chapter 6.2.6. So, Figure 102a shows the location of the residual imprint, as accessed by EBSD, while
Figure 102b represents the corresponding FESEM image. The nanoindentation was placed
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asymmetrically with respect to the center of the indented grain, allowing to access the influence of grain
boundaries.
Noticeably, the indented grain is strongly confined, with its dimensions being rather small in comparison
to the size of the residual imprint. In agreement with observations for other <111> oriented grains in
Chapter 5, α’-martensite embryos nucleate at the shear band intersections at the sample surface
surrounding the residual imprint. A selected series of cross-sections milled through the imprint, (as
marked by dashed lines in Figure 102b) is represented in Figure 102c to 102f. Unlike in the case of
monotonic indentation, after 200 indentation cycles, the whole austenitic grain shows a highly deformed
substructure in the SIM image, which expands around the residual imprint and along the grain boundary.
Auxiliary lines are tracing the different contrast for clarity.
Figure 102c shows that even relatively far from the center of the residual imprint (section corresponding
to line 1 in Figure 102b), inhomogeneous contrast is observed and two different areas can be
distinguished in the austenite grain. The sectioning of the imprint was performed until its center, as
illustrated in Figure 102f corresponding to line 4 in Figure 4b.
The closer to the indentation center, the more pronounced becomes the presence of a dark martensitic
zone. This zone grows from the center of the residual imprint, with an angle close to 70.5˚ (thus, parallel
to a {111} slip plane), towards the closest grain boundary. Furthermore, dark contrast bands can be
observed parallel adjacent to this grain boundary (see Figure 102e).
A dashed rectangle in Figure 102d marks to the location, where TEM lamella was extracted, namely the
TEM lamella already presented in section 6.2.6 (see Figure 96). Comparing SIM images with TEM BF
and DF images, and considering the previous findings, it can be stated that the dark-contrasted phase
growing from the residual imprint towards the grain boundary is dislocation cell-type martensite, while
the band parallel to the grain boundary is a martensitic lath evolved from a shear band. Figure 102e and f
show that those two separate martensitic structures eventually meet and grow together. Moreover, the
bright regions surrounding the martensitic phase in Figure 102 (marked by dashed lines), correspond to
the deformed austenitic phase, as observed in Figure 96b.This phase exhibits a high dislocation density
and can be considered as part of the plasticity zone resulting from the cumulative deformation.
Interestingly, SIM images give a better contrast and definition of the deformed microstructure, compared
to TEM, especially for the dislocation cell-type martensite.
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. C oss se tio of a esidual i p i t afte
li a oi de tatio . a) EBSD IPF mapping, confirming that the imprint
lies inside a <111> oriented grain; b) FESEM surface image with auxiliary lines indicating the position of the cross sections
represented in the figures below; c)-f) SIM images of the respective sections 1-4, auxiliary lines separate areas of different
contrast.
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Figu e
. D to og aphi e o st u tio of the oss-se tio s u de the a oi p i t p odu ed the
li i de tatio .
Color code: Green – indented austenitic grain - red: residual imprint; yellow – martensitic grain; blue – deformation zone
surrounding the martensitic grain.

In order to achieve a better understanding of the dimensions of the plastic zone, a 3D reconstruction was
carried out with a total of 72 sections of the imprint produced by the cyclic indentation. Figure 103 shows
several images taken from the reconstructed volume. It is evident that the growth of the martensitic area
occurs at the expense of the austenitic plastic zone, indicating that austenite deformation precedes the
martensitic transformation, rather than being a competing process. Tomography visualizes particularly
well that both the growth of the martensitic phase towards the grain boundary and the dissemination of
both, martensitic and deformed austenitic structures, along the grain boundary.
Interestingly, in this particular case, martensite did not grow strictly vertically to the bulk of the grain, as
was observed in Figure 96 and as would correspond to a superposition of several activated slip systems
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under the nanoindenter tip, but instead only one slip system is active in the IPZ, namely the one which
promotes the growth towards the closest grain boundary.
Resuming and comparing the deformation evolving during cyclic nanoindentation of spatially confined
grains, the following kinetics can be assumed for the α’-martensite:
1. Formation of α’-martensitic nanoparticle in the IPZ below the nanoindenter.
2. Growth of this martensitic feature along the slip plane oriented towards the closest grain
boundary.
3. Simultaneous formation of α’-martensitic laths at the grain boundary, on slip planes lying most
parallel to the grain boundary.
4. Coincidence and coalescence of the two features.
The process outlined above is in good correspondence with the change of the active slip system at the
grain boundary, as observed in Figure 97.

7.3 Conclusion
Through three examples (macroscopic deformation by skin-pass, monotonic nanoindentation and cyclic
nanoindentation) the usefulness of SIM imaging technique has been highlighted for the characterization
of substructural evolution when metastable austenitic steels are deformed. The contrast provided by this
technique can be directly related to α’ phase transformation, and to the accumulation of plastic
deformation, allowing a detailed characterization of the surface, as well as of the bulk.
Compared to other advanced characterization techniques, such as EBSD for surface characterization and
TEM for the bulk, SIM results being faster, easier and more cost efficient compared to the traditional
techniques. Besides, especially in the case of sectional tomography, it can provide more complete
information about the microstructural transformation in 3D. This makes FIB not only a powerful
technique for sample preparation on small scale, but also for contrast-enhanced imaging.
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8 Closing Discussion
Some of the main points to be highlighted within the present thesis are resumed in the following:
It has been shown that, as a function of austenitic grain size and crystallographic orientation, different
dislocation arrangements are produced in metastable stainless steels when subjected to nanoindentation
testing. Moreover, martensitic transformation is influenced by both factors. Thus, α’-martensite was found
to be closely related to the orientation relationship between active slip planes and loading axis. Also, all
deformation mechanisms and plasticity transmission showed to be highly influenced by the stress
localization at grain boundaries.
Reversible ε-martensitic transformation, known from shape-memory alloys, has not been reported so far
for stainless steels. Apparently, the chemical composition of the present alloy, especially the enrichment
with nitrogen, promotes this characteristic. Within this thesis, it was found to occur after a certain number
of nanoindentation cycles. This indicates that some dislocation organization must occur to facilitate the
reversible phase transformation, as reported in literature 189.
The nonlinearity at lower indentation loads, leading to the formation of elbows, is also in good agreement
with reported literature for reversible phase transformation, as narrated in section Chapter 1.3.3. Also εmartensitic transformation was found to be anisotropic, since it followed the SN relationship and as a
consequence, formed with preference in grains oriented appropriately with respect to the loading axis.
This fact was evidenced by the hysteresis loop size recorded during cyclic nanoindentation tests, which
was wider for grains oriented favorably for ε-martensitic transformation. The reversible transformation
behavior is likely originating from the fact that ε-martensite plates formed under the applied loads had an
average thickness below 1 nm, as determined in chapter 4, and thus, were not stable enough to persist
after unloading. It is also worth mentioning that phase-transformation related pop-ins were found to
originate from ε-martensite, while α’-martensite formation was not reflected in the P-h curves.
The viscoplastic behavior, as observed in section 4.2.2 is in agreement with the results of Misra et al.
represented in curve in Figure 28 (Chapter 1). Thereby, viscoplastic behavior (discernible from the
buckling of the unloading curve) took place only for indentation of austenite, but not for martensite. Thus,
it can be concluded that the nanoindentation response observed within the present thesis results from
austenite, and even after an elevated number of indentation cycles a large part of the material probed by
the nanoindenter remains austenitic. In conventional macroscopic fatigue testing, softening behavior is
known to occur in annealed stainless steels due to low energy dislocation arrangements

245,246

. This

mechanism was also unambiguously observed by TEM in Chapter 6 within the present study. From this
point of view, cyclic nanoindentation can be considered as a technique to analyze local fatigue behavior.
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P-h curves showed that softening usually prevails over the hardening induced by phase transformation,
whereas secondary hardening only occurred for certain crystallographic orientations (i.e. <111>), when
martensite was formed and grew vertically under the residual imprint.
Also related to the cyclic softening, a time-dependent behavior was discerned: some researchers 229,233,362–
364

found rate-dependence in AISI 304 and 316 stainless steels at room temperature. At low imposed

strain, this behavior led to a cyclic softening, which prevailed over the cyclic hardening 234. These results
might be surprising for a metastable stainless steel, which can be expected to exhibit distinctive hardening
behavior 231. The key to explain the observed behavior is the small strain amplitude applied in the present
study, while hardening is commonly recognized to occur when surpassing a certain minimum strain.
Furthermore, it was shown that prestrain stabilizes the steel against further phase transformation going
along with cyclic softening or hardening behavior.
Thus, nanoindentation provides the possibility to study the deformation behavior in a smaller strain range
as by macroscopic testing techniques. On the other side, nanoindentation also allows working at
significantly higher loads than those here applied. For understanding of the observed phenomena, the
following two points must be considered:
On one hand, opposite to α’, ε-martensite transformation implies a volume contraction

365,366

.

Consequently, tensile deformation promotes α’-martensite and suppresses ε-martensite formation, while
for compressive deformation the opposite is the case

365

. Thus, it is known that the pseudo-elastic

response of established shape memory alloys is much more pronounced for nanoindentation than for
tensile testing

. Accordingly, the onset of α’-transformation is shifted in case of nanoindentation

187

(predominantly compressive) to higher strain values as compared to typical macroscopic forming
processes, such as cold rolling

365

. This explains why within the present study shear band formation was

readily observed, whereas α’-martensitic transformation was still in its initial state.
On the other hand, it is also known that ε-martensitic transformation leads to softening

367,368

. This

circumstance agrees very well with the softening observed below the kink, in case of elbow formation, as
observed in Chapter 2. This low-slope region below the kink is where the majority of pop-ins related to
reversible ε-transformation has been detected. On the other hand, since TEM characterization revealed
that at least some part of the formed ε-martensite stabilized in form of shear bands and remained after
unloading, the formation of those shear bands might contribute, together with dislocation motion, to the
observed softening behavior.
The observed softening behavior also explains why deformation features were different when cycling in
loading or displacement mode: in loading mode, the displacement or penetration depth increases with
increasing cycles, leading to a significant accumulated strain, while in displacement mode the imposed
deformation is mostly in the elastic (or pseudoelastic) range.
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9 Final Conclusions
In the present thesis, deformation behavior of single austenitic grains in a polycrystalline metastable
stainless steel has been accessed by nanoindentation. This instrumented testing technique has shown not
only the advantage of providing a high-precision at small scale, but also, it can be employed selectively to
investigate deformation mechanisms with a higher precision, and spatial resolution than conventional
testing techniques.
Therefore, different specific test conditions, both for monotonic (i.e. only one indentation) and cyclic (i.e.
repeated indentations at the same location) tests, were selected. Analysis of the obtained loadingunloading (P-h) curves, and their correlation with the substructural features discerned mainly by TEM,
allowed to obtain the following insights concerning deformation mechanisms in metastable austenitic
stainless steels:


Qualitatively similar deformation mechanisms to those known from conventional macroscopic testing
can be also induced by nanoindentation.



Deformation behavior resulting from nanoindentation can be divided in local, i.e. directly related to
the large shear stresses immediately in the IPZ, and general, i.e. extending over the whole indented
grain.



Nanoindentation-specific deformation structure comprehends local lattice rotations, nanostructured
shear bands and subsequent formation of martensitic particles.



General deformation structure comprehends homogeneous dislocation arrangement within the interior
of the grain, formation of planar defects at preferential sites (e.g. grain boundaries) and plasticity
transmission through grain boundaries.



Both, general and nanoindentation-specific deformation, were highly anisotropic, depending on the
crystallographic orientation of each grain.



Mechanical response to indentation and the resulting deformation substructures are strongly
dependent on volume confinement (determined by grain size and shape).



AISI 301LN was found to deform at the onset of plasticity mainly by formation of shear bands. Other
deformation structures, such as low energy dislocation arrangements or α’-martensitic transformation
occurred in succession.



Reversible ε-martensite transformation takes places under nanoindentation loading.



α’-martensite embryos nucleating at shear band intersections were observed to coalesce.
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Three types of pop-ins can be obtained from P-h curves, due to elastoplastic transmission, ↔ε
transformation and transmission of plasticity across the grain boundaries, respectively.

On the other hand, also conclusions concerning the advanced characterization techniques can be drawn:


Cyclic nanoindentation is a powerful tool for monitoring the evolution of deformation mechanisms
insitu, while TEM is a powerful tool for characterization of the resulting deformation structure. The
combination of deformation by nanoindentation and subsequent characterization by TEM carried out
for different experimental conditions, allowed an ex-situ reconstruction of the underlying
fundamental principles.



It was shown that there is a good correspondence between the data recorded by the nanoindentation
equipment and the related microstructure. Thus, from the sole analysis of the P-h curves, important
information about dynamics of deformation, influence of grain boundaries, plasticity transfer and
crystalline anisotropy can be gathered without any need for further time and cost-consuming
characterization of the tested material.



It was also confirmed by correlation between cyclic nanoindentation P-h curves and TEM studies that
pop-ins at high loads (or elevated number of cycles), indeed correspond to transmission of plasticity.



It is important to characterize both the surface and the bulk deformation substructures to obtain an
integral understanding of the deformation behavior.



The usefulness of the SIM imaging technique has been highlighted for the characterization of
substructural evolution. Compared to other advanced characterization techniques, such as EBSD for
surface characterization and TEM for the bulk, SIM results faster, easier and more cost efficient. In
the case of sectional tomography, it can provide more complete information about the microstructural
transformation in three dimensions.
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10 Future Outlook
The present thesis comprehends an innovative approach regarding small-scale investigation of
deformation mechanisms in metallic materials. No relevant basic studies were carried out before
regarding cyclic nanoindentation in phase transforming steels, so this thesis can be considered as an
introduction to this field. Certainly, many aspects need to be studied more in depth.
From the crystallographic point of view, only two directions, both oriented for multiple slip, were
compared within the study of the crystalline anisotropy. For a more in-depth study, the deformation in
other directions, especially in grains oriented for single slip, as well as the presence of crystalline
anisotropy in prestrained steels, should be researched, more in detail.
On the other hand, due to the restricted possibility of TEM lamella preparation by FIB, being the latter a
relatively expensive and time consuming method, only few selected deformation structures were studied.
A more detailed study of the deformation evolution within the few first cycles can provide valuable
information.
Also worth studying is the deformation for nanoindentations placed on the grain boundary, impacting
simultaneously two contiguous grains, selected in relation with both their size and their crystallographic
orientation.
The present work was carried out with a Berkovich indenter since preliminary studies revealed that a
spherical tip did not produce a sufficiently large stress concentration to induce martensitic transformation.
However, for materials where stress localization generated by a spherical tip is sufficient to achieve the
desired material deformation, a corresponding study would certainly be of interest in order to investigate
the strain-stress behavior.
It is also important to keep in mind that in nanoindentation creep tests, opposed to tensile creep tests, the
contact area changes significantly with Δh. Thus, not only the strain, but also the stress evolve during the
creep test. So, with increasing penetration depth the stress, and consequently the creep rate, decreases.
Would the contact area stay constant, the creep strain can be expected to be higher than observed in this
study. Thus, a set of reference tests with a flat punch should be carried out to determine the real creep
behavior.
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Abstract

Keywords:
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mechanisms, Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Focused ion beam (FIB), Scanning ion
microscopy (SIM), Crystalline anisotropy, Grain size, Plasticity transmission

Metastable austenitic stainless steels feature an abundance of different deformation mechanisms, which
contribute to the distinguished mechanical properties of these alloys. However, these properties are
known to depend on the local microstructure and also are highly anisotropic. Furthermore, deformation is
expected to be different for the bulk and the surface of a sample. In this sense, a discrete study is not
trivial.
The present work aims at investigation of the main deformation mechanisms and their gradual evolution,
by employing controlled deformation of individual austenite grains via monotonic and cyclic
nanoindentation. The corresponding loading–unloading curves have given extensive information about
underlying mechanical properties, which could be related to an exhaustive reconstruction of the
deformation substructure, both in surface and bulk, by different small scale characterization techniques.
Amongst others, features such as time-dependent deformation, reversible phase transformation under
load, crystalline anisotropy and grain size influences, besides plasticity transmission and fatigue behavior
have been found and analyzed.
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Resumen

Palabras claves:
Aceros inoxidables austeníticos metaestables, Transformación de fase, Indentación cíclica, Mecanismos
de deformación plástica, Microscopía electrónica de transmisión (MET), FIB, SIM, Anisotropía cristalina,
Tamaño de grano, Transferencia de plasticidad

Los aceros inoxidables austeníticos metaestables pueden experimentar una amplia gama de mecanismos
de deformación diferentes, los cuales contribuyen a sus extraordinarias propiedades mecánicas. Sin
embargo, estas propiedades dependen de la microestructura y son altamente anisotrópicas. Además, la
deformación es diferente en la superficie y en el interior de una muestra. Por lo tanto, un estudio detallado
no resulta trivial. El objetivo de este trabajo es el estudio de los principales mecanismos de deformación,
así como de su desarrollo gradual. Para ello se han realizado ensayos de nanoindentación, tanto
monotónica como cíclica, los cuales han permitido la deformación controlada de granos austeníticos
preseleccionados.
Las curvas de carga y descarga de los ensayos de nanoindentación han proporcionado amplia información
sobre el comportamiento mecánico del acero, la cual se ha podido correlacionar con la reconstrucción
detallada de las subestructuras de deformación, tanto a nivel superficial como en el interior, la cual se ha
llevado a cabo mediante técnicas de caracterización a escala microscópica.
Entre otros, se encontraron y estudiaron fenómenos como las transformaciones de fase reversibles bajo
carga, la influencia tanto de la anisotropía cristalina como del tamaño de grano, mecanismos dependientes
del tiempo, junto con la transmisión de plasticidad y la respuesta a fatiga.
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Résumé
Mots-clefs:
Aciers austénitiques métastables, Transformation de phase, Nano-indentation cyclique, Mecanismes de
déformation plastique , Microscopie électronique en transmission (MET), Sonde ionique focalisée (FIB),
Microscope ionique à balayage (SIM), Anisotropie cristalline, Taille de grain, Transfert de plasticité

Les aciers inoxydables austénitiques métastables sont le siège de différents mécanismes de déformation
qui sont à l'origine des propriétés mécaniques qui distinguent ce type d’alliages. Cependant, ces dernières,
dépendant de la microstructure locale, sont fortement anisotropes.
Par ailleurs, la déformation d'un échantillon massif serait différente de celle obtenue en surface. De ce
fait, une étude détaillée trouve tout son intérêt. Le présent travail vise donc à identifier les principaux
mécanismes de déformation et de leur évolution progressive, en se basant sur une déformation contrôlée
de grains austénitiques individuels par des tests mécaniques de nanoindentation monotoniques et
cycliques.
Les courbes correspondantes au chargement-déchargement révèlent des informations détaillées sur les
propriétés mécaniques sous-jacentes qui pourraient être liées à une étude complète de la structure de
déformation en surface et en volume par différentes techniques de caractérisation à une échelle très fine.
La déformation en fonction du temps, les phénomènes de transformation de phase réversible sous charge,
l'anisotropie cristalline, l'influences de la taille des grains, la transmission de la plasticité et la tenue en
fatigue ont été mis en évidence et étudiés.
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